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in Educational Administration and Higher Education are from Southern
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INTRODUCTION
Pass the Plate, the Legend and Legacy of United
States Congressman, Kenneth J. Gray is told by stories
that showcase one the most effective Congressman of
the Twentieth Century--the Congressman that made deals
to actualize his visions and the visions of individuals who
identified the nation’s common good. Kenny was an
ordinary person from an ordinary place that was able
to accomplish extraordinary things for the people. As
writers, the primary strategy of this book is to convey his
success from the perspective of two citizen educators.
For any organization to succeed, the leader must
provide hope--hope that something better is on the way.
Kenny Gray’s “down-home” personality, sometimes flamboyant dress and his reputation as a “go to guy” to get
things done made him a favorite of the people. In addition to the billions of dollars that he brought home to his
district, his trademark wheeling and dealing processes
provided reciprocal benefits for the people of the nation.
Most government leadership stories are told from the
perspective of the Presidency and the Executive Branch;
however, Congressman Kenneth J. Gray’s story is told
from the view of the people about a Representative to the
United States Congress.
Unique in Congress, he was bold, confident and auda-
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WRITERS

cious to propose what others said could not be done.
Named the “Prince of Pork” by some of his critics, Gray
was not offended. His response was: “If ‘pork’ means
housing, education, roads and
jobs then all I have to say is
“’Pass the Plate.’”
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ffective Presidents are courageous vision-

Sam Rayburn, returned to the speakership that

aries and decision makers. Effective

January, when 12 additional Democrat House of

Congressmen are pragmatic politicians.

Representatives members were elected. Rayburn

In order to actualize the visions of the Presidents,

liked being speaker. He held a long-term apprecia-

Congressmen must have knowledge and skills of

tion for Kenny. The Congressmen returned Rayburn

the game of politics and a measure of charm and

to his speakership. The youngest Congressmen also

appeal. Kenneth J. Gray — salesman, magician, auc-

promoted the boldest visions, those that the estab-

tioneer, storyteller, pilot, pragmatic politician, and

lished politicians knew “would not work.”

visionary leader — was able to lead the actualization of the visions of the Presidents that he served.
His down-home personality, sometimes flamboyant
dress, and his reputation of a go-to guy to get things
done made him a favorite son of the people.

If pork means housing, education,
roads, and jobs, then all I have to say
is “pass the plate.” — Ken Gray

For any organization to succeed, a leader must
provide HOPE that something better is on the way.

Strauss and Howe (2000) say the generation

Kenny Gray provided hope. The personal friend

born from 1901–1924, the “GI Generation,” is the

of eight United States Presidents, Gray was able to

last great generation. Born in 1924, Kenny Gray is

negotiate with elected officials in brokering deals to

a member of this Greatest Generation. Providing

provide projects that each needed in their districts.

less-than-accurate information on his birth date,

Through his efforts, Gray was able to actualize the

Kenny enlisted in the Army/Air Force at the age

visions of Speakers of the House of Representatives,

of 17. He served in three World War II campaigns:

Senate Presidents, Governors, and Presidents of the

Europe, Africa, and South Pacific. In the Army Air

United States.

Force, he quickly moved to positions of responsi-

A few days short of 30 years of age, Kenny was

bility and adventure. He served as pilot, crew chief

elected to the Congress of the United States. The

of a B1 Bomber, and driver of Dwight Eisenhower.

youngest elected Congressman for a decade, he

While in the military, he saw the Autobahn, a form

traveled to take the oath of office in January of

of interstate highway in Germany; airplanes; and

1955. The long-impressive Speaker of the House,

communication and civil infrastructure. This reality

Pass the Plate
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whetted a craving to help the people of Southern

Democratic Congressmen were elected to the

Illinois realize their potential. In order to provide

84th Congress.

for Southern Illinois, Kenny would ultimately trade

The night before the election of 1954, Kenny

votes for similar deals for people in other states

televised his campaign message and mentioned that

and regions of the nation. These acts of reciproc-

even with 30,000 Southern Illinoisans out of work,

ity increased the quality of life for all the people.

the current Congressman had not brought one

An effective salesman, Kenny always knew what

project back or authored one bill. In contrast to the

the people needed and wanted and did his best to

incumbent’s deficiencies, during the course of his

provide just that.

The generation born from

tenure as Congressman, Gray was able to sponsor

When he returned to

and disciple 3,000 national bills that brought bil-

1901–1924, the

the States after the war,

lions of dollars to Southern Illinois and raised the

“GI Generation,” is the last

he worked as Commander

quality of life of the nation.

of the American Legion

Ken Gray knows that all politics are local. Being

in the 25 southernmost

realistic and practical, Kenny Gray met with his

counties of Illinois. These

new constituency on New Year’s Eve, a month

this Greatest Generation.

were the same counties

and a year after he had been elected for a “sink

— Pyle and Trover, 2009

that Congressman “Runt”

or swim” meeting. At the meeting of 5,000, his

Bishop from Southern

constituency identified their needs. From that

Illinois served. The 25th District of Southern Illinois

meeting, the general plan that Kenny would fol-

was larger that the states of Delaware, Connecticut,

low was formed. Using his constituents’ needs as

and Rhode Island combined.

vision, mission, and targets, he was able to set the

great generation. Kenny Gray,
born in 1924, is a member of

As Commander of the American Legion, Gray
flew his helicopter from lodge to lodge to talk to

agenda for his first love, Southern Illinois, and
consequently the nation.

veterans about their needs. It was during those

Another pragmatic politician, one of the 13

“fly-arounds” that Southern Illinoisans began to

that returned Rayburn to the Speakership, was

talk to Kenny about serving as Congressman.

Jim Wright of Bonhom, Texas. He also asked his

The current Congressman, Cecil William Bishop,

constituents what they needed. The people needed

had defeated Kent Keller, a “New Deal” politi-

many of the same things that Southern Illinoisans

cian. Keller ran again in the 1940, ’42, ’44,

called for at the 1955 “sink or swim” meeting

’48, and ’50 Congressional elections, but was

in Kenny’s hometown of West Frankfort. Public

unable to regain his seat. Bishop served for

servants of their regions, Kenny and Jim began a

14 years. Kenny’s victory in 1954 helped Sam

working relationship in Congress and a friendship

Rayburn regain his speakership when 13 more

that remains today.

ing Footprints Leaving Footp
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Always a friend of working men and women and

and flood control project, Kenny was able to enlist

their families, Ken Gray championed projects for

the support of John F. Kennedy to promote this

jobs and programs for worker safety and benefits.

project. The national significance is that after Rend

Gray served on the Public Works Committee and

Lake project was approved, water and flood control

worked his way to the chairmanship of the sub-

projects were given priority and consideration by

committee of Public Works. In this position, Kenny

the Army Corps of Engineers.

was the gatekeeper for every national public works

One of the bills that he voted to continue was

project. This position offered Kenny the opportu-

The GI Bill, enacted after World War II. It provided

nity to pragmatically accomplish great works for

education opportunities to veterans of foreign wars.

the nation. Through this position he brokered deals

This program raised the quality of life in America

with other committees. If any Congressman wanted

by offering scholarships to those veterans who

a public project in his/her district, he/she would

chose to take advantage of them.

have to go through Kenny Gray. Kenny would then

Carl Perkins of Kentucky understood Kenny’s

have the opportunity to make deals with other

influence and asked him to help sponsor the First

committees. Through his efforts, Kenny Gray was

Elementary and Secondary Act of 1965. This act

able to serve to promote major infrastructure and

provided many supporting programs to bridge the

domestic programs in his beloved Southern Illinois

gap between the students living in poverty and

and for the nation.

those that did not. There were also programs incor-

When asked, Kenny remarks that he is proudest

porated to expand reading, mathematics, and sci-

of his authorship of the Interstate Highway System.

ence achievement and school improvement. School

President Eisenhower presented him with the only

lunch programs and others provided services to

pen that he used to sign the Interstate Highway

help students stay in school.

Act, the largest public works project in the world.

As Chairman of the Capital Police, Gray expanded

Kenny’s persistence paid off for the nation when he

the force to serve the needs of the nation’s capital.

stuck to his proposal of 42,500 miles of highway,

Seeing the need for the Vice-President to have his

enough for each state to have adequate miles for

own residence, Gray led the legislation to make the

commerce, economic development, tourism, and

naval observatory the permanent residence of the

the expediency of general travel to the doctor, gro-

Vice-President.

cery store, and school. President Eisenhower had
supported 23,000 miles.

Kenny Gray loves people and champions commerce. He is the genuine capitalist with social

One of the local projects that provided national

responsibility. As any great salesman does, Kenny

impact was Rend Lake. After the regional leaders

can spot a great deal and then methodically work to

received 32 letters of non-interest for the water

complete the deal. His deals have paved highways,

otprints Leaving Footprints
Pass the Plate
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ing Footprints Leaving Footp
educated and housed citizens, and cared for the

In the Washington, D.C., area, Kenny was chosen

nation’s needs. Initially challenged to provide ser-

Washingtonian of the Year in 1973. He was chosen

vices for Southern Illinois, he saw that in order to

for this honor for his authorship and discipleship of

have projects, post offices, and work in Southern

8 Washington, D.C., projects that included Union

Illinois, he would have to convince Congressmen in

Station, Hirschorn Museum, and Kennedy Center,

other areas to vote for specific jobs in their areas as

to name a few.

well. And if the Congressmen did not need a post

Kenny’s stories are the stories of one of the most

office, perhaps they needed other infrastructures.

effective Congressman of the 20th century — the

Helping other elected officials to identify their con-

Congressman that made deals to actualize the visions

stituents' needs as he did on New Year’s Eve, Kenny

of individuals who identified the nation’s common

was able to leave his footprints across the nation.

good. Kenny was an ordinary person from an ordi-

Unique in Congress, he was bold, confident, and

nary place that was able to accomplish extraordinary

audacious to propose what others said could not be

things for the people in Southern Illinois. Many

done. Named the “Prince of Pork” by some of his

Congressmen and Congresswomen make deals to

critics, Gray was not offended. His response was,

get laws passed, but they also have to work with

“If pork means housing, education, roads, and jobs,

Presidents to sign and actualize the laws. Kenny

then all I have to say is ‘pass the plate.’”

worked effectively with eight Presidents to do so.

Fact:

Ken Gray, Democrat of West Frankfort, Illinois,

the Walking Dog Foundation for the Blind (1950),

was born in West Frankfort; educated in West

a nonprofit organization formed to train guide

Frankfort and Pope County Elementary Schools;

dogs and present them to blind persons free of

graduated from West Frankfort Community High

charge; licensed auctioneer; Board of Directors,

School; also attended Army Advanced School dur-

National Coal Museum; elected to the 84th

ing WWII; engaged in the Automobile Business

Congress November 2, 1954; re-elected to each

since high school; also operated an Air Service at

succeeding Congress–93rd Congress; resigned

Benton, Illinois, for six years; was a licensed heli-

from the House, December 31, 1974; President,

copter and airplane pilot; served in Army and Air

Ken Gray and Associates, business consultant;

Force during WWII, two years of which overseas

owner, Ken Gray’s antique car museum; married

combat service in Italy, North Africa, Corsica,

to the former Gwendolyn June Croslin; three chil-

and Southern France; active in civic affairs since

dren, Diann, Rebecca, and Jimmie; elected to the

his discharge from service; member: Baptist

99th Congress on November 6, 1984.

Church; American Legion (40 and 8); Veterans of
Foreign Wars; Kiwanis Club; Elks; Eagles; Past
Commanders Club of American Legion; State
Vice President of Illinois Junior Chamber of
Commerce (1953–1954); one of the founders of

8

Congressional Record, 1985–1986, 99th Congress
Kenneth J. Gray was re-elected to the 100th
Congress in 1987 and served his term, resigning in
August of 1988.
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any have asked, “Why write a book on retired United

According to Howe and Strauss (2002), in the book, Millennials

States Congressman Kenneth J. Gray?” In 1987,

Rising,, the students in high school and college now are consid-

the Commission on the Bicentennial of the United States

ered to be a part of the Millennial Generation. This generation

Constitution decided that students should learn about the U.S.

has the most potential to succeed in service and citizenship, since

Constitution. As teachers in Johnston City, Illinois, the authors

Kenny Gray’s last Greatest Generation. Building on that potential

prepared a group of honor students to participate in the bicen-

for leadership, the authors believe that the Millennial Generation

tennial competition and celebration. The students studied the

would benefit from the Ken Gray stories and materials.

U.S. Constitution, its amendments, and the unique system

As educators, we choose to link the reader with 21st-century

of government of the United States. The group also met with

media that provide innovative, collaborative, and participatory

other high school students in Illinois in celebration of the 200th

learning opportunities. Our media design includes examples of

anniversary. At the culmination of the Constitutional activities,

digital cites that the reader can use to follow people and concepts

and upon the invitation of Congressman Ken Gray, the students

of interest, as well as link to other concepts. It is our goal that this

traveled to Washington, D.C.

book will provide for interactive participatory learning that will go

In order to pay for the trip, the students and sponsors decided

beyond our written words to link learners across the region, nation,

to establish a breakfast program at the high school. The company,

and world. These embedded online tools are designed to build the

Mini-Co, followed the business guidelines of Dr. Pyle’s general busi-

knowledge base of our learners as they communicate with other

ness and accounting. They made stock certificates and sold them to

learners via YouTube, Wikipedia, and various chat rooms.

provide start-up money for the program. Officers were elected and

This book is a collaboration of many individuals from govern-

members ran the company. After a year in the breakfast program,

ment, education, labor, business, and community. We hope to offer

the group had enough money to travel to Washington, D.C.

a creative link for further learning and research that will broaden

Our determination to provide our students — young and

and deepen the book’s content. We have and will continue to use

old — with the historical foundation of their government led us

collaborative forums to link historical understanding of people and

to the realization that the legend and legacy of Congressman Ken

events, society and the common good.

Gray must be documented and his artifacts and stories shared.

We visited the Ken Gray Presidential Museum and observed all

Gray returned to Congress in January1985 to serve in the 99th

of the artifacts and news articles about the accomplishments made

and 100th Congress of the United States. Kenny Gray believed

during his 30 years in Washington. The museum, a warehouse

that the next generation should know about and celebrate the

full of pictures and other memorabilia, provided many materials

Constitution of our great country.

for educators, students, and interested community members. Ken

Realizing that Ken Gray’s legend and legacy must be recorded for

Gray closed his museum on Memorial Day, 2008, with an auction.

posterity, the authors felt the obligation to pass his genius of leader-

Closing the museum was a difficult choice for Kenny. He had con-

ship to the next generation. We wanted to document the attitudes,

cerns over what would happen to all the news articles and other

strategies, and processes that he used to provide resources and

memorabilia. He had suffered a debilitating stroke, which limited

programs for the citizens. Many individuals who knew Ken Gray

his activities.

and worked with him through the years of his public service have

Ken Gray’s footprints are evident in every region and state in

passed. Our purpose is to relate the story to future generations. We

America. It was this sense of responsibility that motivated us to

anticipate that Kenny Gray’s story will have a positive influence and

attempt to document this 30-year period of history.

impact on learners of all ages.
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acknowledging Contributors

eeling the Depression Feeling the Depression

A

s authors, we have spent many hours with Congressman

Other print materials included numerous personal letters

Gray and his family, as well as in the perusal of the

from elected officials, friends, and constituents from across

thousands of artifacts, pictures, and scrapbooks. The authors

Southern Illinois and the nation. Many letters and speeches

visited many hours in the home of Ken and Margaret "Toedy"

from different occasions were received that contributed to the

Gray. Ken always has some funny incidents interspersed with

broad base of information that gave us insight into this charis-

the serious. Toedy is gracious and hospitable. Although, we

matic and effective leader. These letters are found throughout

both have advanced degrees in administration and leadership,

the book. We also had the opportunity to interview many of his

we learned so much from the interviews with a political leader

former staff members, as well as his loyal friends and cowork-

who succeeded in the political arena.

ers in Congress. We have met countless political leaders and

We also visited many of his colleagues, including politicians,
staff members, and friends. Trips to Mr. John Alongi’s restau-

We acknowledge the work Craig Williams of Craig Williams

rant in DuQuoin and Margaret Forgatch’s Dixie Cream Donut

Creative for his ability to understand our book’s direction and

shop in West Frankfort, two of Kenny’s favorite eating places,

guide us through the publishing process. Thanks to Kelly

provided stories and pictures. The first humorous story Alongi

Friederich’s patience and expertise — her book design has given

shared concerned Kenny and his first Congressional campaign.

our work life. We appreciate our colleagues that provide an

Gray drove his Cadillac right up to the restaurant in DuQuoin

expanded learning forum: John Alongi, Matt Baughman, Bob

with his trunk overflowing with combs stating the slogan

Butler, Joan Clayton, Kevin Davis, Kathy Davis, Virginia DuFour,

“Comb Runt Bishop right out of your hair.”

Jim Dean, Bob Ellis, Becky Gray, Elizabeth Grant, Debbie Hunter,

A great contribution of materials was derived from more

Mendy Karnes, Holly Kee, Faye Mize, Norma Martin, Lora Lee

than two dozen scrapbooks that Ken’s aunt, Chloe Rushing,

Motsinger, Dr. Roberta Phipps, Angie Pyle, Bryan Throgmorton,

meticulously kept during a period of Ken Gray’s first 20

Dr. Kathy Rosa, SIU Library and Archives, Josh Stafford, Ashley

years in Congress. She scanned all newspapers in the region,

Trover, Garnelle Trover, and Judge Jim Williamson.

including the Southern Illinoisan, Johnston City Progress, Herrin

Many individuals contributed pictures to our efforts.

Spokesman, West Frankfort Daily American, Marion Daily

Bob Trover, Superintendent of Tamaroa Grade School, attended

Republican, Metropolis Planet, Evansville Courier, and numerous

many events and recorded other important details. The Field

other small-town papers. We acknowledge these publications,

family — Sherry, Laeyton, Danny, and Kelin — videoed Kenny

their administration and staff. Special thanks go to Dennis

Gray and his Presidential Museum in West Frankfort. We

Derosset, Gary Metro, and Chuck Navarro of the Southern

acknowledge work of the FSA Depression Photographers and the

Illinoisan. We also thank Bill Swinford of the Marion Daily

Library of Congress for making the pictures available to learners

Republican, and the editor of Metropolis Planet, as well as other

of all ages.

regional newspapers and news stations WSIL TV, WPSD TV,
and KFVS TV for the video clips and support.

10

many citizens whom Ken Gray has assisted.

We went to many ceremonies celebrating Kenny’s accomplishments. There were special ceremonies to honor retired
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ssion Feeling the

WHICH ARE YOU
Depression
the
A BUILDER Feeling
OR A WRECKER?

Congressman Ken Gray for the Interstate Highway System,

I watched them tear a building down.

Rend Lake Conservatory, and Regional Post Offices. There

A gang of men in a busy town,

was the memorial service commemorating the anniversary of

With a ho heave ho and a lusty yell,

the West Frankfort tragic coal mine explosion in this century.
The only survivor of that explosion was Mr. Summers, who

They swung a beam and a side-wall fell.

attended the ceremony. Ken Gray was one of the rescue team

I asked the foreman are these men as skilled,

members for the disaster. A coal miners memorial in Herrin,
Illinois, lists names of coal miners who worked in the mines.
In May 2008, a section of Interstate 57 was designated
the Ken Gray Expressway. Appreciation was expressed to state
and local officials, Gary Forby, Brandon Phelps, John Bradley,

As the ones you would hire if you had to build?
He just laughed and said oh no indeed,
Just common labor is all you need.

David Phelps, and Illinois Department of Transportation for

So I thought to my self as I turned to go away.

getting this designation completed. The signs designating “Ken

Which of these roles have I tried to play?

Gray Expressway” appear along Interstate 57 from Mt. Vernon
to Cairo.
According to an article by Wineburg, (2007) in Phi Delta
Kappan, the history that many learners remember can be traced
not to a conventional history class in school, but to popular

Have I been a builder who works with care?
Measuring life by a ruler and square or
Have I been a worker who walks the town

media, computers, movies, and actors. For example, the movie

Content with the job of tearing down.

Forrest Gump highlights many significant events from the ’60s

Grass will grow up in the cracks of the sidewalk,

and ’70s Vietnam War period and the civil rights movement.
While the primary purpose of that media is entertainment, we

If it is not walked on.

must not underestimate or undervalue its significant connec-

And people that don’t work are as destructive,

tion with people and the American culture. We will link our
text and pictures to sites on the Internet. We anticipate that

As someone who takes a hammer and
knocks the building down.

using multimedia will be appreciated by learners of all ages.
It is our primary strategy to tell the story of the legend
and legacy of Kenneth J. Gray from the perspective of two

Kenneth J. Gray

ordinary citizen educators chronicling the accomplishments of
an extraordinary man.

Pass the Plate
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S

urviving tough times was not just
difficult for adults. The children of

the Depression saw the pain in the faces of
their families and neighbors. While losing
the wheel off a trike seems trivial to adults,
to this little boy, Kenny Gray, it seemed an
insurmountable problem — but he did not
give up hope. He found a way to fix his trike
and solve the problem.

tough times

Tough Times Surviving Tough
ving Tough Times Surviving T
mes Surviving Tough Times Su
Pass the Plate
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Feeling the depression
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Top photo: The most famous picture depicting the
pain of the Depression is that of Florence Thompson,
a 32-year-old migrant worker from California who had
that day sold the tires off her car to buy food for her
seven children. Two of the children turn away from
the photographer and the dust. The baby sleeps in his
mom’s arms.
Middle photo: A man assesses the equipment
in his tool house on his McLeansboro farm to
determine if he has what he needs to prepare for
Spring 1937 planting.
Bottom photo: Tenant farmers Opal Shaw and his
wife proudly display the canned produce made on
their 80-acre Gallatin County, Illinois, tenant farm.
The smiles on their faces indicate their relief, as they
show their resourcefulness at getting through the
winter of 1939.

It was the indelible memories of the Depression and its
people that were catalysts to
shape Ken Gray’s vision of a
thriving Southern Illinois.
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Fact:

Historians and economists differ on the causes
of the Great Depression. Many say that it was a
combination of structural weaknesses and specific
events. In addition to the financial causes that
contributed to the Depression, there were also the
natural weather calamities of drought and flood.

K

enny Gray was a child of the Depression.
During this period of time, his resourceful
father took the initiative to move his young

family to Pope County, Illinois, where he cut timber from the
Shawnee Forest to support them. In that rural setting, they
did not have indoor plumbing or electricity. Later, the family
moved back to Frankfort Heights, Illinois, where young Kenny
observed the amenities of a town. He bragged to his friends
that they had “electric water.”
The faces captured here reveal that many Southern
Illinoisans survived tough times because of their hope, optimism, and resourcefulness. It was the indelible memories of
the Depression and the people that were catalysts to Ken Gray’s
vision of a thriving Southern Illinois.
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Oil fields in Southern Illinois were vacated when the lack of cash during
the Great Depression drastically reduced the demand for fuel. During the
Depression years and lack of income or employment, Marvin Motsinger’s
father and mother moved to the farm of Grace’s cousin, Charles Walls, in
Union County. The family took the tires off the car to store indoors until
“times got better.” The only quarter the family had to use to buy gasoline
to return to town fell through a crack in the front porch. The family tore
down the porch trying to get the quarter back. The family shipped a crop of
green beans to Chicago that they had managed to grow on the farm. Prices
dropped so low for produce that the money for the whole crop was only
enough to pay the freight to transport them. (Motsinger, 2009)

This Williamson County woman prepares to cook on her
wood stove. Her walls are papered with newsprint.

The sober faces of these three Herrin men reflect the seriousness of the time.
They represent the United Mine Workers, the Herrin Police Department, and the
unemployed coal miners.
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J

ust when it seemed that Southern Illinois had hit the bottom of hard times, the rivers
and creeks overflowed as if to cover the drought-ridden thirsty land. The great flood

of the late ’30s added to the hopelessness of the people trying to survive the Depression.
It is important to look at the political/economic climate during the early years of
Ken Gray’s life because he is a product of all his life experiences. The 1930s were the
“Lean Years,” and every American, young and old, felt the pinch of poverty. In Southern

All the tough times of

Illinois, the majority of people were

unemployment, limited

financially poor, so the idea of bet-

housing, food, education, and

ter times and better places had little

transportation motivated Kenny
Gray to develop a vision for the

visual model to most people.
Before the Depression, the lead-

future for Southern Illinois.
ers of Southern Illinois were primarily in the coal mines or the farms, and some were in local municipal government. All
the tough times of unemployment, limited housing, food, education, and transportation motivated Kenny Gray to develop a vision for the future for Southern Illinois —
a vision that he would later use in the Congress of the United States.
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A panel truck disembarks from the ferry after crossing the Ohio River after the flood.

After their home and belongings were destroyed in the flood of 1937, the Shawneetown Tent City provided refuge for this mother and her children. They saved the clothes on their backs and retrieved the
sewing machine to use later when they could purchase cloth, thread, and buttons.
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Photo to the right: Debris from
the flood in Harrisburg revealed
the devastation and destruction.
Photos below: Refugees from
the flood were moved wherever space could be found. The
Illinois Central Railroad sent
22 passenger cars to evacuate
women and children. Seven hundred refugees were housed at
Southern Illinois University and a
tent city housed 1,000 refugees
on a Civilian Conservation Corps
Camp outside Anna, Illinois.

Area residents who survived the flood
have vivid memories of their fear and
exhaustion as they struggled to save
belongings — and their lives.

It was one time when government
and Red Cross really came in handy.
Though the losses were devastating,
they would have been much worse
if it hadn’t been for the federal New
Deal programs such as WPA and
CCC that provided cadres of workers
to help in the rescue and recovery
efforts. Houses weren’t fit to live in,
so they built a tent city.

– Einar V. Dyhrkopp & LaVonne Taylor,
regional official of the Works
Progress Administration.
The Flood of 1937, (1996)

— Einar V. Dyhrkopp & LaVonne Taylor,
regional official of the Works
Progress Administration.
The Flood of 1937, (1996)

he Depression Feeling the Depression Feel
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T

he Great Flood of 1937 destroyed much of old
Shawneetown, as well as many of the other river

towns. Only the ancient levee in Cairo withstood the flood
by four inches. Many of the smaller rivers overflowed their
banks as well. The floods caused such devastation that
it made an impression on young Ken Gray. Even at that
young age, he was determined to do something to alleviate the pain of the people. Thus his vision was born. He

Impassable roads in Southern Illinois halted all commerce.

heard the country preachers as they emphasized the verse
in Proverbs, “Where there is no vision, the people perish.”
Where others saw problems with floods, Ken Gray saw
challenges and opportunities.

The levee at Cairo reinforced with sandbags held the river back. The river, shown
here in February of 1937, crested four inches below the top of the levee.

Feeling the Depression Feeling the Depre
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Top photo: The Idle Hour Pool Hall in Colp was another casualty of
the depression.
Second photo: The unemployed miners on the Johnston City street corner
are typical as they wait for news about possible work.
Third photo: Miners would often congregate on the streets. Other unemployed miners opened primitive workings in abandoned mines called
”gopher holes.”
Bottom photo: The picture here shows the West Mine, located in
West Frankfort. Before the Depression, many men were employed
in the Southern Illinois mines, including Orient No. 1. in Franklin
County, one of the largest coal mines in the world.

Feeling the Depression Feeling the Depression
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The depression had a way of leveling the ground for everyone. Dr. Springs’ office in Colp fits in with the bleakness of the rural community.
Usually there was a doctor that would take care of the miner and his family. The company doctor handled all health care needs with few resources.
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This historic Hamilton County Bank
and adjacent home were built by
the Cloud Family in 1882.

McLeansboro citizens gather to share the news
before they go into the McLeansboro Bank.
This building, is now on the National Register
of Historic Places. It is still the home of Peoples
National Bank in McLeansboro. This building
designed by the Reid brothers is representative
of the second Empire style from France. The
brothers, also designed the famous Hotel del
Coronado near San Diego.

P

eoples National Bank was chartered as a national bank in 1909. In

of Peoples National Bank. This holding company was named Market

1923, the bank assumed a portion of the assets and liabilities of the

Street Bancshares, Inc., in reference to the location of their family law

Cloud State Bank in McLeansboro, Illinois, and also purchased the bank
building. This building, located on the square, was designed by the Reid

The Hamilton County Bank was built entirely by private funds and

1882. The bank was founded by father, Aaron Guard
Cloud and son, Chalon Guard Cloud.
In August of 1988, attorney Bill Bonan and his
brother, Hunt, formed a bank holding company for
the purpose of acquiring 100 percent of the stock

24

Continuing in their appreciation of the history of Southern Illinois,
Peoples National Bank opened a branch in the historic Wood Building in

brothers of Evansville, Indiana.

has served the public almost continuously since

firm on Market Street in McLeansboro.

downtown Benton. The bank is located on the first floor of the building,

1909–2009

100
�ears o� �ervic�

and showcases many details from the original bank.
In May 2009, Peoples National Bank celebrated its
100th year with many locations in Southern Illinois that
stretch into St. Louis, Missouri. Throughout its 100 years
of rich history and deep roots, Peoples National Bank has
served Southern Illinois.
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Fact:

The Wood Building was constructed in 1919 to house the
First National Bank of Benton.
Peoples National Bank opened
a branch bank in the historic
Wood Building in September
of 2007. The Bonans are direct
descendents of George Cantrell,
who sat on First National Bank’s
Board of Directors when the
Wood Building was built.

The Franklin County Historical Society donated the original teller cages to Peoples
National Bank, so that they could be incorporated into the new bank housed in the
Benton Wood Building. The original safe is still in place and the gold-leaf plaster
on the 20-foot ceilings was restored.

Frank and Josephine Bonan are pictured with their daughter, Chrystal. She and her parents are dressed for Easter.
Chrystal’s brothers are Bill Bonan and Hunt Bonan, two of the
directors of Peoples National Bank.
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“Hard Work and Knowledge are the
Keys to Success….” Harry L. Crisp II

aDaPTING, INNOVaTING, aND DIVeRsIFYING
Pepsi MidAmerica began in Marion during the depression when 24-yearold entrepreneur Harry L. Crisp branched out from his poultry and hatchery into the soft drink business. Starting in 1935 with five employees,
he brought the Pepsi Cola brand presence to Southern Illinois. Harry
L. Crisp II worked on the philosophy that there is no substitute for hard
work and knowledge — the basis for the Pepsi training program that he
set up for Marion Pepsi MidAmerica.
The Crisp Family has a long tradition of supporting community activities. The Marion Pepsi ball team poses under the Pepsi scoreboard that
reminds the fans that Pepsi is just 5 cents.
Pictured in front of the Williamson County Fairgrounds, the fleet of Pepsi
trucks is lined up to deliver Pepsi products to the fair-goers and the region.

Feeling the Depression Feeling the Depres
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Harry L. Crisp, pictured on the right, welcomes an official of Pepsi to
Marion. A fleet of trucks with signs on top that say, “A nickel drink
worth a dime.” Under his leadership, the Company has grown into the
largest individually owned Pepsi bottler in the United States.
Harry L. Crisp and Harry L. Crisp II, who continues to serve as the
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Pepsi MidAmerica, stand in
front of the Marion Pepsi-Cola Building. During the second generation, the company expanded to serve customers in Illinois, Missouri,
Kentucky, Tennessee, and Arkansas. Harry L. Crisp III (Lee) is currently
President and Chief Operating Officer of Pepsi MidAmerica.

pression Feeling the Depression Feeling the
Shown here in the Ground breaking ceremony for the Marion Pepsi
Plant is the Crisp Family and area
officials, including United States
Congressman Ken Gray.
Harry L. Crisp worked with
Congressman Kenneth Gray to
secure the Marion Veteran’s
Hospital and its additions, the
United States Penitentiary in
Marion and to advocate for and
guide Interstate 57 as a major
artery for Southern Illinois.
Harry and Rosemary Crisp
worked on various charities with
Congressman Gray.
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Fact:
Between 1929 and 1933, the
U.S. GDP (Gross Domestic

Product) fell 30 percent and
the stock market lost 90 percent of its value. Times were
so bad that the Metropolitan
Life Insurance Company
reported that 20,000 people
committed suicide in 1931.
Thirty-four million people
belonged to families with no
regular full-time wage earner.
Over 1 million families lost
their farms between 1930 and
1934. Home building dropped
by 80 percent between the
years of 1929 and 1932. Nine
million savings accounts were
wiped out between 1930 and
1933. Two million homeless
people were migrating around

The Bonus March

A

s the depression deepened in the mid-1930s, so did the desperation of the people.
Conditions had reached a point that in the rural areas many families moved in with

their parents, aunts, or uncles. In the cities, many apartments housed three or four families.
One man in Portland, Oregon, decided to do something about the situation. Walter W.

the country. In the early 1930s

Waters was a veteran of World War II and he remembered that the government had promised

more people emigrated

to pay a bonus to the soldiers. He was a sergeant in the war and was an unemployed superin-

from the United States than
immigrated to it. The 1930
Census determined the U.S.

tendent of a factory.
In the spring of 1932, Waters began to discuss the situation with other unemployed veter-

population to be 122,775,046,

ans. They decided to make a trip to Congress to see if they could get their bonuses before they

of which 40 percent was

starved to death. The bonuses were scheduled to be distributed in 1945.

under 20 years of age. In the
mining counties of Illinois,

The veterans traveled on rail cars to the capital. When the bill to allow the advance failed

West Virginia, Kentucky, and

in June, there were over 10,000 of the marchers in Washington, D.C. , some of the veterans

Pennsylvania, the proportion

left, but others came in to the city. At the end of July, officials decided to clear the marchers out

of malnourished children was

of town. They were afraid of the 30,000 hungry soldiers. Four troops of calvary were called

as high as 90 percent.
— Community Data
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
The Depression Wikipedia Press, 2009
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The Bonus March in 1932 brought thousands of World War II Veterans to Washington, D.C. to ask for their
service awards. Their signs reminded the Congress not to leave them behind now.

to disburse the crowds. Armed with their guns and tear gas, they drove out the veterans, their
wives, and children. The Bonus March was one of the largest marches of protest in the history
of the United States.
(American Heritage, 2009)
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Several of these factors
describing the Depression
mirror factors in the current
economy. “Those who cannot
remember the past are condemned to repeat it.
— George Santayana
Wikipedia, 2009

Top photo: The Posey building in Shawneetown
where Abraham Lincoln and Robert Ingersoll
had law offices.
Bottom photo: Leaning on the Herrin Bank,
unemployed miners visit on the street and talk
about the future.

W

addill Catchings and Trufant Foster, two advisors
that influenced President Hoover, believed that the

economy produced more that it consumed because the workers did not have enough income. The economists believed that
the unequal distribution of wealth in the 1920s caused the
Great Depression. Cathings and Foster recommended large
construction projects to increase the workers’ income. Irving
Fisher (1933) argued that the predominant factors leading to
the Great Depression were over-indebtedness and deflation.
The economist tied loose credit to over-indebtedness, which
fueled speculation and asset bubbles. He outlined nine factors
interacting with one another under conditions of debt and
deflation to create the mechanics of boom to bust. His factors
are: 1) debt liquidation and distress selling; 2) contraction of
the money supply as bank loans are paid off; 3) a fall in the
level of asset prices; 4) a still greater fall in the net worths of
business, precipitating bankruptcies; 5) a fall in profits; 6) a
reduction in output, in trade, and in employment; 7) pessimism and loss of confidence; 8) hoarding money; and 9) a fall
in nominal interest rates and a rise in deflation adjusted interest
rates. Several of these factors describing the Depression mirror
factors in the current economy. (Wikipedia, 2009)
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The Shawneetown Bank is
an example of Greek Revival
architecture and is listed on the
Federal Historical Register.

B

uilt by the state in 1839, the Bank of Shawneetown served as a

Shawneetown admits that it misjudged the city of Chicago and wants to

bank for the state of Illinois until 1843. The bank housed various

bury the hatchet.” James Galt of the First National Bank of Shawneetown

financial institutions until the 1930s. According to legend, in 1930, the

will present a resolution to Mayor Richard J. Daley that “will say that

Shawneetown bank directors denied a loan to the founders of the city of

Shawneetown is sorry the Chicago’s founders were turned down on their

Chicago to establish the city. This denial was made before the bank built

request for a $3,000 loan from local bankers in 1830.” The presentation

in 1939 was completed. The reason the directors gave was that Chicago

was a part of the festivities for Southern Illinois Appreciation Day held on

was too far away from Shawneetown to ever amount to anything. On

December 2, 1960. The town of Shawneetown wanted everyone to know

October 21 of 1960, the Mayor of Shawneetown, Einar V. Dyhrkopp,

that our citizens have nothing but brotherly love for the citizens of the city

sent a letter to Chicago. The letter stated, “After 130 years, the town of

of Chicago. (Gallatin County Genealogical Trails, 2006)

the Depression Feeling the Depression Feel

The cars by the gas station and roadhouse in Union County
showed the portents of recovery and better times.
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The post office of Colp was the recognized landmark for the community as it served as the major source of communication.
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Fact:
Most economic indexes worsened

until the summer of 1932, which

may be called the lowest point of
the Depression economically and
psychologically.
During the 1930s, 9,000 banks
failed. Seven-hundred forty-four failed
in the 10 months that followed the
stock market crash of October 1929.
Five thousand banks failed from

Men anxiously seeking employment at the job bureau.

1929–1932.
During Roosevelt’s 12 years in office,
the economy had an 8.5 percent
compound annual growth of Gross
Domestic Product (GDP), the highest growth rate in the history of any
industrial country. However, recovery
was slow. By 1939 GDP as per adult
was still 27 percent below trend.
– Great Depression,
Wikipedia Press. 2009

The windows in the West Frankfort Main Street businesses show the store owners’ advertisements as
they attempted to sell their merchandise and raise cash.

Feeling the Depression Feeling the Depress

Schools like this one in Cambria were constructed
by the Work Progress Administration (WPA). The
WPA, a national labor program, a major part of
Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal, was established
for the more than 2 million unemployed workers. It
created useful construction work for unskilled men
and sewing projects for women. It also included
arts projects for unemployed artists, musicians,
and writers.
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Real optimism is aware of problems,
but recognizes solutions; knows about
difficulties, but believes they can be overcome; sees the negatives, but accentuates
the positives; is exposed to the worst,
but expects the best; has reason to
complain, but chooses to smile.
— William Arthur Ward
Ward, Walk the Talk, 2009
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A shanty built of refuse near the Sunnyside slack pile in Herrin, Illinois. Many
residences in Southern Illinois coal towns were built with money borrowed from
building and loan associations. During the Depression, many of the building and
loan associations went into receivership. Their mortgages were sold for whatever they would bring, and the purchasers often demolished houses by the hundreds in order to salvage the scrap lumber. The result was serious overcrowding
and high rents in all the coal towns. A number of people could find no houses to
rent, and lived in tents and shanties on the fringes of the town.

R

ural homes provided some shelter from the elements, but
lacked indoor plumbing and electricity. In 1936, FDR signed

the Rural Electrification Act for rural people to form nonprofit electric cooperatives and provide themselves with central station electric
service. In 1957, during Kenny Gray’s early terms in Congress, a loan

Fact:

Nearly 90 percent of urban dwellers had
electricity by the 1930s. Only 10 percent

application was made by the Southern Illinois Power Cooperative

of rural dwellers did. Rural electrification

to the REA (2009) for construction of a power plant and related

was based on the belief that affordable

facilities to serve the needs of the power cooperative’s three member

electricity would improve the standard

systems in Southern Illinois. This was the beginning of the reality of
Kenny Gray’s vision to improve the quality of life for the people of
Southern Illinois. The REA power plant was built to provide electricity for rural areas. The concept of the REA was based on an abundant

of living and the economic competitiveness of the family farm.
– TVA, 2009

supply of kilowatt hours at the lowest possible costs. The addition of
these facilities contributed to the economic, social, and recreational
development of all of Southern Illinois.
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Top photo: Rural land in Saline County shows
the challenges of travel in 1939.
Middle photo: The tent city in Shawneetown
shows the shape of the roads in the 1930s.
The residents of the tents were without
homes since the floods destroyed their homes
and belongings.
Bottom photo: A side street in West Frankfort
reveals the condition of the roads that Ken
Gray traveled as a boy.

“The Interstate Highway
System was the great first flattener.” As a flattener, the highways leveled the playing fields
for regional farmers and businesses, because the roads provided opportunities to sell their
products to bigger market.
– Tom Friedman, 2003

Fact:

Ken Gray held a “sink or swim”
meeting at the West Frankfort
High School gym. Five thousand people attended and
completed forms to identify
their greatest needs. The people
named roads and streets as
the most significant need to
improve their quality of life.
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A

fter being elected to Congress, Ken Gray held a “sink or

Gray knew that good roads would provide Southern

swim” meeting at the West Frankfort High School gym.

Illinoisans with better access to groceries, health care, and edu-

Five thousand people attended and completed forms to identify

cation. He also knew that many would earn a living working on

their greatest needs. The people named roads and streets as the

the roads.

most significant need to improve their quality of life.

He knew from his position as President of the Illinois Junior

Congressman Gray listened to his constituents and sponsored

Chamber of Commerce that roads — good ones — would

legislation for the Interstate Highway Act, the world’s largest

connect buyers to sellers and improve transportation of goods

public works project. This act and its amendments provided

to businesses.

interstate highways 57, 64, and 24 for Southern Illinois.

Farm Security Administration photographer, Marion Post Wolcott, changes a tire, while a friend helps her
with a fence post. The road built for horses not cars evidences the need for roads.
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Top photo: Miners row houses frame the dirt road
in Freeman Spur in 1939.
Bottom left photo: The ongoing struggle to maintain ordinary standards is captured in this photograph as clean clothes hang on the line in front of
the tons of coal in the train cars next to the home
by the Carrier Mills tracks.
Right photo: The grounded houseboat in Maunie
indicates a recent flood or drought.
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Fact:

The McLeansboro tenant farmer braves the cold in the winter of 1937 to hoist water from the well.

Most rural families had to draw water
from wells. Even those who lived in
the small towns were seasonably
vulnerable. Small communities in
Southern Illinois had to haul water
over great distances during times
of drought. Having a dependable
domestic water supply was a daily
challenge for many individuals and
communities during the Depression.

Farmers shell their corn directly into a boxcar in Newton.
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These railroad tracks in
Williamson County provide
direct transportation to Chicago.

the Depression Feeling the Depression Feel
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This sign in rural Franklin County indicates the “end of state maintenance” of the road and very poor driving conditions for travelers.

The sign “next time try the train” reminds the viewer that trains are not dependent on the country roads.

Feeling the Depression Feeling the Depress
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A 1939 marquee on the Eldorado movie house
proclaims the day’s double feature, Meet Miss
Richard Dix and Special Investigator. Movie theaters would give prizes and hold raffles to attract
viewers. Bicycles and other toys were given away.
Depression glassware was often provided by the
theaters as an incentive to attend. The glassware
is collectible and some rare pieces cost hundreds of
dollars in today’s market.

The articles “The Plantetarium,”
“Thumb Fun,” “Sportland,” and “Block
Dance 1937” were written in the late ’30s.
The narratives are examples of people
appreciating their opportunities for recreation with little money. The writers found
creative ways to entertain themselves
despite Black Friday and the floods and
the dustbowls of the Midwest.
Johnson, Jernee. Cruz, Melina.
Girls dance at
a community
pub in Colp.
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Braxton, Jennifer.
The Magpie Sings:
Songs of the Depression 1936
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Here lies Willy who has done his best on the WPA, He is now at rest,
The cold wind blew, gave Willy the Flu, and now he is gone from his Mary Lou.
He leaves three little children to grieve and to moan,
The Building and Loan has done taken his home.
And that is what became of a Happy Young Man,
Who tried to make a living on the Roosevelt Plan.

This rhyme was written by Bill DuFour
in 1933. Bill wrote to entertain himself
and his family. Early in the Depression,
Bill and Mary DuFour moved in with
his parents in rural Marion, Illinois. He
put his car on blocks in the barn, sold
butter to buy sugar, and helped “Pop”
grow victory gardens to “survive tough
times.” Out-of-work miners often met
by the rail on the square in Marion to
talk and check out work possibilities.
A friend noticed that Bill’s overalls all
had patches in the same place. When
Farmers and miners at the Oke Doke Dance Barn in Williamson County.

the friend asked if he tore them all on
the rail, Bill volunteered that he only
owned one pair. In the mid-1930s, he
was able to get a mine job that paid for
the family’s groceries at the company
store. Since there was no money for
gas, Bill walked miles to work in the
rain and snow. When the U.S. entered
World War II, he volunteered in the
U.S. Marine Corps, already 36 years old
with three deferments. Always a supporter of Roosevelt and the New Deal,
he served as an honor guard for FDR in
Hawaii. Bill DuFour, the 1984 Old King
Coal, served 50 years in the coal mines.

A street popper provides salty treats for townspeople on Main Street in Herrin.
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Right photo: All ages sing in the choir
at the Pentecostal Church in Cambria.
Left photo: Billy Sunday Tabernacle
built for his Revival Campaign on
North Emma and East St. Louis
streets in West Frankfort.

Signs of the times in
Carbondale in 1942.

Religion’s roots run deep during
times of crises and national upheaval.
The Great Depression was such a time.
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eling the Depression Feeling the Depression

An evangelist preaches a sermon in Cambria in 1939. The message
from church services provided hope for a brighter day.

A

ttendance at Sunday service in the rural areas during the Great

large crowds. The preachers were not usually formally trained, but

Depression was high. Most everyone went to church to pray

provided the congregation with expectations for eternal life after their

for better times. Services lasted most of the day. The preachers served

earthly hardships.

as friends, financial advisors, and grief counselors. They did marriage

The churches had hard wooden seats and in the summer “funeral

and funeral ceremonies, baptized the believers, and christened the

home” fans were used to stir the air. Little indoor plumbing was avail-

babies. Some had to travel “on the circuit” to perform church duties

able. Nurseries were not provided; babies were placed on palettes on

and responsibilities for the many congregations in their regions. The

the floor.

ministers provided unity of community and the choir’s hymns promised a better day.

Before government help, many families felt directly responsible to
feed the hungry, including the hobos that rode the rails. It was not

Preachers were paid very little or nothing. Families would provide

uncommon to bring people who were hungry into your home to feed

meat, vegetables, and dairy products. The ministers often lived in the

them. The church people would come together as a group to provide

church-owned parsonages. Upon invitation, rural preachers would visit

for families during hard times or family crisis. Many people volunteered

families for Sunday dinner.

in the soup kitchens and worked on projects sponsored by the WPA

Many of the Great Depression preachers screamed “hell fire and

in the cities. The churches also helped provide assistance making mat-

damnation” for the sinner. Some of them took their lessons outdoors.

tresses and quilts. Training was provided to preserve their produce for

They preached under the trees and in tents. These arbor meetings drew

the winter months.
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Focusing on Working Men and Women

g on the Working Man Focusing on the W

T

he Bureau of Labor was created in the early

strongest unions in the country. In 1903 the

1880s. The Bureau of Labor’s first report in

LIUNA had 8,000 members. As the eighth-

1886 dealt with business fluctuations that had

largest union in America, LIUNA represents

been experienced in the U.S.

500,000 members. The union represents con-

The strongest bond of

as well as abroad over the past

struction members, public employees, and rail-

human sympathy outside the family

50 years. Significant labor laws

roads. The public and private sector includes

and events occurred from the

industrial, school employees, health care, cleri-

late 1880s through the 1930’s.

cal, state and municipal, law enforcement, and

In 1866, the National Labor

service employees. The railroad cooperation and

union was founded. In 1881,

educational trust (RAILCET) is a joint labor-

the Federation of Trade/Labor

management partnership comprised of Labor

Unions was formed. In 1886,

International Union of North America Local

the American Federation

773 and the International Union of Operating

of Labor was founded. The

Engineers’ Local 150 and member contrac-

Davis/Bacon Act of 1931 provided for prevailing

tors of the National Railroad Construction and

wages for federal projects. In 1933, FDR proposed

Maintenance Association under a joint agreement

the New Deal to Congress. The Social Security

known as the rail transportation and operation

Act and National Labor Relations Act passed in

agreement. Construction laborers build all types

1935. The Committee for Industrial Organization

of buildings and infrastructure, as well as make

was formed in 1935. In 1938, the Fair Labor

buildings safe by removing hazardous materials.

Standards Act provided for a minimum wage

Labor International provides union security to

and the 40-hour work week (AFL/CIO-Labor

protect the welfare of public and private sectors.

History Time Line, 2009). Mechanization was

The main objective for Local 773 that repre-

one of the reasons for unemployment during the

sents Ken Gray’s old Congressional district area is

depression. Many workers needed extra training

to aid and protect all workers united under the

for new skills to work the machinery. (AFL/CIO

International Union. The union promotes and

Labor Timeline, 2009)

establishes appropriate wages, fringe benefits,

relation should be one uniting
working people of all nations and
tongues and kindreds.
— Abraham Lincoln
Quotations, 2003

Quote:

The Laborers’ International Union of North
America is one of the most progressive and

training, hours of employment, and working
conditions for all union workers.

Employment is nature’s
physician, and is essential
to human happiness. — Galen

Brainy Quotes, 2009
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he Working Man Focusing on the Worki
Now my friends, I am opposed

to the system of society in which

I’m just like Job’s turkey,

we live today, not because I lack

I can’t do nothing but gobble,

the natural equipment to do for

I’m so poor baby,

myself but because I am not satis-

I have to lean against the fence to gobble.

fied to make myself comfortable
knowing that there are thousands
of my fellow men who suffer

Yea now baby, I believe I’ll change town.
Lord I’m so low down baby.
I declare I’m looking up at down.
The men in the mine, baby,

for the barest necessities of life.

They are all looking down at me.

We were taught under the old

Written by Big Bill Broonzy, quoted from Hard Times by Studs Terkel (1970)

ethic that man’s business on this
earth was to look out for himself.
That was the ethic of the jungle;
the ethic of the wild beast. Take
care of yourself, no matter what
may become of your fellow man.
Thousands of years ago the question was asked; ‘’Am I my brother’s
keeper?’’ That question has never
yet been answered in a way that is
satisfactory to civilized society.
Yes, I am my brother’s keeper.

CCC workers planted trees in the Shawnee Forest. The
trees had been stripped and the land was left barren.

I am under a moral obligation to
him that is inspired, not by any
maudlin sentimentality but by the
higher duty I owe myself. What
would you think about me if I were
capable of seating myself at a
table and gorging myself with food
and saw the children of my fellow
beings starving to death.
— Eugene Debs, Labor Organizer
(Wikipedia-Eugene Debs, 2009)
The CCC camp in Benton supported many workers during the Depression.
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J

ohn Llewellyn Lewis (February 12, 1880–June 11, 1969) was

their children, and possess sufficient leisure to take part in whole-

somewhat of a maverick as an American leader of organized

some social and political activities.”

labor. He served as President of the United Mine Workers of

Born in Cleveland, Ohio, a company town built around a coal

America from 1920 to 1960. He was a major player in the his-

mine, he began working in the Big Hill Mine as a teenager. He

tory of coal mining. The driving force behind the founding of

began working around the countryside as a “10-day miner” in the

Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO), John L. Lewis helped

western U.S. He moved to Springfield, Illinois, in 1920 with his

to organize millions of other industrial workers in the 1930s. The

family. He joined the United Mine Workers and was eventually

CIO was the brainchild of John L. Lewis and leaders of seven

elected to the position of branch secretary. In 1911, Lewis began

other unions — Charles Howard, International Typographical

organizing for the AFL full time. After he served as statistician

Union; Sidney Hillman, Amalgamated Clothing Workers; David

and then as Vice President for the UMWA, Lewis became that
union’s Acting President in 1919. On November 1 of that year,
he called the first major coal union strike, and 400,000 miners
walked off their jobs. President Wilson obtained an injunction,
which Lewis obeyed. He told the rank and file, “We cannot fight
the government.”
In 1920 he was elected President of the UMWA, the largest
and most influential trade union in the country. His work to
organize the country’s industrial workers as part of the Congress
of Industrial Organizations in the 1930s raised the standards of
living for millions of families. Lewis sent hundreds of UMWA
workers to help the members of the new unions organize.
A charismatic speaker and strategist, Lewis used the nation’s
dependence on coal to increase the wages and to improve the

An eloquent spokesman of labor,

Dubinsky,

International

safety of the coal miner, even surviving several severe recessions.

Lewis has given voice to the aspira-

Ladies Garment workers;

Lewis challenged Samuel Gompers, who had led the American

Thomas McMahon, United

Federation of Labor (AFL) for nearly 40 years, for the presidency

Textile workers; Harvey

of the AFL in 1921.

tions of the industrial workers of the
country and led the cause of free

Fremming, Oil Field, Gas Well

In 1924, Lewis, a Republican, framed a plan for a three-year

trade unions within a healthy sys-

and Refinery Workers; Max

contract between the UMWA and the coal operators, providing

tem of free enterprise.

Zaritsky, United Hatters, Cap

for a pay rate of $7.50 a day. President Coolidge and Secretary

—Presidential Medal of Freedom 1964
United Mine Workers, 2009

and Millinery Workers; and

of Commerce Herbert Hoover were impressed and offered

Thomas Brown, International

Lewis the post of Secretary of Labor in the Coolidge Cabinet.

Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers. The CIO’s goal was to organize

However, Lewis declined — a move that he later regretted.

America’s industrial workers in the steel, auto, electrical, rubber,

Without government support, the contract talks failed and coal

glass, textile, and other mass production industries. Lewis stated,

operators hired non-union miners that precipitated violence in

“The millions of workers in our mass production industries have

some of the coal fields.

46

a right to membership in effective labor organizations and to the

With the full support of the AFL and the UMWA, Franklin

enjoyment of industrial freedom. They are entitled to a place in

D. Roosevelt was nominated and elected President in 1932, and

the American economic sunlight. If the labor movement and

Lewis benefitted from the New Deal programs that followed. The

American democracy are to endure, these workers should have

Roosevelt administration considered unions as important pillars

the opportunity to support their families under conditions of

of the American way of life. It helped raise the standard of living

health, decency, and comfort, to own their own home, to educate

for workers, both union and non-union.
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After resigning as head of the CIO in 1942, he

Lewis retired to his family home in Alexandria,

returned to the American Federation of Labor in 1944. In

Virginia. He died on June 11, 1969, and was bur-

the 1950s, Lewis won periodic wage and benefit increases

ied in Oak Ridge Cemetery in Springfield, Illinois,

for miners and led the campaign for the first Federal Mine

where Abraham Lincoln is buried. (United Mine

Safety Act in 1952. President Harry Truman signed a bill

Workers, 2009)

that created the UMWA Welfare and Retirement Fund
in a contract with the federal government. The UMWA
Fund changed health care delivery in the coal fields

Organization of
Professional Associations

of the nation. The UMWA Fund built eight hospitals

The National Teachers Education Association began

in Appalachia and established numerous clinics. West

with 100 members in 1857. It changed its name to

Frankfort Miner’s Hospital was built as a UMWA hospital

National Education Association (NEA) in 1870, and

and served the miners, their families, and many Southern

merged with three smaller organizations (the National

Illinois communities.

Association of School Superintendents, the American

Chop your own

Lewis retired as President of the UMWA in 1960

Normal School Association, and the Central College

wood, and it will

and was succeeded by Thomas Kennedy until his death

Association). The organization of teachers today has

in 1963, when he was succeeded by Lewis’ appointed

3.2 million members whose mission is to elevate and

warm you twice.

successor, W.A. Boyle, who was similarly dictatorial, but

advance the profession of teaching. Another teachers’

seemed to lack Lewis leadership skills and vision.

association, the American Federation of Teachers, an

On September 14, 1964, Lewis was awarded the

affiliate of the AFL/CIO, was formed in 1916 from the

Presidential Medal of Freedom by President Johnson. His

belief that the organization of teachers should follow

citation read: "An eloquent spokesman of labor, Lewis has

the model of a labor union, rather than that of a profes-

given voice to the aspirations of the industrial workers of

sional association. (NEA, 2009) (AFT, 2009)

— Henry Ford
(Wisdom Quote, 2009)

the country and led the cause of free trade unions within
a healthy system of free enterprise."

The Smith family worked
for labor in Alexander
County for more than 50
years. Mary Jewell, born
in the early 1920’s, continues to work in the Cairo
Labor Union Office. The
late Connell Smith was
business manager for the
labor hall. Their son, Eddie
Smith carried on their
tradition and at age of 13
received his first laborer’s
card. At 21, he became
the business manager for
the union hall.
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using on the Working Man Focusing on

J

ohn Maxwell said in The Winning Attitude that “life can be
compared to a grindstone, whether it grinds you down or

polishes you up depends on what you are made of.”
This 1940 Farm Security Administration (FSA) picture
captures a Crawford County, Illinois, rehabilitation farmer as
he drives a tomato planter. His two girls drop the plants into
the ground and cover them with dirt. Farming was a yoke of
generational servitude and one most farmers in the rural South
committed themselves and their families to bear.
The FSA Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933 was part
of Roosevelt’s New Deal for America. The many programs of
the New Deal — or “alphabet soup” — of assistance, were
passed mostly in the first 100 days of the Roosevelt administration. Some of the programs were abolished in 1933, but
some remain, including Social Security. Many of the FSA pictures used in this section of the book are from the Library of
Congress negatives taken by FSA photographers employed to
show the success of the rehabilitation program.

Fact:

Facing plummeting demand with few alternate
sources of jobs, areas dependent on primary sector
industries such as farming, mining, and logging
suffered the most during the Depression. Farming
and rural areas suffered as crop prices fell by
approximately 60 percent.
— U.S. Bureau of Statistics
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on the Working Man Focusing on the W

The picture of the NRA eagle with lightning bolts and
industry wheels states, “WE DO OUR PART.” The New Deal

A horse-drawn mud sled during the April, 1937, flood in Shawneetown. In addition to
depressed prices, farmers have long endured the natural disasters — drought, flood,
tornadoes, hail storms, blizzards, the summer heat, the winter cold, and other pestilences. Every 10–13 years locusts would destroy crops.

offered many programs for immediate relief, as well as those for
long-term growth. The National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA)

Life can be compared to a

passed in 1933 established the National Planning Board to assist
in business, labor, and government cooperation. The reforms of
the NIRA and the Wagner Act of 1935 spurred union organizing. The NIRA established the National Recovery Administration
(NRA) to ensure that the income of workers would increase as
prices for goods increased.

grindstone, whether it grinds you
down or polishes you up depends
on what you are made of.
— John Maxwell
( The 360 Degree Leader, 2003)
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A

ccording to (MacFarlane, 1991), prior to the discovery of
coal in Southern Illinois, lumbering was a major labor activity.

At a depth of 150 feet, on a plot of poor farm land between

Carterville and Johnston City, small group of land owners found
a 9-foot seam of high quality coal. Later drillings revealed areas of
coal that were close to the surface that would cost little to mine.
The coal seams are part of the Illinois Basin of coal that, according
to geologists, is the largest deposit of bituminous coal in the United
States. The Illinois Basin contains 200 billion tons of coal. Sixteen
billion tons of coal are located below seven of the Southern Illinois
Miner lays track in the No. 8 Mine in West Frankfort.

counties of Ken Gray’s 25th Congressional District — Franklin,
Gallatin, Jackson, Randolph, Saline, Perry, and Williamson.
During the first years of the new coal sites, the new mines
were owned by steel companies, railroad companies, and Chicago
and St. Louis coal owners. Capital came from northern operators. Miners came from the farms and towns in Southern Illinois.
Some came from Kentucky, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, West
Virginia, and from older mines in northern Illinois. Miners also
came from European countries. Some English, Welch, Scotch, and
Irish miners had prior experiences working in mines and were
chosen for skilled jobs in the new mines.
The early miners’ jobs were affected by water, rock, and supply
and demand. As more and more mines were sunk and the production increased, demand for coal fluctuated and the number of days
working each week was reduced. During the peak times of World

Miner shovels coal in West Frankfort.

War I and World War II, production was at its highest.
Prior to mechanized coal mining, early miners used shovels,
picks, bars, and manual labor to load the coal. Early mines used
mules to haul the shoveled coal.
Mining, one of the most dangerous of all occupations, could
cause injury and death in any number of ways. Accidents caused
by the top or sides falling, pit cars, explosions, motors, asphyxiation, and falling down the shaft were common. In fact, according
to MacFarlane, in 1920, the cost of 260,000 tons of coal was one
life. Ken Gray’s Museum listed all the names of Southern Illinoisans
killed in the mines. The coal room in the museum also had pictures
of miners and mining. There were four kinds of mines in Southern

A mine inspector checks roof timbers in West Frankfort.
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Illinois. Depending on the depth of the coal seam in the ground,
there were drift entry, slope entry, shaft entry, and strip mining.
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You load sixteen tons, and what do you get?
Another day older and deeper in debt.
Saint Peter, don’t you call me, ‘cause I can’t go;
I owe my soul to the company store ...
— Merle Travis
Studs Turkel, 1970

Miners coming out of the mine on
the “man trip.”

Fact:

A miner starts his shift carrying his lunch bucket.

Under the scrip system miners were paid with credit vouchers for goods
at the company store. This made it impossible to store up cash savings
or shop anywhere else. Workers also usually lived in company-owned
“row houses” or apartment buildings, the rent for which was automatically deducted from their pay. This system existed in the Depression
and lasted until the United Mine Workers and affiliated unions forced an
end to such practices. The song 16 Tons is credited to Merle Travis, but
Tennessee Ernie Ford made the song famous.
Miners set timber in a mine in West Frankfort.
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Earlier Years Kenny’s Earlier Years K
r Years Kenny’s Earlier Years Kenny
y’s Earlier Years Kenny’s Earlier Years
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Kenny Gray’s schoolmates and his
teacher at the Wooten School in
Ozark, Illinois, pose in front of
their one-room school. Kenny, a
first-grader in 1930, is seated on the
bottom row on the far right.

Kenny’s
earlier
Years

rs Kenny’s Earlier Years Kenny’s Earl
enny’s Earlier Years Kenny’s Earlier
ears Kenny’s Earlier Years Kenny’s Ea
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y’s Earlier Years Kenny’s Earlier Years
Schooling During the Depression

C

hildren’s hardships multiplied as the economy crashed

minimal, often eliminating music, art, social studies, science, and

during the Depression.

vocational courses. The schools in the area at this time lacked elec-

Just as many of their parents lacked resources for food and
housing, revenues were reduced for their schools. Many people

tricity, plumbing, and running water. The schools were heated with
a wood stove and lanterns provided light.

lost their homes, and many people did not have the money to pay

Many students who attended rural schools had to help with the

their property taxes during the 1930s. Education in America is

spring planting and fall harvesting. During these seasons students

the responsibility of the state. The states authorize local districts

went to school part time or not at all. Some children who had only

to levy property taxes. With limited tax money, many schools lost

ragged clothes to wear were too embarrassed to go to school and

their main financial support. Some public schools closed.

stayed home. Many rural students quit school after eighth grade to

The schools in Southern Illinois that remained opened during

work full time on the family farm or in the coal fields. The children

those tough times provided all that they could, but offerings were

who did attend school often brought a biscuit and jelly for their lunch.

Happy students lined up posing outside the
Wooten School—not aware of the hard times.

54

School kids from Wooten School in Ozark in
1930s and students from the Tent City School in
Shawneetown after the flood of 1937.
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This young farmer from McLeansboro is dressed
for work or school.

Students are attentive to their lessons in the Shawnee tent school after the flood.

Sometimes a student who lived in town might have a bologna
sandwich, a delicacy at the time.

Administration (WPA) gave money to schools to hire more teachers
and buy supplies. It also enabled public schools to provide free hot

Few teachers were hired during the Depression and there wasn’t

lunches for students. The WPA and Public Works Administration

enough money to buy books and supplies. The teachers who had

built larger schools to replace the one-room schools as they were

jobs were often paid by scrip rather than cash or received only

consolidated into bigger districts.

room and board as payment.

Later as part of Lyndon Johnson’s War on Poverty, Congressman

Southern Illinois University, which began as Normal School,

Ken Gray was a sponsor of the first Elementary and Secondary

provided a select few with a two-year teaching degree. Without

Education Act (ESEA), which provided money for many of the

money in the Depression, only a few young educators were able to

grant programs that benefit public schools today. The ESEA will be

benefit from that opportunity.

reauthorized again in 2010.

President Franklin Delano Roosevelt provided help to schools
in many areas as part of his New Deal. The Works Progress
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Young Citizens Visioning For Young Citize
School Song

Hail to thee, dear alma mater!
Hail to thee, F.C.H.S.
We shall always love you, dear old school
For we know you’re the best.
Hail the team that brings us glory!
Hail the power of friendship’s tie!
West Frankfort Community High School is located at 601 E. Main Street. It serves
students in grades nine through 12. The school mascot is a red bird and the school
colors are red and gray.

We shall always strive to honor you …
All hail … to Frankfort High!!!

E

dith Dinn reported in a Daily American article on July 20, 1976, that
“when Ken Gray was young, he was a quiet boy and right off you liked

him.” She asked some of Ken Gray’s high school classmates about him. She
learned much to her surprise that the Congressman, an outgoing speaker much
in demand was remembered by many as a “quiet boy.” Pete Gallo described
Ken as a person that “once you have met him, you feel that you’ve known him
all along.” Gallo continued, “I don’t remember Ken ever bad-mouthing anybody either while in school or later.” Gallo’s wife, Ruth, also remembered him
as a “real nice quiet boy.” His high school typing teacher, Mrs. Vonnie Wade,
agreed that he was a good kid who didn’t give anybody any trouble — and she
added that he was a handsome boy, too. Another classmate, Emma Antoline
Top yearbook photo: This is a picture from the Redskin Record and
shows Kenny and his classmates. Kenny is the eighth student in this
row. His brother, Paul, is to the right of Kenny.

Merlano, recalled Gray as a “clean-cut quiet but friendly boy who liked peo-

Middle yearbook photo: Kenny Gray sports his famous trademark
bow-tie in this yearbook picture.

Another wrote, “May your life be a success and I’m sure it will be.” Another girl

Bottom yearbook photo: Kenny Gray is the serious student at the bottom right-hand side of the center picture.
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ple.” Classmates wrote in his yearbook. One addressed him as a “Keen Guy.”

penned, “Good Luck to the ‘Tuxedo Kid,’ the best dressed boy in school.”
— Edith Dinn, Daily American, July 20, 1976
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itizens Visioning For Young Citizens Visio
Memories of Young Ken Gray
by Anna Gray, His Mother

K

enny was elated over the praise that he received for not missing a single day of school in the first grade. Six-year-old Kenny

announced to his mother as they were on their way downtown, “I think
I’ll start high school next year.”
But it wasn’t ambition that spurred him on, his mother discovered. It
was the big whirling swing that they had passed in the yard of St. John’s
Parish School, which he mistook for the nearby high school.
Mrs. Gray told another story about Ken, when he was 13. He
decided to go to work on his ambition to become a public speaker

This is the shirt that Kenny designed and wore as floor manager of Gray's Roller Rink.

and borrowed a public address system from the skating rink to prac-

Ken Gray’s early years in West Frankfort provided

tice, using his mother as his audience. “While I was downstairs in the
kitchen he would be upstairs pretending he was the announcer on my

him a foundation of service that would carry
him through a lifetime of profitable ventures for
Southern Illinoisans and the nation. When the city
administration informed him that at the age of 13

favorite radio program,” she said.
She recalled how her son got his start as an auctioneer. Relatives of an

he could not have a license to have a skating rink
in West Frankfort, his innovative thinking worked
for him. He found a way to solve the problem and

elderly lady in Zeigler wrote to Tom, Ken’s dad, and asked where to find
someone to auction off her belongings. Tom Gray decided his 16-year-old
son, Ken, could do the job. He had learned the skill at used car auctions

open his business. Kenny Gray decided to form a
club and charge a membership fee of 25 cents, and
thus he did not need a license. For those young
people who could not pay, he provided a grant.
The skates that were provided at Gray’s Roller

in Kansas City where he went with his father to buy cars and to drive
them back home. She said, you know he sold everything in that woman’s
home, including the pictures on the wall and dishes in the cabinet.

Rink were adjustable and clipped on to the shoes
of the skater. Kenny guessed that his dad paid for
the electricity at the rink at 1608 E. Main Street in
the Thomas Gray building in the West Frankfort
Heights. Kenny was the owner, concessions ven-

West Frankfort Daily American, May 12, 1970
Excerpts from article by Edith Dinn

dor, floor manager, and janitor of Gray’s Roller Rink
from age 13–17 — all during high school.
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College at Creal Springs
Before the days of high school, youngsters who were fortunate
enough to complete the work of the common schools, sometimes
went on to attend academies or they might even go to “college”
with an academic department. One such school that flourished
for a time was at Creal Springs, southeast of Marion, Illinois.
This town was already widely known as a health resort
because of the springs which allegedly had healing elements.
Henry Murrah and his wife Grace moved to Bainbridge near
Marion. Grace attended Southern Illinois College at Carbondale
and later taught at Frankfort High School and in Ewing College
before beginning her thirty-two years of service at the school she
was instrumental in establishing at Creal Springs. This story of
the college is outlined in “Horse and Buggy Days,” a booklet published by her son Charles Murrah in 1937. The construction of
the main building was completed and ready for use on September
22, 1884. The school had been planned for girls; however, on the
first day, as many boys as girls appeared-3 of each. It was then
decided to make it coeducational, Before the end of the first
twelve weeks, fifty nine students had enrolled. With the passing
years, finance problems beset the school. Finally on Christmas
Eve of 1916, the school was forced to close. Mrs. Murrah never
stopped her efforts to reopen the school. The building stood until
1943 when it was dismantled. No memorial of the Creal Springs
College and Conservatory of Music was left.
John W. Allen
Legends and Lore of Southern Illinois
Southern Illinois Press, 1963
Top photo: Brown’s Business College on Market Street
in Marion trained stenographers, typists, and accountants for the business world.
Middle photo:: In the 1929 Obelisk, the Southern
Illinois yearbook, this building now known as Altgeld
Hall was named the Science Building. It has also been
used for music and sits in the middle of the campus of
Southern Illinois Normal University in Carbondale. The
“normal university” purpose was to train teachers for
the area schools.
Bottom photo: The Creal Springs College and
Conservatory of Music, a coeducational facility, southeast of Marion. Creal Springs was known at that time
for its healing water from the mineral springs.
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This high school football team in the 1920s represented Vienna High School in Johnson County. State Representative and Secretary of State Paul Powell was a
member of this team. During the Depression, football was discontinued at the school due to the cost of the program. The number of students who participated in
high school and in the activities were reduced significantly. Many of the students during the Depression had to drop out of school to help provide for their families.

Fact:

During the early part of the 20th century, post office facilities were often located within
other business. Ken Gray knew the need of separate facilities for postal service and he
sponsored legislation to build post offices in the region. One hundred and twenty were built
in Southern Illinois.

Paul Powell, who is pictured in
the forefront of the windows,
played in this neighborhood.
Powell was elected and served
as a member of the Vienna
High School Board of Education,
mayor of the city, State
Representative, Minority and
Majority Leader and Speaker
of the House in the State
Legislature, Secretary of State.
Powell worked with Ken Gray
on many public works projects
for the Southern Illinois region.
Powell left money in his estate to
provide historical artifacts in the
museum located in his home.
(Paul Powell Museum
Collection, 2009)

This Victorian house was the home of the Powell family in Vienna, Illinois.
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Winning the War

he War Winning the War Winning the W
inning the War Winning the War Winni
he War Winning the War Winning the W

Ken Gray inflated his age
to 18 in order to enter the
service. Attending West
Frankfort High School, Kenny
did not have to go, but stated
that he wanted “to go and
win the war.”

A

fter an exaggeration of his age to 18,
Kenny Gray enlisted in the United

States Army Air Force (USAAF). Attending
West Frankfort High School, Kenny did not

have to go, but stated that he wanted “to go and win the war.”
From January 1943 through December 1945 Gray served
in three different theaters of operation in World War II. As
a member of 973rd Air Engineer Squadron, a B25 bomber
group, the group chased Rommel through northern Africa,
Italy, and southern France. Gray was honorably discharged as
a first sergeant in December 1945.
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Fact:
World War II was a global war
military conflict that included
a majority of the world's
nations, including all of the
great powers, organized into
two opposing military alliances: the Allies and the Axis.
The war involved over 100 million military personnel, making
it the most extensive war in
history. The deadliest conflict
in human history, over 70 million people, mainly civilians,
were killed. The war began
on September 1, 1939, when
Germany invaded Poland. The
United States entered the war
against Japan, Germany, and
Italy on December 7, 1941,
when Pearl Harbor in Hawaii
was bombed by the Japanese.
Wikipedia, 2009

Kenny Gray and his friend, Jack Killion, relax for
a picture during one of Kenny’s weekend leaves
from the Army Air Force. Killion was the best
man at his wedding.

W

hen Gray returned from the war, he taught flying lessons

It was during that service to veterans that Southern Illinois American

at the Benton Airport. He served as the Commander of the

Legion members conceived the idea that Gray should represent

American Legion for the southern 15 counties. His job was to provide

the 25th Congressional District just as he had successfully represented

for the veterans who had just returned from the war. Post-war legislation

the veterans.

was enacted to help the veterans transition back to their localities. Having

Through the 24 years that Ken Gray served the region as Congressman,

flown in the war, Kenny used his skills to pilot the first helicopter around

Kenny helped countless individuals with their military, monetary, and

the 15 Southern Illinois counties in order to meet the needs of the return-

health care benefits. He helped servicemen’s families receive the bodies of

ing World War II soldiers.

their sons who were missing in action. Kenny and his office staff called

ng the War Winning the War Winning th
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Kenny Gray drove General Eisenhower
around the battlefields in Europe. He is
pictured here looking on as Eisenhower
gives directions to the field commander. Later, Kenny and Eisenhower
would continue their efforts to serve in
Washington, D.C. Ken Gray stated that he
and “President Eisenhower went from the
battlefields in Europe to the battlefields in
Washington, D.C. ”

and worked with the officials of countries, including Vietnam, to
negotiate the return of the servicemens’ bodies to their families.
In addition, he assisted individuals to acquire medals and awards
that they had earned but never received.
During Gray’s tenure as Congressman, he sponsored a number
of legislative bills to support veterans’ hospitals, including the
Marion Veteran’s Hospital. During the Nixon administration, he
kept the Marion Veteran’s Hospital from closing. He sponsored
legislation that provided the $20 million outpatient clinic. He
continues to support the hospital, its patients, and the staff.
After helping countless veterans with their needs, Kenny was
honored in 2001 when he received awards and medals, which
he earned during World War II, 56 years after his service. When
Kenny was presented with the awards by Congressman David
Phelps, the usually jovial Gray became solemn and said he was
humbled by the honor. He said that he was hesitant to make
this public, but after what happened on September 11, 2001, he
thought something like this might help rally people around the
job our service men and women are doing right now. He said
that he felt that our military should always be in our thoughts
and prayers.
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The following inscriptions appear in the National World War II Memorial on
the Mall in Washington, D.C. The inscriptions are presented by location.

ANNOUNCEMENT STONE

HERE IN THE PRESENCE OF WASHINGTON AND LINCOLN,
ONE THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY FATHER AND THE OTHER THE NINETEENTH
CENTURY PRESERVER OF OUR NATION, WE HONOR THOSE TWENTIETH CENTURY
AMERICANS WHO TOOK UP THE STRUGGLE DURING THE SECOND WORLD
WAR AND MADE THE SACRIFICES TO PERPETUATE THE GIFT OUR FOREFATHERS
ENTRUSTED TO US: A NATION CONCEIVED IN LIBERTY AND JUSTICE.

FLAGPOLES
AMERICANS CAME TO LIBERATE, NOT TO CONQUER,
TO RESTORE FREEDOM AND TO END TYRANNY.
EASTERN CORNERS
PEARL HARBOR
DECEMBER 7, 1941, A DATE WHICH WILL LIVE IN
INFAMY … NO MATTER HOW LONG IT MAY TAKE US
TO OVERCOME THIS PREMEDITATED INVASION, THE
AMERICAN PEOPLE, IN THEIR RIGHTEOUS MIGHT,
WILL WIN THROUGH TO ABSOLUTE VICTORY.
President Franklin D. Roosevelt
THEY HAVE GIVEN THEIR SONS TO THE MILITARY
SERVICES. THEY HAVE STOKED THE FURNACES AND
HURRIED THE FACTORY WHEELS. THEY HAVE MADE
THE PLANES AND WELDED THE TANKS, RIVETED THE
SHIPS AND ROLLED THE SHELLS.
President Franklin D. Roosevelt
WOMEN WHO STEPPED UP WERE MEASURED AS
CITIZENS OF THE NATION, NOT AS WOMEN … THIS
WAS A PEOPLE’S WAR, AND EVERYONE WAS IN IT.
Colonel Oveta Culp Hobby
THEY FOUGHT TOGETHER AS BROTHERS-IN-ARMS.
THEY DIED TOGETHER AND NOW THEY SLEEP SIDE
BY SIDE. TO THEM WE HAVE A SOLEMN OBLIGATION.
Admiral Chester W. Nimitz
SOUTHERN WALLS
BATTLE OF MIDWAY JUNE 4–7, 1942
THEY HAD NO RIGHT TO WIN. YET THEY DID, AND
IN DOING SO THEY CHANGED THE COURSE OF A
WAR … EVEN AGAINST THE GREATEST OF ODDS,
THERE IS SOMETHING IN THE HUMAN SPIRIT — A
MAGIC BLEND OF SKILL, FAITH AND VALOR —
THAT CAN LIFT MEN FROM CERTAIN DEFEAT TO
INCREDIBLE VICTORY.
Walter Lord, Author

THE WAR’S END
TODAY THE GUNS ARE SILENT. A GREAT TRAGEDY
HAS ENDED. A GREAT VICTORY HAS BEEN WON.
THE SKIES NO LONGER RAIN DEATH — THE SEAS
BEAR ONLY COMMERCE — MEN EVERYWHERE WALK
UPRIGHT IN THE SUNLIGHT. THE ENTIRE WORLD IS
QUIETLY AT PEACE.
General Douglas MacArthur
NORTHERN WALLS
WE ARE DETERMINED THAT BEFORE THE SUN SETS
ON THIS TERRIBLE STRUGGLE OUR FLAG WILL BE
RECOGNIZED THROUGHOUT THE WORLD AS A
SYMBOL OF FREEDOM ON THE ONE HAND AND OF
OVERWHELMING FORCE ON THE OTHER.
General George C. Marshall
D-DAY JUNE 6, 1944
YOU ARE ABOUT TO EMBARK UPON THE GREAT
CRUSADE TOWARD WHICH WE HAVE STRIVEN THESE
MANY MONTHS. THE EYES OF THE WORLD ARE
UPON YOU … I HAVE FULL CONFIDENCE IN YOUR
COURAGE, DEVOTION TO DUTY AND SKILL
IN BATTLE.
General Dwight D. Eisenhower
WESTERN CORNERS
OUR DEBT TO THE HEROIC MEN AND VALIANT
WOMEN IN THE SERVICE OF OUR COUNTRY
CAN NEVER BE REPAID. THEY HAVE EARNED OUR
UNDYING GRATITUDE. AMERICA WILL NEVER
FORGET THEIR SACRIFICES.
President Harry S. Truman
THE HEROISM OF OUR OWN TROOPS … WAS
MATCHED BY THAT OF THE ARMED FORCES OF
THE NATIONS THAT FOUGHT BY OUR SIDE … THEY
ABSORBED THE BLOWS … AND THEY SHARED TO
THE FULL IN THE ULTIMATE DESTRUCTION OF THE
ENEMY.
President Harry S. Truman

ning the War Winning the War Winning
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1941–1945
VICTORY ON LAND
VICTORY AT SEA
VICTORY IN THE AIR
FREEDOM WALL
FIELD OF GOLD STARS
HERE WE MARK THE PRICE OF FREEDOM

Top photo: This poster from the Kenny Gray Museum, “We Can Do It,”
represents the life philosophy of Congressman Ken Gray.
Bottom photo: Kenny and June pose in front of his Buick. His young
face depicts understanding beyond his years.

SOUTHERN
FOUNTAIN COPINGS
CHINA *
BURMA *
INDIA *
SOUTHWEST PACIFIC *
CENTRAL PACIFIC *
NORTH PACIFIC *
PEARL HARBOR *
WAKE ISLAND *
BATAAN CORREGIDOR *
CORAL SEA *
MIDWAY *
GUADALCANAL *
NEW GUINEA *
BUNA *
TARAWA *
KWAJALEIN *
ATTU *
SAIPAN *

TINIAN *
GUAM *
PHILIPPINE SEA *
PELELIU *
LEYTE GULF *
LUZON *
MANILA *
IWO JIMA *
OKINAWA *
JAPAN *
NORTHERN
FOUNTAIN COPINGS
NORTH AFRICA *
SOUTHERN EUROPE *
WESTERN EUROPE *
CENTRAL EUROPE *
BATTLE OF THE
ATLANTIC *
MURMANSK RUN *

TUNISIA *
SICILY *
SALERNO *
ANZIO *
ROME *
PO VALLEY *
NORMANDY *
ST.LO *
AIR WAR IN EUROPE *
ALSACE *
RHINELAND * ic
HUERTGEN FOREST *
BATTLE OF THE BULGE *
REMAGEN BRIDGE *
GERMANY *
SOUTHERN AND
NORTHERN ACHES
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Fighting
Man Electing A Fighting
“
ting A Fighting Man Electing A Fi
hting Man Electing A Fighting
A fighting man for a fighting job” was Kenneth J. Gray’s cam-

Gray was serving as Commander of the American Legion for the

paign slogan for his first Congressional term in 1954. As “a

25th district, an area that ran concurrent to the 25th Congressional

fighter for Southern Illinois,” Kenny placed the needs of Southern

District of Illinois. As Commander of the American Legion, it was

Illinois above his own.

Gray’s job to find out what the needs of the veterans were. He did.

In 1954, Ken Gray, a veteran of World War II, was persuaded to

Because many felt that the veterans’ problems were the same as all

run against the incumbent for the 25th Congressional seat of Illinois.

the people in Southern Illinois, they asked him to run for Congress.

routhern Hlinois

@

-
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-

--- -
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First Televised Political Commercial

O

n the eve of the Congressional midterm election of 1954,

channel of choice, as well as the only channel available to those few people

Kenny J. Gray made history. Television was a new commu-

who had a television.

nication medium to the people. Kenny got the word out and Southern

During the 30 minutes of airtime, Kenny reminded Southern Illinoisans

Illinoisans went to neighbors’ houses to hear his message. The Prophets

that the area had a high number of unemployed. Thirty thousand people

Quartet sang “This Old House” and “When They Call My Name” as an

were without work. He reminded them that the current Congressman had

introduction of Kenny to the communities. Kenny had a message for the

not sponsored a bill in the 14 years that he was at Washington. He left

voters of Southern Illinois. Similar to the fireside chats used by Franklin

the viewers with the idea that he could help them. Kenny Gray said that

Delano Roosevelt, this was the first use of television as a method of cam-

if enough people voted for him the next day, he would “knock on every

paigning. In 1954, Channel 12 of Cape Girardeau, Missouri, was the

door” in Washington to get what Southern Illinoisans needed
After the Prophets sang “This Old House” they introduced Kenny as a
“fellow from Southern Illinois, who is going to be our next Congressman
for the 25th district.”
The entire verbatim text of his speech follows:
My name is Ken Gray, and I am running for Congress from the 25th
Congressional District of Illinois. I am from West Frankfort, Illinois. I have
a sincere desire to do something for the welfare of the people in Southern
Illinois. It is a wonderful opportunity to have the privilege to serve the
people of Southern Illinois.

Kenny Gray
proclaimed the Grand
Opening of his
headquarters in West
Frankfort with the
distribution of printed
cards. Congressman
Gray was the first
Congressman to have
a permanent home
district office. It was
located at 411
E. Main Street in
West Frankfort.

Electing A Fighting Man Electing A
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For 14 years, we have had a man in Congress who has not been able or

First, I believe that if this country is going to be prosperous, the work-

willing to stand up on behalf of the needs and wants of the people in this

ing man and the farmer must be prosperous. This is the 75th anniversary

area. As a result, Southern Illinois has the third-worst record for economic
development in the entire state. You have an important decision to make
tomorrow when you vote.
At a time when my opponent has had no time to do a construction
program to benefit the people in Southern Illinois, you have a decision
to make on whether or not we are going down the road of recession and
depression or go back up the road to prosperity. I believe sincerely that
America is the land of opportunity. Every man and woman is entitled to
earn a decent living for his family. For 14 years, these people have not had
Ken Gray smiles as he wins his first election to the House of
Representatives. Ken’s wife June, and his father Tom, proudly look on.

the opportunity to do this.
I want to say here tonight without any mudslinging, I am going to

of celebrating that great invention of the electric light bulb by Thomas

discuss the issues of this campaign fair and honestly. I have challenged my

Edison. My opponent has been trying to turn off the lights of the farmers.

opponent to debate me at any place of his choosing. He fails to show up to

He has voted consistently against the REA. The REA has a chart of my

tell you what he has been doing for the past 14 years. His voice is as quiet

opponent’s official voting record — 4 percent for and 96 percent against.

as it has been for 14 years in Congress, but you are entitled to find out

This would put us in the dark today. If you depend on the incumbent, he

what he has been doing. I have been unable to get him to come out and

would say, “Turn off the lights.” Would you want your mother to go back

tell you good folks what he has been doing, but here is what he does. He

to washing on a scrub board?

comes out and tells you that I have no experience and it would take years

There was a bill to lower taxes on individuals. My challenger voted

for me to learn my way around Washington. When a man runs for office

against lowering taxes of individuals, but voted to lower taxes for corpo-

the first time, he runs on his word. After he has been elected, the next time,

rations. This bill would have given every individual with one dependent

he runs on his record.

$140. This would have given them money to buy groceries, which would

When a man runs for office
the first time, he runs on his word.
After he has been elected, the next
time, he runs on his record.
— Kenneth J. Gray
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help the small businessman. It is time to help the small man. When I go to
Congress, I will knock on every door until the farmers have a better deal.
I believe that if you are going to build a house, you must start with the
foundation. My opponent believes you must start with the roof and then
come down to the foundation. That theory won’t work.
All the mayors in Southern Illinois had a meeting to discuss a project
for Southern Illinois, Devil’s Kitchen Dam. There are 30,000 able-bodied
men and women in Southern Illinois who are out of work. We have a great

Ken Gray, staff and family stand in front of the first district full time
Congressional District Office.

to 200 beds. He voted against three appropriations. Instead, he voted for a

I believe that if this country is going

dam in Niagara Falls, New York. I am a veteran myself, and I want to know

to be prosperous, the working man and

why he voted against veterans’ benefits. I will work to improve the services

the farmer must be prosperous.

for sick and disabled veterans My opponent votes consistently for special

— Kenneth J. Gray, Election Eve, 1954

interest groups instead of for working people.

need for employment. My opponent said the best chance for action on

The incumbent voted for the offshore oil giveaway, enough money to

this project is to show the need for employment. These 30,000 men and

educate every child in the United States. I want to say that you have an

women want paychecks instead of promises. If you send me to Congress

obligation to do something for our children without sending them off to

on November 2, I will work to get jobs like this project. The incumbent

the city to find work.

even told the Chicago newspapers that the people of Southern Illinois don’t

I pledge to work until your needs are met. If I don’t do it in two years,

want to work. He said you can give them a job, and they don’t want it. He

what he could not do in 14 years, then don’t vote for me at the next elec-

said this when there was an opportunity to bring an atomic energy plant

tion. Let’s return to Southern Illinois their fair share.

that wanted to locate in Southern Illinois. Five counties in Southern Illinois
receive public relief — all of these counties are in 25th district. People, we
are at a crossroad — we must do something. I wish he could see the miner
that I saw the other day sitting on the curb crying because he didn’t have
money to pay his bills. I promise to work night and day to get jobs. I want
every eye to see this and every ear to hear this.

If you depend on my opponent,
he would say, “Turn off the lights.”
Would you want your mother to go back
to washing on a scrub board?
— Kenneth J. Gray, Election Eve, 1954

We have a wonderful Veterans Hospital in Marion. When it was built, it
was supposed to have 500 beds. Along came Runt Bishop and reduced it

Electing A Fighting Man Electing A Fig
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This first campaign poster announces Kenny’s determination to fight for Southern Illinois.
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J

ohn Alongi, owner of Alongi’s Restaurant, remembers
when his godson called and said he had someone

Although Ken Gray was aware of the many reelection demands, his priority was always to take

special for him to meet — Ken Gray. This led to a lifelong

care of the needs of Southern Illinoisans. He

friendship. When Kenny agreed to run for Congress the

did not hide, nor did he make excuses. He

second time, he asked Alongi to work for him.

was always accessible to his constituency.

Alongi remembered that Kenny came prepared to begin

He did not take an election for granted,

the 1954 campaign. Gray drove up to the restaurant and

nor did he say personal derogatory remarks

opened the trunk of his Cadillac that revealed a trunk full

about his opponents. In fact, when he

of hair combs. One of his campaign slogans was, “Comb

spoke of those who chose to run against

Runt Bishop right out of your hair.” Similar to the song in

him, he always stated that they were “good

South Pacific, he hoped to capture the hearts of Southern

men.” This positive attitude is a principle that

Illinois with a catchy saying. Kenny understood the power

he continues to practice. He always referred to

of the political sound bite.

those in both political parties as “my friends.”
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A Fighting Man Electing A Fighting

Fact:

Gray ran on a campaign of change. On the eve of the
Congressional midterm election, Kenneth J. Gray made
campaign history. During his 30 minutes of television airtime, he reminded Southern Illinoisans that the
region had 30,000 people out of work. Kenny said that if
enough of the people voted for him on election day that
he would “knock on every door” in Washington to get
what Southern Illinoisans needed. The campaign mirrored Kenny’s charismatic style and reflected his skills
with people and words.
Upon the invitation of Congressman Gray, Geraldine Ferraro
campaigned for vice President of the United States at the
West Frankfort High School.

Friends gathered in Johnston City to campaign for Kenny on the eve of his second run for Congress. Medal
of Honor recipient and Minority/Majority Whip and Leader Clyde Choate, Williamson County State’s Attorney
Chuck Garnati, Senator Jim Rea, and Assistant to the State’s Attorney Jimmy Dean support Gray’s candidacy.
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Fact:

Kenny Gray’s campaign literature highlights his personal service to working men and women, small businessmen, the poor, the elderly, the veterans, and those with medical emergencies.

Today we see unemployment at its highest rate
since the Great Depression.
Ken Gray feels a burden for
the unemployed and underemployed just as you do.
And he is offering to return
to Congress to put his two
decades of experience to
work again for a better
Southern Illinois.
— Ken Gray
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Fighting Man Electing A Fighting

F

rank Braden, a member of the Prophets Quartet, has been asso-

him and said, ‘This is Congressman Gray, he looks like a negative.’ Gray

ciated with Gray since 1954. The group campaigned with Gray

was wearing a white suit, black shirt, and white bow tie.”

appearing at fairs, many times on the back of a flat-bed truck. Braden

Another story: Kenny was acting as speaker when color televisions

described Gray as a “natural born politician.” “What makes Gray differ-

first began to cover the House sessions. Individuals called in to the

ent from other politicians is that he gets along with everybody, even his

television station to see if their color sets needed adjustment, since the

staunchest enemies. He knows everybody, even the elevator operators,

speaker’s suit looked peculiar. They were informed that their set needed

by their first names.” Braden said that “Gray has the charisma to get

no adjustment. It was Kenny Gray in his pink suit. Braden became a

something done and knows how to cut through red tape.”

staff member for Kenny.

Braden shared stories about the Congressman. “The most amusing

Daily American, Special Edition, July 20, 1974

thing was a conversation between two news reporters who recognized
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Gray also knew that Southern Illinois needed to be noticed
and heard. The people told their stories to the federal and state
officials. Present to hear the stories and report them to President
Eisenhower were representatives from the Department of Commerce;
the U.S. Secretary of Labor; Agriculture; Illinois Industrial Planning
Commission; the U.S. Secretary of the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare; members of the Illinois state legislature; U.S.
Senator Paul Douglas; and Congressmen Charles Vursell of Salem.
For 90 minutes, the community delegates told the 24 government officials and legislators the area needs that included new
industries; public works projects, such as highways and streets; city

Sink or Swim:
Sink or Swim Meeting in West
Frankfort, New Year’s Eve, 1955

G

ray said, “I had the help of all the people. In December 1955,
a year and a month after my first election, I had a “sink or

swim” meeting at the gymnasium of the West Frankfort High School.
Five thousand people turned out, and I passed out forms. I sent letters
to county chairmen, city mayors, community members, and state and
national leaders regardless of their party affiliation. I asked the citizens
and elected officials to list what was needed to make their community
a good place to live.
“The three objectives for the meeting were: 1) to notify the legislative and executive branches of the state and federal government

halls; new schools and additions to old ones; improved water and
sewage systems; artificial lakes for water supplies; flood control and
recreation; navigation; cheap transportation for Illinois Coal; elimination of water pollution; and new sources for electrical power.
An old adage says the squeaking wheel gets the grease. “I was
there to listen to them speak, and I was there to provide the grease.
We were all in it together to either sink or swim,” Kenny said. “The
No. 1 thing the people listed at the meeting was roads and streets.”
Jim Wright of Fort Worth, Texas, went to Congress the same day
that Kenny did. Kenny talked to him about the “sink or swim”
meeting and he had one, too.
They worked closely on many projects during their tenures in
Congress. They remain friends.

that Southern Illinois was economically depressed and needs help; 2)
allow citizens to unite in a common effort to spell out their wants and
needs; and 3) unite citizens in preparation for any program inaugurated
for depressed areas. They came in caravans from their hometowns.
Farmers; coal miners; leaders of business, labor, and education; veterans; and citizens came to plan their futures.
“I told the people that the time has come for every man, woman,
and child of Southern Illinois to rally and inform the state and national
governments that they are not satisfied with the economic conditions
now existing in the southern part of Illinois.”
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Strategic Planning and the Leader

F

or those in elected offices, planning is tough. Sometimes all of the energy
is used getting through today and none is left for tomorrow — let alone

next week. Government is often stretched thin by budget cuts and increased
demands. The game of doing more and more with less and less forces the focus
to day-to-day service needs and putting luxuries such as planning on hold for
a better day, which may never come.
However, setting goals and priorities and allocating resources appeals to the
national mind. Americans like to believe that public problems can be dealt with
in a straightforward, working manner. Kenny said, Ross Perot liked to say, “Let’s
just look under the hood, see what’s wrong, and fix it.” So why can’t government
do just that? Of course, a lot of planning does go on in state government. Just as
in the private sector, strategic planning is all the rage in government agencies.

Why can’t politicians behave like
the work-for-tomorrow
ant instead of the live-in-themoment grasshopper?
— Christopher Z. Mooney, 2005
There is no doubt state government has a difficult time planning ahead.
There are several reasons for this. First, our political system does not give
policy makers much incentive to plan. Second, the frequency with which we
elect officials reduces their planning time because representatives face elections
every two years.
Mooney stated, “If politicians behave like the live-in-the-moment grasshopper, as opposed to the work-for-tomorrow ant, it may be in large part because
the political system encourages them to do so.”
Legislators come and go, but parties remain, so they can and should plan
ahead. Even though, majority powers may change, it is up to the leadership of
each party to frame stable policies for a long-term view.
Christopher Mooney, January 2005, Illinois Issues, Planning for Illinois’ Future
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Chicago Tribune
Solves Our Problem?

P

rior to holding the “sink or swim” meeting on New Year’s Eve, the
Chicago Tribune (1955) editorial staff wrote an article about Southern

Illinois in November. The title “The Woes of Egypt” suggested that the
unemployed in Southern Illinois “buy a railroad ticket to industrial centers
where a good man would be employed before nightfall at higher wages than
they have ever earned in their lives.”

The Daily American continued to say that the Tribune started out the
editorial with a political blast against Congressman Kenneth Gray for his
efforts to help the part of the state where he lives through a meeting called a
“sink or swim” meeting. The Tribune had editorialized that “Southern Illinois
was ‘mined out’ and ‘farmed out’; had never found the means to utilize its
considerable timber resources to provide substantial employment; and that
the relief load in the whole area is substantially higher than it is elsewhere
in the state.”
“Admitting all this,” the editorial staff of the Tribune continued, “a good
deal could be accomplished if Representative Gray would persuade some
of his unemployed friends to leave the region and move to cities and
towns where jobs are plentiful … The region has too many people for its
resources, and it is foolish to support them there when they can support
themselves elsewhere.”
The article spoke of educational benefits that were going on in Southern
Illinois because the state was supporting five-sixths of the schools’ budgets.
The editors mentioned that southern colleges and universities were getting
the lion’s share of state appropriations, but they said, “the logical remedy for
many of the Egyptians is a railroad ticket.”
The Daily American answered the editorial with the full force of pride of
the region, and stated the following:
“The unemployed of Southern Illinois are asking only for an opportunity
to earn a living wage for their families to provide them with the homes and the
culture they deserve for the happiness and contentment that is rightfully theirs.
They are not asking for ‘the highest wages that they have ever earned.’"
“Abandon Southern Illinois? Where opportunities abound if only politi-

The Daily American (1955) wrote a rebuttal. They said, “Abandon
Southern Illinois, go to Chicago or other industrial centers! What an unholy
suggestion! At a time when the government is favoring the disbursement
of the people and industry, the Chicago Tribune wants the good people of
Southern Illinois to forsake their homes, their schools, their churches, their
community life and rush to the already over-crowded industrial area, and
where an atom bomb could wipe out the entire population.”

cians of both major parties would forget the influence in the metropolitan
areas. To coop Southern Illinois people up in a filthy city, where crime
abounds, where one bomb could destroy all, well that would be just like
putting a beautiful mocking bird in a tiny cage and demanding that it continue to sing its songs of joy and freedom."
“The small communities are the backbone of the nation. And the Chicago
Tribune would destroy them. The people in the small communities live the real

ecting A Fighting Man Electing A Figh
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KENNY’S OPTIMISM AND
EFFECTIVENESS IS MIRRORED
IN THIS POEM BY EDGAR A. GUEST.
Ken Gray’s name could be substituted for “He.”

Somebody said that it couldn’t be done,
But, he with a chuckle replied
That “maybe it couldn’t,” but he would be one
Who wouldn’t say so till he’d tried.
So he buckled right in with the trace of a grin
On his face. If he worried he hid it.
He started to sing as he tackled the thing
That couldn’t be done, and he did it.

Somebody scoffed: “Oh, you’ll never do that;
At least no one has done it”;
But he took off his coat and he took off his hat,
And the first thing we knew he’d begun it.
American Way of Life. They have a right to live and love, the same as other places on
this earth."
“Finally,” the newspaper stated, “We believe the federal government should
aid us in our brave efforts to help ourselves by diverting some of the favors

With a lift of his chin and a bit of a grin,
Without any doubting or quiddit,
He started to sing as he tackled the thing
That couldn’t be done, and he did it.

from the centers where industry abounds, and bestow it on a section that has
great promise. Forsake Southern Illinois, the American Way of Life? Never,
there will always be a Southern Illinois and we maintain that this is not the
State of Chicago — this dear folks is the great State of Illinois.”
The pen is mightier that the sword and greater than numbers, and this
article served as a rally cry for Southern Illinoisans, Congressman Ken Gray,
and the other elected officials of the region in their quest for economic
growth and security.

There are thousands to tell you it cannot be done,
There are thousands to prophesy failure;
There are thousands to point out to you one by one,
The dangers that wait to assail you.
But just buckle it in with a bit of a grin,
Just take off your coat and go to it;
Just start to sing as you tackle the thing

Daily American, December 6, 1955
Portions quoted from the Chicago Tribune, November 26, 1955

That “couldn’t be done,” and you’ll do it.

Fighting Man Electing A Fighting Man
(Google-It Couldn’t be Done, 2009)
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Kenny auctions cars at
the family business in
West Frankfort Heights.

Dealing Wheeling and Dealing Wheelin
nd Dealing Wheeling and Dealing Whe
Wheeling and Dealing Wheeling and Deal
Kenny Gray started making deals at an early age. Tom (Ken’s
father) decided that he could do the job, so he let him auction
the household belongings of an elderly lady. Even though he
was just 16, he sold everything in the house, including the
pictures on the wall.

80
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Kenny Gray calls
the National
Party after his
“smashing” win
to send him back
to Congress for
a second term.
—Daily American,
November 6, 1956

eling and Dealing Wheeling and Dealin
Wheeling and Dealing Wheeling and Dea
Dealing Wheeling and Dealing Wheeling

Wheeling and Dealing
K

enny was a horse trader, a magician, and a salesman for the

It takes power and technique to get more than your share of

people in his Congressional district. Kenny worked hard to

resources for your district. The standard is often the ratio of federal

“bring home the bacon,” but was not interested in the credit. His bot-

income taxes paid versus federal funds received. Kenny, known as the

tom line: Success for Southern Illinois and its people.

“Prince of Pork,” is the unequaled master of federal funds received and

Kenny combined his natural charm and the personal and profes-

federal projects granted.

sional skills that he learned in business — auctioneering, sales, mar-

Kenny Gray never failed to practice the philosophy of reciprocity

keting, and teaching — along with his sincere concern and love for the

with his fellow Congressmen and elected officials. He was not jealous of

people of Southern Illinois. This proved to be an effective combination

what other leaders received for their constituents. He lived by the phi-

for accomplishing his vision to bring projects to the impoverished

losophy that “a good rain raises the level of all the ships in the harbor.”

areas of the southern part of the state of Illinois.
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Top photo: Majority Leader of
the Senate Mike Mansfield, Carl
Albert, President Harry Truman,
Sam Rayburn, Jack Brooks, and
John McCormack after wheeling
and dealing, the Fair Deal
is sealed.
Bottom photo: “Master of the
Senate” Lyndon Johnson is
known for his unequaled “wheeling and dealing” in the Senate.
Shown as President LBJ shakes
hands with the “Prince of Pork,”
unsurpassed for his successes in
bargaining projects in the United
States House of Representatives.

P

olitics is about resources. Who gets
them and who gets the credit? The

name we give to the subsidy is based on where
the resource goes. In other words, if someone
else gets the money it is called “pork barrel.” If
you and your region get the money it is called
economic development. Kenny knows this
and is always quick to add, “If jobs, housing,
health care, and education is pork, then pass
the plate.”
Kenny Gray did not seek credit for his success, but worked to spread the recognition
around to others who needed it more than he
did. He preferred to be noticed by his dress and
judged by his accomplishments and kindness.

I was irritated at the big-time media people who called Kenneth “The Prince of Pork” for
bringing projects to Southern Illinois. I never thought of Ken Gray as the prince of anything. I figured that he was the biggest hog in the capital. He was just better at it than
anyone else, and they couldn’t stand it.
— Mayor Bob Butler, Marion, Illinois

g and Dealing Wheeling and Dealing Whe
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20th Century Economic Reform Programs —
Square Deal, New Deal, Fair Deal,
New Frontier, and Great Society
President Theodore Roosevelt felt that the soldiers should be treated
fairly after returning from Spanish American War. He thought that if a
soldier was willing to shed blood for his country he should get a “square
deal.” Franklin D. Roosevelt provided for economic relief, reform, and
recovery in his New Deal. The New Deal was his

services under his Fair Deal administration. The Fair Deal included
an increased minimum wage, equal rights for all citizens, and health
care provisions. John F. Kennedy spoke of the New Frontier and the
continued work for civil rights, housing, education, and accessibility
for all. Lyndon B. Johnson provided economic reform and recovery and
education in his War on Poverty program as part of his vision of the
Great Society.

Let the watchwords of all our people be the old familiar watchwords

comprehensive program of relief for the unem-

of honesty, decency, fair-dealing, and common sense ... We must treat

ployed, farmers, businesses, and financial practices

each man on his worth and merits as a man. We must see that each

in promoting recovery of the economy during the
Great Depression. Harry S. Truman followed the
practices of FDR and expanded the programs and

is given a square deal, because he is entitled to no more and should
receive no less. The welfare of each of us is dependent fundamentally
upon the welfare of all of us.
— Theodore Roosevelt, New York State Fair, Syracuse, September 7, 1903

Three leaders of the nation,
John F. Kennedy, Kenneth J. Gray, and
Lyndon B. Johnson celebrate a victory for
the people. U.S. Congressman Ken Gray
worked to legislate the implementation
of Kennedy’s New Frontier. Later, as
President, Johnson promoted the extension of Kennedy’s directions working
with Gray’s in legislative negotiation to
enact the programs of the Great Society
and the War on Poverty.

Wheeling and Dealing Wheeling and Deal
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ling and Dealing Wheeling and Dealing W

K

enny was asked how he was able to get

from the majority. That is why he favored me so

the assignment on the favored Public

much, and also because I was the youngest mem-

Works Committee.

ber. He let me pick the committees that I wanted.”

He replied, “The primary reason is because

Ken Gray was appointed to the Public Works

Speaker Sam Rayburn had been reduced to minority

Committee his first month on Capitol Hill. The

Gray studied the

leader, when the Republicans

parliamentary procedures that he learned from Sam

processes and protocols

took over the 83rd Congress;

Rayburn and the other House speakers were used

to enact legislation. On

however, with my election to

to ensure smooth transition and enactment for pas-

occasion, when there

the 84th Congress, Rayburn

sage of the bills that he sponsored and supported.

was a force of individu-

went back to the speaker’s

Gray studied the processes and protocols to enact

als opposing his bill, he

position. I was one of 12 new

legislation. On occasion, when there was a force of

knew exactly how to

Congressmen that turned out

individuals opposing his bill, he knew exactly how

cut through the red tape

the Republicans that returned

to cut through the red tape roadblocks that were

roadblocks that were

Rayburn to the majority posi-

laid for him.

laid for him.

tion. The speaker is chosen

Fact:
Sam Rayburn from Bonham,
Texas, is credited as the principal leader who guided passage
of the New Deal legislation in
the House of Representatives
during the 1930s. Rayburn held
the position of the office of the
speaker (1940–1947, 1949–1953,
and 1955–1961) more than twice
as long as any speaker. Speaker
Rayburn was known for his political skill and knowledge of the
House rules. He, as well as four
other speakers, often called on
Ken Gray to stand in for them as
speaker pro tempore.
The U.S. Constitution allows each
house to “determine the rules of
its proceedings.” (U.S. Constitution
Article 1, Section 5, Clause 7).
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ng Wheeling and Dealing Wheeling and D
We can never insure 100
percent of the population
against the hazards and
vicissitudes of life, but we
have tried to frame a law
which will give some
measure of protection to
the average citizen and to
his family.
— August 14, 1935 Franklin Delano Roosevelt
Presidential Library and Museum

P

resident Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the Social Security Act on

people were covered by Social Security (by 1995, 95 percent were covered.)

August 14, 1935, during the Depression. This landmark legislation

Sam Rayburn — the Congressman from Bonham, Texas, area — was the

provided resources for the elderly, and later for wage earner dependents,

major leader in the House of Representatives to enact this social legislation.

and the disabled people in America. Congress appropriated some funds for

Before Franklin Roosevelt’s administration, it was unusual for the govern-

the program, but the rest of the money came from payroll taxes, which in

ment to give people money. In two cases the Supreme Court ruled that

1937 was about 2 percent of each paycheck. This social program is still a

Congress could make laws on social security.

viable support system for aforementioned groups. In 1937 60 percent of the

This law represents a cornerstone and a structure which is being built
but is by no means completed — a structure intended to lessen the
force of possible future depressions, to act as a protection to future
administrations of the government against the necessity of going deeply
into debt to furnish relief to the needy — a law to flatten out the peeks
and valleys of deflation and of inflation. In other words, a law that will
take care of human needs and at the same time provide for the
United States an economic structure of vastly greater soundness.
Audio clip of FDR’s speech at the signing of the Social Security Act,
Social Security Online History Pages
August 14, 1935, Franklin Delano Roosevelt
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K

enny Gray raised over $12 million for charity. There
are many stories that Kenny tells about his auctions.

He auctioned for the National Women’s Democratic Club at
the White Donkey Sales, for the Heart Association, and various
children’s and health causes.
In May 1955, at his first auction for the National Democratic
Women’s Club, Congressman Gray auctioned a live white donkey from Mexico. The auction that started at 10 a.m. lasted
well into the evening. Items at the auction were donated from
various places and homes. The total for charity that day was

Congressman Ken Gray is shown in Washington, D.C., with Jo Ann Schaffer, the 1972
National Easter Seal child, and Miss Peggy Fleming, Olympic gold medal skating champion. The Congressman helped launch the 1972 National Easter Seal drive nationwide.
He encouraged all Southern Illinois citizens to support this cause. Gray also met with
10-year-old Alan Clark, the Easter Seal child for Southern Illinois that year.
— Washington, D.C., Daily Register, April 4, 1972

Wheeling
and dealing
FOr CharitY
Gray is shown as
the leader of the
campaign for the
National Heart
Association.
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$5,500. He entertained the audience with his “fast-flowing pattern and tobacco market accent.” He also provided a few jokes
and jabs if the goods weren’t selling.
Items of interest included: a coonskin cap donated by former U.S. ambassador to Canada that went to Senator Estes
Kefauver’s wife, various dishes from first ladies, and pictures —
whatever could be found was sold. Senator Kefauver cam-

Quote:

Ken Gray auctioned for many charities while he was in Congress and
later after he retired. When he left

paigned for Kenny prior to his first election. After the election

the Congress, he said, “I am leaving

of 1954, Senator Kefauver worked with Gray to get the funds to

politics, but not public service. I am

complete Devil’s Kitchen Dam.

not leaving the people.”

A favorite auctioneering story involves President Truman
and his walking cane. After a long auction of Truman memorabilia for charity, the President told Kenny to just keep his cane.
He said, “You have worked very hard and you may need it.”
Ken Gray did an auction for the Kennedys at Hyannisport
at their compound. On that occasion, Kenny was so successful
for the charities and raised so much money in his white suit
that when he was finished, he showed his assistant the name
tags from several of the ladies who attended. He had stuck
the labels on the inside of his lapel as they gave them to him.
Kenny, always a gentleman, did not want to embarrass any of
the donors. Always a sharp-dressed man, he looked especially
dapper that day.
Ken Gray is credited for his leadership as one of the original
founders of the Walking Dog Foundation for the Blind of West
Frankfort, Illinois. This charitable nonprofit organization’s purposes are to procure, train, and distribute trained dogs to blind
persons who could not have otherwise afforded them.

Kenny Gray traveled to Hawaii on the same liner as Elvis Presley, the Mastonia. Always
interested in making money for charity, Kenny met with Presley, and asked for a signed
picture. Elvis agreed and the signed picture brought $725. A Congressional member was
the winner of the prize, but when the travelers disembarked the boat, children were selling
the same picture of Elvis for a quarter. The gentleman did have a famous signature and the
money went to a good cause.
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heeling
and
Dealing
Devil’s
Kitchen
Dam Wheeling and Dealing

C

ongressman Ken Gray, representing the 25th District of Illinois,

sponsored the legislation to complete the project. Within two months

asked Congress for a total expenditure of $4.35 million for the

of election, Kenny Gray had the project back on track.

entire Devil’s Kitchen Dam project.
This story of Devil’s Kitchen Dam funding is as it was reported on
June 15, 1955, by Drew Pearson of the Washington Merry-Go-Round.

According to Pearson, Devil’s Kitchen Dam is a wildlife preserve
down in Southern Illinois, an area which is suffering heavy unemployment. The dam was started in 1935 during the Congressional tenure

Devil’s Kitchen Dam was started during the WPA, but it was only

of Kent Keller. In the beginning the project was held up because of

40 percent complete at the time of Kenny Gray’s first Congressional

the war (WWII). Through the years that followed, Cecil Bishop, the

race. His opponent, Congressmen Bishop from Carterville, had not

Republican Congressman who represented that district, was not able
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aling Wheeling and Dealing Wheeling and
to get any money to complete the project. In fact, according to the record, the
Congressman did not get any bills through Congress, for Southern Illinois or
for the nation.
Senator Dirksen, the Republican Senator from the same state, could not

Fact:

Devil’s Kitchen Lake is located
on Big Grassy Creek in

negotiate with the leaders to get any funding to complete the water and flood

Williamson County, Illinois.

control project. Devil’s Kitchen Dam was stymied. The people of Little Egypt got

It was to be the last of three

sore in 1954, revolted against the Republicans and sent a Democrat, Kenneth

WPA projects that included

Gray, to Congress. Again according to Washington Merry Go-Round, the new

Crab Orchard and Little Grassy

Congressman immediately got busy pushing Devil’s Kitchen Dam. According

dams. The Devil’s Kitchen was

to Pearson, Gray did not get help from Secretary of the Interior McKay or

first authorized in 1936 by the

his chief of wildlife, John F. Farley. But he did get help from Senator Carl

Resettlement Administration.

Hayden, a powerful Democrat from Arizona, and also from Senators Douglas

The purpose was to give work

of Illinois, Keafauver of Tennessee, and Clements of Kentucky, and the assistant

relief, recreation, wildlife

Democratic leader. They tacked $1 million onto the Senate appropriations bill

refuge, and forestry. It was

for Gray and the funding for completion of the project was provided.

completed in 1960. It covers

Pearson reminded us that sometimes those in power take credit for work

800 acres with 9 million gallons

that they do not do. Pearson stated that Dirksen took advantage of his position

of water storage and drains an

as conference committee member between the House and the Senate, which

area of 19.3 square miles.

passed the final appropriation bill around 10 p.m. and then quietly left that
conference and telegraphed a press release to Illinois newspapers making it
appear that he was responsible for the $1 million appropriation. There was
no mention of the new Congressman (Gray) in his first term, the one who got
the job done. According to Pearson, Gray only heard about the senator’s action
around 1:30 p.m. the next day when a newspaper reporter called him. Pearson
concluded, “Dirksen didn’t even vote on the appropriation bill in the Senate,
nor did he testify for the project (Devil’s Kitchen Dam).” Pearson added the
moral of the story: “Politics, my friends, is a rough game.”
Kenny Gray never complained; he knew that there would be other projects
that he would need Senator Dirksen to support. When asked, Kenny is quick
to say that Senator Dirksen was “a good friend of mine.” Kenny Gray did not
care who got the credit, only that the dam was finished.
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Wheeling and Dealing Wheeling and De

How Did We Get the
Marion Penitentiary?

Senator Morton wasn’t going to let it out of committee. Lyndon Johnson
reached down in his pocket and pulled out a pen and asked us, “Where

Gray said, “We offered an amendment on the floor, bypassing the

is it going to be located?” We said, “Marion, Illinois.” “When the time

Appropriations Committee, because the Chairman of Appropriations

came to ratify the Bill on the Senate Floor, Majority Leader, Lyndon

was Clarence Cannon of Missouri, and he told the Bureau of Prisons,

Johnson said, “Let me see, Marion, Illinois. Mr. (Senate) President,

‘If you don’t put the prison in my district, I won’t give you the money.’

I have an amendment that I want to offer.” And he offered it on the

On the other side of Illinois, in Kentucky, was U.S. Senator Thurston

Senate Floor and it passed two to one. Eisenhower signed it, because

Morton, Chairman of National Republican Party. Eisenhower, a

the Bureau of Prisons wanted it.”

Republican, was in the White House. Senator Morton said, “Put it in
Kentucky or you won’t get the money.””

Kenny said, “The reason that we picked Marion was because we had
federal land — the Crab Orchard Wildlife Refuge — and that was one

Kenny said, “I told Speaker Rayburn, and he said, “Offer an amend-

of the requirements. Back then incarceration meant trying to rehabili-

ment on the floor and I will go around and get the members to help

tate a prisoner; so an environment was really important. Now, they just

you.” We won on a roll call vote of 266 to 133. Lyndon Johnson was the

put them in there and keep them and don’t worry about it. There is a

majority leader in the Senate before he became President. So Speaker

beautiful view of the Crab Orchard area.”

Sam Rayburn and I went over to talk to him. Rayburn told Johnson that
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d Dealing Wheeling and Dealing Wheeling

Ken Gray traveled thousands of miles in the United States and abroad
to make deals for Southern Illinois and the Nation.

Fact:

The Marion Federal Prison opened in
1963 to replace the Alcatraz Prison in
San Francisco. As a supermax prison, it

Speaker of the House, Sam Rayburn, recognized Ken Gray’s skills and talents hard work,
influence, popularity, and enthusiasm in this letter from 1960.

held some of most dangerous and notorious criminals in America. In 1978, it
became the most secure prison in the
nation and incarcerated prisoners who
were heads of crime families, spies,
and extremists. It now has a capacity
of 1,000 inmates and is considered a
medium-security prison.

Ken Gray traveled to China to promote trade and promote and improve international relations.
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Dealing Wheeling and Dealing Wheeling an

Ken Gray is not superstitious. He is shown here preparing to move a bill on the House
floor on Friday the 13th with the proverbial black cat.

D

uring Ken Gray’s first three terms in Congress, he was the

He went on to explain that one magic act that he contemplated

youngest member of the House of Representatives. He

using was a disappearing act. Gray’s disappearing trick performed

discovered that he could use some skills, which he had learned

in Washington calls for a volunteer in a collapsible box. The box is

before becoming a Congressman. Also, he felt that the House of

ignited and goes up in smoke. All that is left is a pile of bones.

Representatives could use some magic.

A less dangerous stunt that he performed consisted of removing

Gray had a flat rule against practicing his art in connection

the shirt of some surprised colleague with one motion, leaving the

with his Congressional duties. “Legislation is pretty serious,” Gray

victim standing there in his undershirt. That trick cost him a vote

explained. “I’m afraid it doesn’t mix with magic, but there have been

when he tried it on a high school principal while putting on his act

times out there when I would have loved to try a trick or two.”

at a 25th District school during his campaign.
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ng and Dealing Wheeling and Dealing
In 1966, Ken Gray was the mystery guest on What’s My Line? And

What’s My Secret? During the conversation of his guest appearance
the celebrity panels were amazed at all of his talents and vocations.

Gray was an automobile dealer, not a professional magician.

Gray distinguished himself as the only member of Congress to

He learned his magician skills from a relative who was once in the

practice magic on the floor of the Congress. After the highway bill

business. Gray said that he liked Washington, but was baffled by

lost by one vote in 1955, Gray appeared on the floor with a bou-

the slow legislative process.

quet of roses. He proceeded to pluck a flower from the bunch for

Gray put in four bills and initiated several projects for his dis-

every group and political faction that had opposed the measure.

trict after just a few months. When nothing happened, he took the

Soon he was left with no flowers. Usually serious at the occasion,

matter up with one of the House leaders. Although the leader was

he magically transformed the bare branches into a bouquet of yel-

sympathetic, he told Gray to take it easy. He said, “I’m afraid you

low roses, to show that the bill was still alive. Congress liked the

think we are all magicians up here.”

show. The bill was later enacted.
– Bob Albright, the Southern Illinoisan, March 24, 1955
Congressman Ken Gray rides the
elephant at the Barnum and Bailey
Circus in Washington, D.C.
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J

ohn F. Kennedy traveled to Southern Illinois in October of
1960 during his campaign for President. Kenny Gray, who

was a friend of Senator Kennedy in Congress, campaigned for
him, along with Paul Powell, State Representative from Vienna;
Governor Otto Kerner; and Senator Paul Douglas. During the
stops on the visit, Ken Gray was able to show Kennedy the
region and its people.
Gray had made several speeches to Congress about the
depressed condition of Southern Illinois during the last four
years. When Kennedy was elected, Gray visited him and
reminded the new President of the need for flood control, clean
water, and jobs in Southern Illinois. Kennedy was receptive
and called the United States Corps of Engineers to begin the
feasibility study of Rend Lake. The Rend Lake Association had
received 32 letters of lack of interest prior to Kennedy’s visit.

Fact:

Forty-three at the time of his election, Kennedy
was the second-youngest President following
Teddy Roosevelt. He was the first and only
Catholic President and is the only President
to have won a Pulitzer Prize for Profiles in

During the 1960 Presidential campaign, John F. Kennedy, traveled to Southern Illinois
communities of Harrisburg, Marion, and Carbondale. Ken traveled with the future
President, as did Paul Powell, Senator Paul Douglas, and Governor Otto Kerner. WEBQ
radio covered the broadcast from the stage at the Court House.

Courage. He served in the United States Navy
in 1941. The story of his PT 109 and his courage
after being rammed by a Japanese destroyer
was the subject of a movie. Kennedy received
a Purple Heart. He served in the United States
House of Representatives and United States
Senate. He was inaugurated the 35th President
on January 20, 1961. In his inaugural address,
he spoke of the need for all Americans to be
active citizens. His most famous saying was,
“Ask not what your country can do for you, but
what you can do for your country.” He served
for just over 1,000 days as President before he
was assassinated on November 22, 1963, in

Kennedy made a speech in front of the Marion Court House on the square.
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Fact:
The New Frontier slogan was

first used by John F. Kennedy

as an acceptance speech at the
Democratic convention to inspire
America to vote for him in the
Presidential election, but later
it developed into the Kennedy
administration’s label for their
domestic and foreign programs.
The New Frontier included
legislative support, including:
education, civil rights, space
exploration, mental and physical
handicap accessibility, wages
and jobs, housing, economy,
unemployment, the Peace Corps,
and women’s rights.
Top photo: Eunice Shriver,
her brother, JFK, Paul
Powell and Ken Gray
look up and smile at
the camera.
Bottom photo: Kennedy
travels in the convertible
with Governor Otto Kerner,
Senator Douglas, and Ken
Gray to the stage for the
speech. Thousands of
citizens attended to see
the young candidate.

We stand at the edge of a new frontier — a frontier of unfulfilled hopes and dreams, a
frontier of unknown opportunities and beliefs in peril. Beyond that frontier are uncharted
areas of science and space, unsolved problems of peace and war, unconquered problems
of ignorance and prejudice, unanswered questions of poverty and surplus.
— John F. Kennedy Democratic Acceptance Speech
Democratic Convention, 1960
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Ken Gray waves to motorists as
he waits in front of the Thomas
Gray building in West Frankfort
Heights. The side of the building
advertises his Antique Classic
Car Museum on Ken Gray
Boulevard by Exit 53 of Interstate
57 in Gray’s hometown of
West Frankfort.

1902 Cadillac from the Antique Classic
Car collection. This car was known as a
horseless carriage.

Ken Gray in full dress suit rides on the running board of this 1973
Replica of an Excaliber.
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Gray stands ready to open the door of the 1924
wood body peddlers wagon.

Marilyn Monroe (poster) leans on the Excaliber Roadster displayed in the museum.

Cutouts of President Bill Clinton
and first lady Hillary Clinton sit in
the red car and welcome visitors
to the car museum.

Previous to display at the Antique
Car Circus, this 1952 Studebaker
truck was stored for 29 years.
The sign proclaims that it is
original in every way.

The Thomas Gray car dealership building was home to
Gray New and Used Auto
Sales in West Frankfort.
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Pictured is the 1918 Paige Packard roadster that John F. Kennedy
road with Ken Gray in to Harrisburg during his October 1960
Presidential campaign.

Quote:

Enthusiasm is the yeast that makes your hopes shine to the
stars. Enthusiasm is the sparkle in your eyes, the swing in your
gait. The grip of your hand, the irresistible surge of will and
energy to execute your ideas. – Henry Ford, Brain Quotes 2009
Any color—so long as it's black. – Henry Ford, Brain Quotes 2009
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This 1922 Model T was a repair truck for Bell Telephone. The truck has an attached crank phone used for repairs.

Chicago Cub baseball player Benny Tate stands
beside his 1918 car with wooden wheels.
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Congressman Kenneth Gray boards a helicopter Monday with Colonel Charles B. Schweizer (left), district engineer
of the Corps of Engineers, St. Louis, for an inspection tour of Devil’s Kitchen, the Big Muddy River basin, and other
projects in this area. Pilot Ralph E. Domenic, CWO, is at right.
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When I came out of the service in 1945, I became the
Commander of the American
Legion. I flew a helicopter around
to the posts in the 25 southernmost counties of Illinois.
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Top photo: Kenneth and June Gray with Bill Holloway at
the groundbreaking ceremony for the General Tire plant in
Mt. Vernon. Gray used his helicopters to recruit business for
economic development, as well as to serve the community
needs. One Christmas Eve, when the Southern Illinois roads
were impassable, the worker’s of a Harrisburg State Facility
were not going to get their payroll checks. The payroll checks
were at the Vandalia Prison where they had been made by the
inmates. Always ready to help his constituents, Gray flew his
helicopter, collected the checks, and took them to the workers
Bottom photo: Kenny Gray steps out of a New York Airways
helicopter on his way to view the site for the Twin Towers. As
subcommittee chair of Public Works, it was his responsibility
to approve sites prior to acceptance. Many federal offices
were later housed in the Twin Towers.

This is a ticket to a Starlight Gala for Congressman Ken Gray’s
Helicopter Fund. Ken Gray expended five helicopters serving the people
of his district.

Fact:

In July 1966, 4,000 people attended a DuQuoin
Fairground stage show to help fund a helicopter
for Congressman Kenneth J. Gray. Mt. Vernon
Mayor, Joe Martin, and Attorney, Don Musick,
co-chairman of the bipartisan committee, stated
that the goal was to raise $100,000 to buy
a jet-propelled helicopter, a Bell Jet Ranger.
Pleased to meet their goal, they said, “Gray is
the only Congressman in the nation who is a
licensed helicopter pilot and needs the craft to
get around in the 22-county district.” The flying
Congressman used five helicopters to serve his
region, an area larger that the three states of
Delaware, New Jersey, and Rhode Island.

gressman
Flying
Congressman
Flying
C
102
— Daily American, July 9 1966
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The jet age came to Union Station when Ken Gray piloted his jet helicopter over Union Station to show
officials some of the things necessary to convert the station into a visitor’s center. The railroad owners
of the station agreed to raise $20 million to remodel it, build a multi-level parking garage over the track
yard behind it, and build a new smaller passenger station in the southeast corner of the yard.
Bob Burshett of the Washington Post, June 14, 1967.

G

ray explained, “When I came out of the service in 1945, I taught

Kenny remembered that the Republicans and the Democrats both said,

flying lessons through the GI Bill. I also became the Commander

“You get around good in a helicopter. You are young, just out of the war,

of the American Legion. I flew a helicopter around to the American

you cover Southern Illinois good. You should run for Congress and help all

Legion posts in the 25 counties in order to provide for the veterans who

of Southern Illinoisans, like you, help us veterans.”

had just returned from the war. I always responded to the people who

Kenny said that he needed a helicopter to serve his constituency, while

wrote and asked for help. City and county leaders said that was why

his friend Jim Wright, from Texas, could use a taxi to serve his constituents

they wanted me to run for Congress.”

who lived “vertically.” While in Congress, Gray sponsored many bills with

ng Congressman Flying Congressman
F
103
Representative Sonny Montgomery that helped thousands of veterans.
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On November 21, 1963, U.S.
Congressman Ken Gray held
a party for President John F.
Kennedy in Washington, D.C.
The next day President Kennedy
was shot in Dallas, Texas. Pictured
here are, from left to right: Public
Works member and representative from California; Congressman
Walter Baring Jr. from Nevada,
Congressman Victor Wickersham
from Oklahoma, President John F.
Kennedy, Public Works member
and representative from California,
Public Works Subcommittee
Chairman and Representative
Kenneth J. Gray from Illinois, and
Congressman Bill Hull
from Missouri.

Partnering
With the
POWerFUl

h the Powerful Partnering with the
g with the Powerful Partnering with th
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Quote:
“And so, my fellow Americans,
ask not what your country can

do for you -- Ask what you can
do for your country. My fellow
citizens of the world: ask not
what America will do for you,
but what together we can do for
the freedom of man.”
— John F. Kennedy, 35th President,
inaugural address,
January 20, 1961

Kenny Gray worked with the three Kennedy brothers — Robert, Ted, and Jack — in Congress to provide
social programs to help economic development in Southern Illinois. Their goal was to involve Americans in
service to the country.

Ken Gray Leading From the Middle

K

en Gray was a leader from the middle, as described by John Maxwell
in his book The 360 Degree Leader (2003). Gray was able to partner

with the powerful in Washington because he had qualities that enabled him
to lead in every direction: leading up to the Presidents, leading across the aisle
with his fellow Congressmen, and leading down to his staff and constituents.
According to Maxwell, a “360 Degree Leader” is able to add value to others
by using the following qualities in problem-solving situations: adaptability,
discernment, perspective, communication, security, servanthood, resourcefulness, maturity, endurance, and accountability. As a leader in the middle, Gray
Ken Gray and Ronald Reagan discuss the economy at a blacktie social affair in the capital. Nancy Reagan is pictured
behind them.

was able to communicate to all levels of people as if he were one of them.
Middle leadership qualities enabled Gray to be successful in his bid for
pork-barrel projects. These same qualities enabled him to be appointed to the
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with the Powerful Partnering with the
powerful Ways and Means Committee and the Transportation

fit in. In fact, many Presidents he served requested him to come by

Committee. His flexibility in trade-offs in order to get the better deal

their offices to talk at the end of the day. He was an encourager — a

was a key to bringing many programs to Southern Illinois. Maxwell

cheerleader of sorts — for Capitol Hill.

has a saying for defining flexibility: “Blessed are the flexible for they
will not be bent out of shape.” (p. 386)

Gray said that President Johnson was one from whom he learned
the art of negotiation. Johnson’s motto for negotiation was, “You come

From the very first day on the job, Ken Gray made it a point to get

by my office and we are going to talk and talk and talk until we agree

to know the power brokers above him. When he was first elected to

on this problem.” Gray said Johnson would not stop talking until you

Congress, he was the youngest member and this youthful attitude was

agreed with him. Johnson could out-talk anyone on the Hill.

a magnet to draw people to him. His sense of humor also made him

Hail to the Chiefs: Presidents Gerald Ford; Richard Nixon; George Bush; Ronald Reagan; and Jimmy Carter.
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artnering with the Powerful Partnering
Lyndon Johnson and Lady Bird Johnson traveled to Southern Illinois
in October of 1960 to campaign for the vice presidency. They stayed
in the Gray Plaza Hotel in Franklin County. Johnson traveled to
Benton to the airport. Johnson, in his trademark hat from Texas,
stands between Ralph and Ken Gray.

Quote:
Ken Gray said, “Johnson’s

motto for negotiation was, ‘You
come by my office and we are
going to talk and talk and talk

until we agree on this problem.’
Johnson would not stop talking until you agreed with him.
Johnson could out-talk anyone
on the Hill.”

108

Presidential Visits to Southern Illinois

1858, Vice President John C. Breckinridge; in

outhern Illinois has entertained many

S

October 1868, President James A. Garfield; in

famous people including many United

October 1861 and 1880, President Ulysses S.

States Presidents, Vice Presidents, and candi-

Grant; in 1861, President of the Confederacy,

dates for the highest offices in the nation.

Jefferson Davis; Theodore Roosevelt in 1907;

Cairo was the destination of several

and President William H. Taft in 1909. On

Presidents and Vice Presidents: in January of

September 25, 1914, President Theodore

1813, President Andrew Jackson; in February

Roosevelt made his first visit to a modern coal

of 1849, President Zachary Taylor; in April of

mine, Herrin’s Squirrel Ridge Mine.
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During the later part of the 20th century, dignitaries stopped by various

Southern Illinois towns and communities.
September, 1948: President Truman with his wife and daughter visited
Mt. Vernon, Benton, West Frankfort, Marion, Carmi, Harrisburg, Herrin,
Eldorado, Carbondale, and Carterville. He traveled with area elected officials
including Paul Powell and Ken Gray, the Commander of the American Legion.
The motorcade stopped at the Marion Veteran’s Administration Hospital.
October 3, 1960: Presidential candidate John F. Kennedy arrived in
Southern Illinois and spoke at Southern Illinois University, Marion Veteran’s
Hospital, and at the courthouse in Harrisburg. Candidate Lyndon Johnson and
Lady Bird stayed in the Gray Plaza in Franklin County in September of 1960.
October 27, 1962: President Dwight Eisenhower campaigned at the
Williamson County Airport on behalf of Republican Senator Everett Dirksen.
October 30, 1968: President Richard Nixon spoke at the Williamson
County Airport. He also visited as Vice Presidential candidate in 1952.
March 6, 1976: President Gerald R. Ford campaigned for the Republican
Party nomination and addressed people at the Williamson County Airport and
then spoke to supporters at John A. Logan College.
October 13, 1980: President Jimmy Carter toured the Old Ben Mine 25
in Franklin County near West Frankfort. He campaigned again in Southern
Illinois on October 26. His first time to come was March 10, 1976.
October 21, 1980: Republican Presidential candidate Ronald Reagan campaigned at the Williamson County Airport. During his second term in office on
July 14, 1988, Reagan flew with Congressman Gray over the drought-striken
farms of Southern Illinois. He also spoke at the DuQuoin State Fairgrounds.
September 11, 1995: President Bill Clinton spoke at Southern Illinois
Presidential Candidate John Kennedy at a campaign meeting
in Harrisburg, Illinois in 1960.

University Carbondale on funding for higher education. On August 30, 1996,
he and first lady Hillary Clinton traveled to Olive Branch and Cairo. Clinton
had attended a fundraiser at Southern Illinois University prior to his nomination
for President. Retired Congressman Gray introduced Clinton, then Governor of
Arkansas, as the next President of the United States.
Vice President Al Gore came to Cairo with President Bill Clinton and first
lady Hillary Clinton in 1996. Vice President Al Gore campaigned at John A.
Logan College along with his wife Tipper Gore.
October 6, 2000: Candidate George W. Bush and wife Laura campaigned at
the Williamson County Airport.
February 12, 2009: President Obama visited Springfield in celebration of
President Lincoln’s 200th birthday. Former State and United States Senator
Barack Obama visited central and Southern Illinois on many occasions. He
announced his candidacy on the steps of the old capitol in Springfield on

President and Mrs. Kennedy, Adlai Stevenson, President Eisenhower,
and Speaker Sam Rayburn are in the Inaugural Crowd in 1961.

February 10, 2007.
Southern Illinoisan (1996)
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Ken Gray, Lady Bird Johnson, Lyndon Johnson,
and June Gray visit after dinner at the White
House during Johnson’s presidency.
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K

en Gray supported the Presidents’ programs that helped
people. He traveled with them when they visited Southern

Illinois. Gray believed that when the officials met the people of
Southern Illinois that legislation to help them would follow. He was
quick to remind the U.S. Presidents of Southern Illinois’ needs when
he was back in Washington, D.C.
When in Washington, D.C., Kenny partnered with the powerful
for needed projects in the city. Although Ken Gray’s efforts were concentrated on his home district in Illinois, his footprints could be found
in other places in our country. One such project was the Eisenhower
Center, which later became the Washington Convention Center.
Historically, this project began in 1886 when the last real convention center, called Lincoln Hall, was destroyed by fire. The Board of
Trade News’ President John W. Stadtler stated, “Let’s not forget the countless hours to make this center possible,
especially those hours spent by Congressional leaders themselves, such and Joel T. Boyhill and Kenneth J. Gray.
As author of the bill concerning the Eisenhower Center, Gray has personally spent as many as 14 hours a day
attempting to solve all the political and legal complications.” He held four

I think Ken Gray is one of the
best friends the (Washington,
D.C.) district ever had, and
his unselfish and dedicated

separate hearings on the bill, one in the Mount Vernon Square area, a rarity since bill hearings of this nature are seldom held in an area concerned
with the bill.

work for the nation’s capital is

The question arose, “What personal stake is there for a Congressman

something all board members,

from Illinois to help us with our needs?” The reply: “I think Ken Gray

as well as citizens, of our city

is one of the best friends the (Washington, D.C.) district ever had, and

should be thankful for.

his unselfish and dedicated work for the nation’s capital is something all
board members, as well as citizens, of our city should be thankful for.”

The Eisenhower Civic Center addressed an unmet need in the city by providing space and facilities for mayor,
national, international, scholarly, scientific, cultural, and business organizations to meet in the capital city.
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Mel Price,
Representative from
Missouri, Ray Madden
from Indiana and Ken
Gray at the launch of
Apollo II.

Canalization

G

ray worked with his powerful partners at the national and state level to
provide canalization legislation to transport materials at a reduced cost.

Helping the situation in his home district had a positive affect on other regions.
The legislation set the precedent to have a similar model with the Army Corps

Quote:

Characterizing the economy of southeastern
Illinois as a “sleeping giant awakening,” U.S.

of Engineers. In 1971, the full House Committee on Public Works approved

Congressman Kenneth J. Gray said, “Linking

authorizing resolutions directing the U.S. Corps of Engineers to make study of

the great Wabash Valley with the Great Lakes

a proper water and land management program for the Big Muddy River Basin

cities of Chicago, Gary, Milwaukee, Toledo,

in Southern Illinois. Another resolution was to determine environmental and

Detroit, and Cleveland on the north and the

income potential of the Big Muddy River Basin.

inland waterway cities of the Ohio Valley and

Congressman Gray and State Representative Bert Baker worked together to

the Gulf (of Mexico) to the south would truly

develop a brochure that showed the 16 billion tons of minable coal within the five

make the Wabash and the other river basins

counties of Franklin, Williamson, Jefferson, Perry, and Jackson. The elected officials

of Southern Illinois and Indiana another Ruhr

urged the dredging and other improvement, which would permit commercial navi-

Valley of America.”

gation on the Big Muddy River, a project that was first proposed in the early 1900s
and then revived during Southern Illinois’ “sink or swim” economic meeting.
The brochure stated canalization of the Big Muddy aimed chiefly at water

Illinois Secretary of State Paul Powell, who
made remarks prior to Gray’s address, said the

transportation for coal, but also with value for shipping crude oil, raw materials,

project was “a dream come true.” He said it

and manufactured articles. “Coal production which as afforded is confronted

would certainly stimulate the area’s economy.

by the handicap cost for the increased cost for transportation. Protection and
continued income from coal production and sales within the area together with
expansion justified by the extensive coal reserves warrant development of avail-

— Ken Gray, August 29, 1956
The Ridgeway News

able waterway transportation. The economic advantage to the local area and to
the nation require improvement of the Big Muddy River for navigation.”
(The Ridgeway News, 1956)

artnering with the Powerful Partnering
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Response to Pork Projects

W

hen an article appeared in the Chicago Sun Times questioning the
building of dams, lakes, and reservoirs, Congressman Kenny

Gray responded, “Without the alleviation of floods, many lives would be
lost, farm lands would be flooded with less crops and higher prices in the
market place. Without the Corps of Engineers building reservoirs there
would be little water for human consumption and industrial use in many
parts of our nation with fewer jobs and a stagnated economy.
“Without the Corps navigation projects such as the Kaskaskia project in
Southern Illinois, we could not offer the taxpayers alternative methods of
transportation that now provide competition and in turn provide cheaper
freight rates for the many commodities hauled in daily commerce. Yes, the
Corps of Army Engineers is building Rend Lake and America. I am proud
of both. Aren’t you?”
The reporter, Bruce Ingersoll (1972), said that Representative Kenneth
J. Gray “got more federal money from the Army Corps of Engineers projects out of the political pork barrel than all the other Illinois Congressmen
combined.” Gray was quoted in the article as saying that he is convinced
“the infusion of federal dollars is the only way to combat unemployment
in this long-depressed baliwick.” Gray voiced fervent faith in the Army
engineers and their civilian mission.”
When the reporter charged that some economists say that construction of the “the Kaskaskia Barge Canal into the Peabody coal fields was
a subsidy to landed people such as Peabody Coal,” the reporter said that
Gray, who was an auctioneer, let out a rapid-fire spiel about converting
103 miles of the Big Muddy into a recreational waterway. Gray, unequaled

Muddy from a helicopter. It couldn’t look any worse than it does now.
It's stagnant, it stinks every time it rains, it looks like a loblolly — that’s a
mud hole. We want to clean it out and widen it to 200 feet. It’s like a rotorooter operation. When we’re finished, this waterway will be for canoes,
not power boats.”
The author of the Chicago Times article further stated that the upward
trend of money for his district comes from Gray’s longevity and to the
seniority system that has carried him to the No. 5 position on the 37-member Public Works Committee. The writer continued by repeating the words
of an unnamed crusty downstate Democrat: “But the real power comes from
being the chairman of the Public Works subcommittee on public buildings
and grounds. If a Congressman wants a new post office in Arizona, he votes
for a reservoir in Southern Illinois.” Because of Gray’s position on the subcommittee he is able to get favors from other Congressmen on the House
appropriations subcommittee on Public Works.
In response to the amount of money that he was able to get for his
district, Gray said, “No other Congressional district is bordered by more
miles of river than mine. I have the double pleasure of being bordered by
the Mississippi and the Ohio rivers and I have four major river basins in my
district — the Kaskaskia, Big Muddy, Saline, and Wabash. My district contains 22 counties.” He continued, “I may have gotten more money because
my area needs more and I work hard at it. My people want canals and a
good Congressman is supposed to carry out the will of his people.”
Ken Gray has always maintained that he is a hired hand for the people
of Southern Illinois. And lastly, Ken Gray stated that he is trying to build up
the area — create new jobs and wake up the natural resources.

in his gift of making a point, said, “C’mon down here and look at the Big

C’mon down here and look at the
Big Muddy from a helicopter. It
couldn’t look any worse than it does
now. It's stagnant, it stinks every
time it rains, it looks like a loblolly
— that’s a mud hole.
— Congressman Kenneth J. Gray

ring with the Powerful Partnering with
Ken Gray meets friends in Washington, D.C. Les McCollum was the Democratic
state central committeeman.
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Six Southern Illinois mayors and civic leaders
travel to Washington, D.C., for a conference with
Congressman Kenneth J. Gray. The group discussion
concerned programs for Southern Illinois. They are,
from left to right: Goffrey Hughes, executive director Southern Illinois Incorporated; W.W. Naumer,
President of DuQuoin Packing Company and director of SII; Howard Lewis, John L. Lewis’ brother,
Benton mayor; Representative Gray; Larry Sherrill,
United Electric Coal Company; Bill Cunningham,
Pinckneyville mayor; and M.J. Bozarth, representing
SII and the Murphysboro Chamber of Commerce.

Photo on the right: Kenny and
Strom Thurmond discuss the
latest legislation for their regions
and the nation’s capital.
Bottom photo: Mayor Bob Butler and
Senator Gene Johns dedicate the
Marion Civic Center for Performing Arts.

One time Marion needed money
for its projects. I received a
call from Kenneth. He said we
should go to Washington to
talk to some big shot. Actually,
it was the undersecretary of
something. We thought that
it was odd that we had to talk
to someone so far away. We
thought that we had to go to
Washington to get the money.
The truth is that we were going
to get the funds whether we
went or not. Now isn’t that so.
Ken Gray got the money. He
wanted us to get the credit.

114

— Mayor Bob Butler at
Benton Civic Center for
Ken Gray’s 50th year celebration
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Ken Gray served eight
speakers. Ken Gray knew
the floor rules and
protocols for the House of
Representatives. One of
his mentors, Sam Rayburn,
was an expert.
Gray was often asked by the
speakers to serve in their
absence. Ken Gray said that he
was often called by the speakers to serve as speaker protempore during the extended
debates of bills. Ken Gray was
given eight Congressional gavels to recognize his leadership
during many trying times.
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A

dlai Stevenson cautioned in 1956 that the nation was descending

characterized by norms of reciprocity. He said that this spirit is lacking not

into “the land of sly innuendo; the poison pen; the anonymous

only in Congress, but in every area of public life. The Maryland political

phone call; and hustling, pushing, shoving; the land of … anything to win.”

scientist said that “while civility still includes politeness and formality, it also

Senator Stevenson, if he were alive today, may be appalled with the Jerry

includes serious engagement with ideas with restraints from attacks against

Springer-type society that dominates the media and everyday life.

individuals and from interference of nefarious motives in opponents.”

A decade ago, U.S. Representative Lee Hamilton bemoaned “the decline

Uncivil behavior in politics is not new, and could be discussed

of civility” as he ended a 17-term career. Everyone agrees that the tenor of

at length; however, the

political debate has plummeted from a statesman’s age of civil discourse to

last 30 years seems to be

present-day squabbling.

worse in that the voter is

Ken Gray worked across
the aisle and across the
political regions for the
common good.

Political pundits Tom Mann and Norm Ornstein argued that “Congress

puzzled when the politi-

is broken and failing America.” In a multifaceted indictment, they charged

cal bickering directly

that “deliberation, discourse, and debate are now so deficient that Congress

affects them negatively and the services that they have become accus-

is different in kind from the admirable Congress of old — truly dysfunc-

tomed to receiving.

tional and in desperate need of institutional overhaul.”
Eric Uslamor, in his 1996 book The Decline of Comity in Congress, foresees the indicators of the decline in civility as: few friendships across party

Ken Gray worked across the aisle and across the political regions for the
common good.
— No Marks for Civility, Gaines and Lawrence, Illinois Issues, May, 2008

lines; changes in debate style; and a general lack of a community spirit,

Democrat and Republican leaders work together
to serve the common good and add two states
to the republic: Alaska and Hawaii. Left to right
Harold Collier, Ken Gray, Gerald Ford, Republican
Leader, Les Arends, and a member of the
Democratic Leadership.
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Speaker of the House, John McCormack, Congressman
Ken Gray, and Chairman of the Full Committee of Public
Works, John Blatnik discuss projects.

Quote:

Congressional
Statesmen Quotes
“Let us develop the
resources of our land, call
forth its powers, build up
its institutions, promote
all its great interests,
and see whether we
also, in our day and generation, may not perform
something worthy to be
remembered.”
Daniel Webster (1782-1852)
House (1813-1817) (1823-1827)
Senate (1827-1841) (1845-1850)
New Hampshire
Halamandaris, Heroes of the US
Congress (1994)

“You don’t do the right
thing because of the consequences, if you are wise
you do it regardless of the
consequences.”
Jeannette Rankin (1880-1973)
House (1917-1919) (1941-43)
Montana
Halamandaris, Heroes of the US
Congress (1994)

Ken Gray worked for General Dwight Eisenhower
during World War II as a driver on the roads in
Europe. He worked with President Eisenhower on
infrastructure programs, including the Interstate
Highway Act for roads in America.

Ken Gray and Hubert Humphrey greet Miss America,
Dianna Batts in Kenny Gray’s office prior to charity
function. Powerful leaders and celebrities found
time for charity work in Washington, D.C.

I would not say Kenneth was a politician in the usual sense.
The difference in a politician and a statesman is that a politician
does what is necessary to be re-elected; a statesman does
what he does regardless of consequences. Ken Gray went
back for us many times. He got what he could for people.
— Bob Butler, Mayor of Marion
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Sam Rayburn was a member of the United States House of Representatives
from 1913–1961. He served as the speaker longer than any other man. Known as
“Mr. Democrat,” Rayburn described himself as a Democrat “without prefix,
without suffix, and without apology.” The speaker of the House of Representatives presides over debate, appoints members of select and conference committees, establishes
the legislative agenda, maintains order within the House, and administers the oath of
office to House members. The individual in this office is second in line after the vice
President to the presidency. Sam Rayburn was noted for his common sense,
honesty, and straight-to-the-point rhetoric. He was a trusted advisor of Presidents
Franklin D. Roosevelt, Harry Truman, Dwight Eisenhower, and John F. Kennedy.
During Rayburn’s speakership, power in the House of Representatives was lodged in the
hands of committee chairs who rose through the ranks because of the seniority system.
Rayburn was able to provide for the interests of both wings of the Democratic Party, the \
southern Democrats and the northern liberal Democrats. Due to his capacity to build personal friendships; his expertise in persuasion, rules, and protocol; and his personal prestige, he was able to work factions of his party and across the aisle with the Republicans.
— Anthony M. Champagne Encyclopedia Britanica

Franklin Delano Roosevelt shakes hands with the young Lyndon
Johnson. When he was a Congressional aide, he urged his
Congressman to vote to support the Social Security Act, one of the
New Deal Programs of President Roosevelt. Roosevelt’s inaugural
address reminded the people in the worst time of the Depression that
there was nothing to fear but fear itself.
From His Inaugural Address: “This great nation will endure as it has
endured, will revive and will prosper. So, first of all, let me assert my firm
belief that the only thing we have to fear is fear itself — nameless, unreasoning, unjustified terror which paralyzes needed efforts to convert retreat
into advance.”

Ken Gray stated that
Rayburn was plain-spoken
and recounted a conversation that he had with the
speaker about the challenge
of running every two years.
Gray said that Speaker
Rayburn said simply,
“It is like a toilet. If we get
undesirables in, we don’t

Les Arends, Republican Whip of the House, Gerald Ford, Republican House Leader,
John Collier, Ken Gray, and Mel Price celebrate Ken Gray’s first retirement.

have to wait; we just flush
them down.”

nering with the Powerful Partnering wi
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T

he tribute book, The House Will Be in Order, 1961 about Sam Rayburn, legendary Speaker of the House was distributed by Congressman Ken Gray in

1961 to his constituents. It cost him one dollar. He found another copy at a yard sale
in 2006 for the same price. In the book is a quote by Lord James Bryce, discussing the
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
Speakership in his classic work, the American Commonwealth, second edition
(November 19, 1889). The quote defines the office and follows:
“He (the Speaker) is usually the most eminent member of the party who has a seat
in the House and is really, so far as the confidential direction of its policy goes , almost
its leader. “The dignity of the Speaker’s office is high…In rank he stands next after the
President and on a level with the Justices of the Supreme Court.”…
The Speaker of the House is third in line and second in succession
Ken Gray and Jim Wright went to Congress together in January of
1955. They worked together on many projects and remain friends.

to the Presidency.

John Blatnik, Chairman of the Public Works Committee, Committee Counsel, and Ken Gray reflect on recent proposed legislation.
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Quote:
“The moral test of government is how that government treats those who are
in the dawn of life—the
children; those who are
in the twilight of life—the
elderly; and those who are
in the shadows of life—
President Nixon signs Kenny Gray’s legislation in the East Room of the White House.

the sick, the needy and
the handicapped.”
Hubert Humphrey, Jr. (1911-1978)
Senate 1949-1964 1971-1978
Minnesota
Halamandaris, Heroes of the US
Congress (1994)

HUD Secretary Ward Barnes and Congressman Ken Gray announced that the Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD) approved 135 units of family and elderly housing for Saline County. The units
would go to Eldorado, Harrisburg, and Carrier Mills.

I got along with President Nixon.
He understood reciprocity.
— Ken Gray
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Top right photo: Ken talks with Steve Mitchell, the
Democratic National Chairman from Illinois, prior to
Gray’s first Congressional win in November of 1954.
Middle left photo: Gray stands behind Johnson as
he tips his 10-gallon hat during a campaign visit to
Southern Illinois in 1960.

Middle right photo: Ken Gray
talks with Roger Smith, President
of General Motors Corporation.
Gray meets with Smith in
Washington to highlight the benefits of building a GM accessory
manufacturing plant in Southern
Illinois.
Bottom photo: Gray discusses
Southern Illinois along with
Carbondale Mayor Dillard during
a meeting in Washington, D.C.
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H

arry Truman visited in Carbondale and the neighboring
towns and communities in September 1948. He was

greeted by a crowd of 11,000. He arrived on the train in Mount
Vernon and left from the station in Carmi. He also gave brief
speeches in Benton, Marion, Herrin, Harrisburg, and Eldorado.
Ken Gray drove his convertible in West Frankfort parade.
President Truman sat on the side of the car to greet the people.
Harry S. Truman, the 33rd President of the United States,
became President when Franklin Delano Roosevelt died on April
12, 1945. On Jan. 20, 1945, he took the Vice Presidents's oath.
President Harry Truman waves as he visits Southern Illinois in 1948. Paul Powell, seated in
the far right, campaigns with Truman in Harrisburg.

After President Roosevelt’s death, he was sworn in as the 33rd
President. His first year as President was known as a “year of decisions.” He oversaw the ending of the war in Europe. He participated in a conference of Potsdam, Germany, governing defeated
Germany, and to lay groundwork for the final stage of the war
against Japan. Truman approved the dropping of two atomic
bombs on Japan on August 6 and 9, 1945, ending the war.
The first year of Truman’s presidency also saw the founding of the United Nations and the development of a strained
relationship with the Soviet Union. He ran for re-election in
1948 and won the presidency even though many in the country thought that candidate Dewey would win. In the St. Louis

President Harry Truman campaigns in Chicago with Paul Powell, Former Representative and
Illinois Secretary of State.

Union Station, a plaque marks the place where Truman stood
to hold the paper that announced, “Dewey Defeats Truman.”
In 1949 after the election, Truman stated in his inauguration speech that the nation desired a “fair deal.” Truman stated,
“Every segment of our population, and every individual, has a
right to expect from his government a fair deal.” The reforms
included the Fair Housing Act of 1949. The “fair deal” asked
for universal health care, civil rights legislation, and other
reforms, many of which were enacted under the presidency of
Lyndon Johnson.
(Southern Illinoisan, 1948)

President Harry Truman campaigns in a convertible to large crowds in Southern Illinois.
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S

enator Jennings Randolph of West Virginia linked efforts with Kenny

Space Museum complex on the mall in Washington as part of the bicen-

Gray in the House of Representatives to enact legislation that ben-

tennial. Along with Ken Gray in the House, Senator Jennings Randolph

efitted their states and the nation. Coal legislation, including coal gasifica-

was an advocate of numerous other items of vital legislation, such as leg-

tion and black lung benefits, vocational and career education, and jobs

islation to aid the handicapped and black lung victims, coal gasification,

programs were examples of the legislation that were sponsored by Gray

legislation to promote clean water and clean air, and legislation to provide

in the House.

vocational and career education.

Senator Randolph was one of the chief architects of the legislation that

According to Senator Byrd of West Virginia, “One of Jennings

created the Appalachian Regional Commission in 1965. As a member

Randolph’s greatest areas of ongoing contribution was the development

and later chairman of the Senate Public Works Committee, from 1966

and advancement of air flight. On November 6, 1948, with a professional

through 1977, he worked with House of Representatives members and

pilot at the controls, Jennings Randolph flew from Morgantown, West

the speaker to shepherd legislation through Congress until he retired from

Virginia, to Washington National Airport in a propeller plane fueled with

the Senate in 1985.

gasoline made from coal. Now, that was just like Jennings Randolph —

Congressmen Kenneth Gray and Jennings Randolph cooperated on

out there pioneering, not only in flight, but also in the use of fuel in that

the passage of legislation to create a national air museum. Randolph had

plane that had a West Virginia source: coal. Certainly that project was an

introduced the legislation in 1946. Three decades later, on July 4, 1976,

act of faith, for which many remember Senator Randolph.”

Senator Randolph and Ken Gray formally dedicated the National Air and

— West Virginia Senator Robert Byrd, Senator Jennings Eulogy, 1998

Congressman Ken Gray, Chairman of the Sub-committee of Public Buildings and Grounds, is shown officiating at a ground breaking ceremony in Washington, D.C.
for a new 35 million dollar air and space museum to be built on the mall near the Smithsonian Institute. The Art and Space Museum is located by the Hirschorn Art
and Sculpture Museum. Gray’s committee authorized the new modern facilities. The Art and Space Museum houses vintage aircraft from the First Wright brothers airplane to the latest space vehicles. Shown in this picture are Congressman Ken Gray, Senator Barry Goldwater, Chief Justice Warren Burger, Senator J.W.
Fullbright and Senator Jennings Randolb and Mr. Gee Obato, architect.
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Partnering with the Powerful Partneri
Photo to the right: Kenny smiles for the photographer as House Speaker Carl Albert talks to the
chairman of appropriation committee.
Bottom photo: Kenny pays close attention to an
appropriations discussion in committee.

No Society can exist on a public philosophy of ‘I got mine forget the others…’ America has worked, America
has progressed, because we have
combined our enterprise, both public
and private, for the good of all. That is
how we built the fairest, freest, most
progressive society in the world.
Thomas P “Tip” O’Neil, Jr. (MA) (19121994) House 1953-1987 Massachusetts
Halamandaris, Heroes
of the US Congress (1994)

Kenny Gray and Tip O’Neil
enjoy a conversation as they
pause during deliberations on
the day’s legislation.
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Top photo: Bill and Hillary Clinton
pose with Ken Gray as they campaign through Southern Illinois.
Bottom photo: Vice President Walter
Mondale and Congressman Minneta
talk while Kenny looks on.

K

enny Gray sponsored legislation for a
Vice President’s residence in 1972. At

that time there were no official homes for the
vice President and he and his family had to
rent or buy homes in the area. It was difficult
for the Secret Service to protect the different
residences. While Ken Gray’s measure passed,
it was not executed until after the Vietnam war.
It was decided in 1974 that the naval observatory be refurbished for the permanent Vice
Presidential residence.

If the road to the Senate must be
paved with gold, I confess I can not
travel it. If to be a Senator is to be
an apologist for corruption and a
companion of those who practice
it then I can not qualify.
Alben Barkley (1877-1956) House
(1913-1937) Senate 1927-1949 19551956 Vice President, (1949-1953)
Halamandaris, Heroes of the US
Congress (1994)
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Partnering with the Powerful Partnering
How do we keep the American dream alive in a world
where jobs and capital, technology and ideas can

travel across borders as fast as the satellite signal
that right now is beaming this speech to colleges

and universities all around this country? How do we
make sure in this age of information where what you
can learn determines what you can earn — how can
we make sure that there’s really opportunity for all
people in this country without regard to where they
live or what their racial or economic background is?
How do we make sure that your country gives you
the chance to make the most of your own life, a gift
that was given me and most other people my age
that helped us as to make the most out of our lives?
– (William Jefferson Clinton’s Vistit to SIU, Southern Illinoisan, 1995)

Hillary and Bill Clinton wave from Air Force One.

Senator Paul Simon, Congressman Glen Poshard, Senator Richard Durbin, Senator
Carol Mosely Braun, President Clinton and Congressman Jerry Costello visit
Southern Illinois University in September of 1995.

The unmistakable fault line in America over who makes it
and who doesn’t, today more than ever before, is education.
— William Jefferson Clinton at
Southern Illinois University, September 11, 1995
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During the Air Force One plane trip from Washington to Southern Illinois, Ken Gray told President Reagan
a joke. Gray showed the President his ring and told him that a lady gave him $10,000 to buy a stone. He
showed the President his ring ...with a big stone diamond.

President George W. Bush campaigns in Southern Illinois at the
Williamson Airport. Lance Trover assisted with the logistics of the stop.

President George H. W. Bush and first lady Barbara dance at the White House. This picture was from the “Bush Years” section of the Ken Gray Presidential Museum.
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Toedy Gray, Gary Forby, Bob
Butler, and Ken Gray meet to
discuss disaster relief efforts. As
always, Kenny Gray’s model is
not to complain, but just to get
right to the job of making
it better.

The honorable Kenneth J. Gray has earned the respect
and trust of people throughout the nation and his colleages from our nation’s capital to Springfield, Illinois.
Those who have governed with him and his constituents who have benefitted from a host of his contributions have labeled him “one of a kind.” Few individuals who have performed in an elected, appointed, or
voluntary capacity on behalf of the public have demonstrated such dynamic and effective leadership as
Congressman Kenneth J. Gray.
— Dave Phelps

Retired Congressman Gray and Illinois Department of Transportation Assistant
Director and past Congressman Dave Phelps discuss plans to help the communities after the May 2009 storm.

Governor Pat Quinn addresses a
concerned group of Williamson
County residents after the May
2009 Wind Storm. Standing
behind Quinn are Gary Forby,
State Senator, Brandon Phelps,
State Representative, and John
Bradley, State Representative
with Central Illinois Public
Service Officials.

rtnering
with the Powerful Partnering
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Governor Quinn talks to retired U.S. Congressman Kenneth J. Gray regarding the status of the clean-up efforts and the application for national disaster designation.

Fact:

Congressman Gray understood the power of
working as a team and mentoring of new leaders. He learned this from one of his mentors,
Sam Rayburn. A story about Mr. Sam Rayburn’s
kindness is found in the tribute to him. In a
parliamentary kindness to a new member of
the opposite party, Republican Ben F. Jensen
told the story. He said, Speaker Rayburn knew
the rules and left a legacy of compassion, fairness, open door, wise counsel, integrity, and
impartiality. I had been in the lumber business
for 24 years and as a first year representative
saw a big mistake that was about to happen
with a new law and offered an amendment to
the bill. A point of order was raised against the
amendment on the ground it was not germane
to the bill. Jensen said, “Our Speaker, Mr.
Sam Rayburn, a Democrat and I, a Republican
vacated his Speaker’s chair, put another Member
in his place and came to my side, while I was
standing there, red faced. I did not know what
to say or do because I had not anticipated that
a point of order would be raised against my
amendment to this section. Mr. Sam said then,
‘Ask unanimous consent to withdraw your
amendment to this section of the bill and offer it
to section 9. It will be germane to section 9. You
have a good amendment , and I want to see it
passed.’ And he resumed the chair. I did and it
passed.”

Southern Illinois University President and retired U.S. Congressman Glen Poshard discusses ways to rebound from the May 2009 storm.
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Photo to the left: Eddie Smith, Hillary Clinton,
President Clinton, and Betty Smith at the Clinton
Presidential inauguration.
Bottom photo: Eddie Smith, President Larry
Peterson, and Dr. Glen Poshard provide support
for education at Shawnee Community College in
Ullin, Illinois.

Today’s unions recognize that our
nation’s energy infrastructure is in a
period of transition. With this transition comes opportunity. Existing
jobs will be transformed and
modernized. New industries will
develop, creating new jobs.
— Edward J. McElroy,
Chief Executive Officer of ULLICO.

Illinois Representative Brandon Phelps; Eddie Smith, ULLICO President;
and Illinois Senator Gary Forby attended the meeting to recognize U.S.
Congressman Ken Gray’s achievement.

nering with the Powerful Partnering wit
Samuel Gompers, the first and longest-serving

In 1987, ULLLICO was created as a holding com-

President of the American Federation of Labor, saw

pany for labor, life, and other subsidiaries and

the value in a labor-owned insurance company.

traces its roots back to the 1920s when safety laws

In 1925, labor leaders formed the Union Labor

were not in the workplace and many laborers

Life Insurance Company to provide financial

worked in hazardous jobs. With $5.3 billion in total

security to the members and their families.

assets, ULLICO services include: life and health

Union Labor Life provided a new level of stabil-

insurance, workers compensation, fiduciary and

ity for workers. Union Leaders recognized the

union liability insurance, and investment products.

organization as a new foundation of strength for
their members.
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– ULLICO, 2009
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Eddie Smith, ULLICO President, and Jerry Costello, U.S. Congressman welcome Ken Gray to the stage
at the Gambit Golf Club for the First Annual Shawnee President’s Scholarship Dinner.

with the Powerful Partnering with th

E

ddie Smith received his first labor card at the age of 13. His father, Connell, was a local
labor leader. Labor unions are a family business for the Smith family. Eddie’s 86-year-old

mother, Mary Jewel, still works everyday in the Cairo labor office.
At the age of 21, Eddie was elected Business Manager of Laborer’s Local 773. Later, Smith
became International Union Vice President and midwest regional manager serving over 58,000
members. He also served as assistant to the general President. In addition to his duties at
ULLICO, Smith currently serves as a member of the Democratic National Committee and as a
member of America’s Agenda Healthcare for all.
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COMMITMENT
When it comes to commitment…
There are really only four
types of people.

K

enny Gray was honored for 50 years of service at the Benton Civic Center
in November 2004. Many dignitaries made speeches about his past and

present service to the region. A portion of Jerry Costello’s speech follows:
“Kenny Gray is not only a legend here in Southern Illinois, but he is a leg-

1. Cop-outs. People who have no
goals and do not commit.
2. Hold-outs. People who
don’t know if they can reach
their goals, so they’re afraid
to commit.
3. Drop-outs. People who start
toward a goal, but quit when the
going gets tough.

end in United States Congress. Literally, there is not a month that goes by in
Washington, D.C., when other members of Congress do not ask me about Ken
Gray. They will ask me, ‘How is Kenny Gray doing? What is he doing now?’ He
literally made as many friends as anyone who ever served in Congress.
“Kenny talks about my ability to work with both Republicans and
Democrats, work across the aisle to get the things done. That is what it takes.
No one was better at that than Ken Gray. It was Ken Gray who chaired the
subcommittee on transportation and infrastructure that was the head of all
public buildings in the United States.
“I want to tell you, when I went to the Congress, his work was not done.

4. All-outs. People who set goals,

I was coming in August of 1988. The first day that I was sworn in to office,

commit to them, and pay the

Kenny was right by my side the moment that I was sworn in by Speaker Jim

price to reach them.

Wright. He said to me that day, ‘What committee are you going to try to get

– John Maxwell, 2004

on?’ I said, ‘Transportation, the same committee that you have been on for 24
years.’ He said, ‘You know what I will do, I will resign from the transportation
committee now, in order for you to go on that committee and you will gain
four months seniority over the incoming class that will be sworn in January.’
“I did not think of it; he did. I would not be in the position today as the ranking member of the old committee that he used to chair. It was the seniority that
I gained because of his advice and his willingness to resign from that committee
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with the Powerful Partnering with the
that I am now one of the senior members of that committee. Let me

be on Meet the Press. They want to be on CNN, they want to be on

mention it is the largest committee in the House of Representatives.

all talk shows on Sunday. You can either take that route or be the per-

“There are only four Democrats that have more seniority than I do

son that watches over the people that sent them to Washington, D.C.

on that committee. From Interstate 57 to Rend Lake to all of the post

Kenny Gray made that decision many long years ago. He said, ‘I don’t

office buildings to every infrastructure project in Southern Illinois, it

really need to be in the limelight. What I need is to bring jobs and

was all started under Kenny Gray’s watch when he was in the United

economic development to Southern Illinois.’ And I learned from him

States Congress. He was a great public servant. We all in public service

and I have tried to follow in his footsteps and I want to tell you that

today and anyone thinking about running for public service in the

all of us — not only in Southern Illinois, but in all of Illinois — owe a

future should take a look at Kenny Gray’s record and what he did for

debt of gratitude to a great public servant and dear friend, Kenny Gray.

Southern Illinois.

Let me finally say thank you. I want the patent on that genius. I want

"People who go to the United States Congress and some members
of Congress want to be involved in international issues. They want to

to take that with me on the road."
(Jerry Costello, 2004)

Ken Gray sponsored legislation for 120 post offices and other regional post offices. Congressman Jerry Costello recognized
U.S. Congressman Gray’s achievement with an award naming the West Frankfort Post Office for Kenneth James Gray.
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Photo to the left: Hugh Evans, President of Old Ben
Coal, and the Sam Church, President of the United
Mine Workers meet with President Jimmy Carter to
discuss the future of coal on October 13, 1980.

Bottom photo: Coal
miners listen to the officials discuss the future
of coal in the region.

President Carter talks to Rosemary Baker underground at the Old Ben Coal No. 25 in Benton.

Partnering With the
nering with the Powerful Partnering wit
POWerFUl FOr COal COUntrY
P

resident Jimmy Carter made his third visit to Williamson

the removal of racial barriers. He ran for President in 1976 against

County. After a brief reception at the Williamson County

Gerald Ford.

Airport, he toured Old Ben 25 near West Frankfort and spoke at an
informal reception at the Ban-Dor Motor Inn in Marion.

Carter worked hard to combat the continuing economic woes of
inflation and unemployment. By the end of his administration, he

The White House Presidential Web site stated, “Jimmy Carter

could claim an increase of nearly 8 million jobs and a decrease in the

aspired to make government competent and compassionate, respon-

budget deficit, measured as a percentage of the gross national prod-

sive to the American people.”

uct. Unfortunately, inflation and interest rates were at near record

After serving as a naval officer, he returned to Plains, Georgia,

highs, and efforts to reduce them caused a short recession.

and entered into state politics. Eight years later he became governor

Carter could point to a number of achievements in domestic

of Georgia. Among the new young Southern governors, he attracted

affairs. He dealt with the energy shortage by establishing a national

attention by emphasizing ecology, efficiency in government, and

energy policy and by decontrolling domestic petroleum prices to
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stimulate production. He prompted government efficiency through civil service reform
and proceeded with deregulation of the
trucking and airline industries. He sought to
improve the environment. His expansion of
the national park system included protection
of 103 million acres of Alaskan lands. To
increase human and social services, he created the Department of Education, bolstered
President Carter, retired Congressman Ken Gray, Clyde Choate, Congressman Paul Simon, James Hollaway,
Gene Johns, Kevin Dawes, Hugh Evans, and others discuss mining achievements in Southern Illinois.

the social security system, and appointed
record numbers of women, blacks, and
Hispanics to government jobs.
President Carter, winner of the Nobel
Peace Prize, continues his community service
through Habitat for Humanity community
work. Community members help families
build homes.
– Southern Illinoisan, 1980
Presidential Web Site, 2009

State Senator Gene Johns, retired Congressman Ken Gray, and State Representative Clyde Choate discuss
ways to help the coal industry in Southern Illinois.

with the Powerful Partnering with th

President Carter rides in a parade in Franklin County.

United Mine Workers founder and President John L. Lewis congratulates Congressman
Gray for his record to help the coal industry.
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reCOgniZing
leaderShiP

T
hip Recognizing Leadership Recognizing
he authors asked Kenny Gray, “How can a person best serve the public
in the 21st century?” He said that it is the same two things that it has

always been: “The first is you must love all the people regardless of criticism or

cognizing Leadership Recognizing Leadersh
dership Recognizing Leadership Recognizin
praise, and the second thing is roll up your sleeves and don’t put them down

until the job is finished.” Kenny Gray has never stopped practicing these two
things. When he retired, he said, “I am only leaving politics, not public service.
I am not leaving the people.”
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Quote:

“The true leader serves. Serves people.

Serves their best interests, and in so
doing will not always be popular, may not
always impress. But because true leaders
are motivated by loving concern rather
than a desire for personal glory, they are
willing to pay the price.”
— Eugene B. Habecker, 2009

Servant Leadership as
Mentioned in Matthew 20:25–28

Spiritual Leadership is servant leadership.

25 But Jesus called them unto him, and said,

as a Congressman he was a “hired hand” for the people

Ye know that the princes of the Gentiles exercise

of Southern Illinois. He is also sure to mention that he

dominion over them, and they that are great,

is a servant to the people’s needs and not his own. If

exercise authority upon them. 26 But it shall not

you asked him, “How he knew what the people needed?”

be so among you, let him be your minister; 27
And whosoever will be chief among you, let him
be your servant; 28 Even as the Son of man came
not to be ministered unto, but to minister, and to
give his life a ransom for many.

Kenny Gray is a servant leader. He is quick to say that

Kenny Gray will tell the story of the Sink or Swim meeting
in West Frankfort, where 5000 people came to tell what
they thought would make Southern Illinois a better place
in which to live. He would also tell the story of traveling
to all the “get-togethers” in the cities and small towns in
his district, which he would be sure to add was bigger
in size that the states of New Jersey, Rhode Island and

The true measure of leaders is not the

Delaware. He would tell you that is the reason that he

number of people who serve them but

wore out 4 helicopters.

the number of people they serve.
– John C. Maxwell
The 360-Degree Leader, p. 289v
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Kenny is quick to say that he could not have made the
world a better place to live in without God and the help
of other dutiful public servants. He has mentioned quotes
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from the Bible that have shaped his life
and his leadership. He is quick to mention
his mentors and the people in his life that
have provided ideas and frameworks for his
programs. He says that he has “stood on the
shoulders of giants” to see a clear picture
of the needs of the people and expanded
programs that other individuals and
groups started.
Ken Gray still loves to put on a good
suit and a bow tie and travel to meetings
to serve others. As he said, “I have given
up politics, not public service.”

Kenny Gray has been recognized by
many regional, state and national organizations, including the Washingtonian
Magazine when he was named
“Washingtonian of the Year in 1973.”
He was among a field of more than 50
originally considered for the citation.
The award is cited annually for the person who has done the most to improve
the quality of life in the Metropolitan
area. The magazine cites Gray for his
work in winning Congressional approval
for the proposed 65 million 18,000
seat Eisenhower Convention Center
and for the $90 million dollar National
Visitors Center at Washington’s Union
Station railroad terminal. The magazine
said,” Gray is one of the few that have
shown more than the ordinary type of
Congressional interest in Washington.
– Washingtonian Magazine, 1973
Bud Farar Medill News Service
Washington, D.C.

Top photo: John Blatnick, Chair of the National Congressional Public Works Committee and Ken Gray, the
Sub-Committee Chair for Public Works discuss projects and current labor force.
Photo on the left: Ken Gray is recognized as “Washingtonian of the Year” for stewarding major buildings or
renovations on the Washington, D.C. Mall. The Washingtonian Magazine annually recognizes those individuals who serve the city.
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James A. Dutton, President of the National Visitors’ Chapters of the USO’s International,
presented Kenneth J. Gray with a plaque in appreciation of his efforts to include a provision in the legislation that provided for a USO Center to be added in the Visitor’s Center
Complex. President Johnson signed Kenneth J. Gray’s bill to authorize the construction of
the Visitors Center for Washington, D.C. in 1968.

L

eadership is an over used word with complex meanings. Leadership
exists within the family, the school, and the church and in the

broader arena of business and politics. Each leader has his or her role to
play in the process of governance. A leader may play many roles in many
leadership and management positions. Ken Gray’s leadership roles have
been in the arenas of war, commerce, and government. He served as soldier, salesman, and politician.
As a politician, his specific role was in Congress. In the role of
Congressman, as a member of the House of Representatives, he understood the processes of law making and served as the Chairman of the Sub
Committee for Public Works. As the leader who ultimately decided the
fate of every public works bill, by allowing the bill to move through his
subcommittee, he was able to get a first hand view of important national
legislation and work deals in order to disciple the bills progress through
Kenny Gray was recognized along with other Congressman
who served in the Military. Representatives of World War II,
Korea, Vietnam, and Desert Storm were present to accept their
awards. The Awards Program honored those who have gone
“from Service in Uniform to Service on Capitol Hill.” Along
with Gray, recipients included Daniel Inouye (Senator, Hawaii);
Steve Buyer (Indiana, 4th District); John Conyers, (Michigan14th District); John McCain (Senator, Arizona); and John
Murtha (Pennsylvania-12th District) and others.

140

the other hurdles in Congress.
While other Congressmen have accomplished much for their regions,
Kenny not only captured resources for Southern Illinois, but with his
understanding of the processes of politics, he was able to work with other
Congressmen and Leaders to get what they needed for their regions and
effect national change.
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Top left photo: Gray received The Service Award from Southern Illinois University for his
efforts to secure resources.
Top right photo: Pictured is Paul Powell and Mayor Richard Daly. These powerful state politicians worked with Gray on various projects that affected Illinois’ Infrastructure and educational institutions.
Bottom photo: Mayor Walter Washington (far left), and the national President of the chamber
of commerce (by Gray) present Ken Gray with the George Award at the Washington Board of
Trade. Gray is the only Congressman to be presented with this award.
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Leadership in Crisis
Warren Bennis maintains in his book, Herding Cats
(1997) that there is a leadership crisis. He believes too
many managers are selected in the public and private
sectors rather than leaders. The difference, according to Bennis, rests with the status quo—managers
are willing to live with status quo and leaders are not.
Kenny Gray often “rocked the boat” to challenge the
status quo. Kenny had to work in systems that were
controlled by tradition, location and bias.

President Kennedy and State Representative Paul Powell discuss Illinois Projects during
a visit. Powell campaigned for Kennedy, with Ken Gray and other state and national officials before the Presidential Election in 1960.

Bennis stated that we don’t seem to want leaders
anymore, because “we have become safe and secure
in our cocoons of self-interests.” He implies that we
want to maintain what we have, rather than risk it to
those who may change the order of things. Kenny Gray
was often challenged for his regional advocacy, but he
was always ready to explain what the money meant
to his people. Kenny was quick to add not “to balance
the budget on human capital.”
Historically, Bennis talks about leadership two hundred years ago, when six world-class leaders made
the Constitution. He called the next century a time
of “free wheeling adventurers and entrepreneurs,”
and the early 20th century as a time for “scientists
and inventors.” He believes that the late 20th century
is notable for bureaucrats and managers. Bennis
believes that leaders are the ones with vision who
inspire others to achieve needed growth.
Learning is an essential component for a leader.
According to Bennis, leaders must engage in innovative learning and action to solve problems and to break
barriers. Ken Gray is a leader by all accounts of this
description. Ken Gray is also a model which all those
who hold positions of leadership now should review.
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Kenny Gray and the United States Navy personnel prepare to inspect the location for
the New York City site for the Twin Towers. The Towers housed federal government and
private business offices.
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Ken Gray sponsored and shepherded legislation in the House of
Representatives to build the Hirschorn Museum, the Kennedy Center
for Performing Arts, The Smithsonian Museum of Air and Space, Union
Station and Visitor’s Center, and Eisenhower Convention Center. He
was presented many awards for his efforts.

Quote:

Ken Gray is a man with many friends in Congress and
I am always proud to number myself among them.
Besides being one of the most helpful and cooperative Congressman, Ken always knew how to make
the system work. During three decades representing
Southern Illinois, he used that process to help the people of his district. He has always been a role model for
Congressmen who want to help their district through
service in Washington and at home. It has been particularly fascinating to work in Washington with a
man who is responsible for building much of this city
(Washington) and then to return to Illinois and drive
on the federal highway system that he helped create
and to visit the federal facilities he helped build. Ken
always knew how to make the system work.
– Congressman Terry Bruce

Kenny Gray reads a letter of recognition from one of his constituents.
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Leadership Techniques

J

ames Kouzes and Barry Posner’s Book, The Leadership Challenge (1997)
highlights the practices and commitments of Exemplary Leaders. The

real trick is turning human practices into something that ordinary folks can
practice. Kenny used these practices when he served Southern Illinois and
the Nation as United States Congressman.
According to the Authors, leadership is different than management and
has 10 Commandments. The five fundamental practices of exemplary leadership are Challenging the Process; Inspiring a Vision; Enabling Others to
Act; Modeling the Way; and Encouraging the Heart.

Ken Gray is recognized for his

A leader must “search out challenging opportunities” to change, grow,

leadership at the dedication of the

innovate and improve, and then “experiment to take risks and learn from

VF Factory Mall in West Frankfort,

the accompanying mistakes.” Kenny Gray was able to do this with his

Illinois. He led the campaign to provide
economic development money to

personal and professional talents and experiences through the Depression

construct the VF Mall Facility. Senator

and World War II. As Jim Collins might say in Built to Last (1997), Gray’s

Jim Rea and State Representative

Big Hairy Audacious Goals provided many challenging opportunities to go

Larry Woolard worked with the team to
accomplish this economic development

beyond the status quo to lead the region from its Depression.

project. The VF Factory Outlet Mall
is home to various retail stores and
includes the extension center for John
A. Logan College. A community room
is also located in the Mall.
Gray located his Antique Car Circus
just behind the facility to bring tourists
into the area to visit the museum and
to shop at the VF Mall.
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Ken Gray’s Washington D.C. staff pose for an official photo.
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dership Recognizing Leadership Recognizi
According to Kouzes and Posner (1984), a leader must “envision an

of the people of Southern Illinois. He intuitively understood them

uplifting and ennobling future” and then “enlist others” in a common

and followed their leads as their “hired hand.” When Southern

vision by appealing to their values, interests, hopes, and dreams. Kenny

Illinois spoke collectively and said we must have roads, schools,

Gray used his “Sink or Swim” meeting to Develop a Shared Vision.

housing, health care and jobs, Kenny delivered.

The leader must “foster collaboration” by promoting cooperative

Finally, the leader must, “recognize individual contributions to

goals and building trust and then “strengthen people” by giving

the success of every project and “celebrate team accomplishments”

power away, providing choice, developing competence, assign-

regularly. Kenny understood his team members need to recharge

ing critical tasks, and offering visible support. Kenny’s personality

their batteries after hard fought challenges and sponsored celebra-

and his signature style of advocacy for his people built trust in his

tion parties. He was personally reenergized by interactions with

region. As a “go to guy” that “got things done,” the people could

people. Kenny’s skills in marketing and his signature manner of not

depend on him to help.

caring who got the credit recognized the elected officials and com-

The leader must “set the example” by behaving in ways that are

munity members who worked with him on his projects.

consistent with shared values of the community. Kenny was a mirror

From the time we were freshman together
I always admired Ken’s dedication to his
constituents in southern Illinois. He secured
funding for interstate highways, a federal
prison, nursing homes, hospitals and more
than 100 post offices. Like the Energizer
bunny he kept going. He came to Congress
as one of its youngest members and retired.
He came back and retired again. I really
should talk to him about coming back as an

Ken Gray’s House Boat, Roll Call, was moored in Washington, D.C. in the summer and
wintered on Singer Island in Florida. Congressmen would sometimes come to the boat to
relax after a hard day. The boat was used primarily by Kenny, his staff, family, and friends
to celebrate team victories in promoting projects.

elder statesman. We could use his wisdom,
humor, amicability, passion and snappy wardrobe in the halls of Congress once again.
– Congressman John Dingell, September, 2009
Dingell, Personal Reflection, 2009
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Leadership Recognizing Leadership Recog
Personality
and Leadership

I

sabel Myers and her mother Katheryn
Briggs devised the Myers-Briggs person-

ality type Indicator, a tool for identifying
sixteen different patterns of personalities.
Psychologists and resource directors study the
types to use as tools to build effective teams.
The type preferences represent personality
preferences. The eight personality preferences
are extraversion vs. introversion; intuition
vs. sensory; thinking vs. feeling; and judging
vs. feeling. Kenny’s type, ESFJ-Extroversion,
Sensory, Feeling and Judging reflects his interests and personality preferences.
Extraversion and Introversion relate to
where a person gets his/her energy. An extrovert’s energy comes from people, talking
to people, working with people, while an
introvert’s energy comes from reflection and
solitude. Each type has a different way to
recharge his/her batteries. A person with a
sensory preference describes himself as practical, one who uses statistics and concrete
data for decision-making, while a person who
prefers intuition describes himself/herself as

146
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Recognizing Leadership Recognizing Leader
innovative, imaginative and finds metaphor and visual imageryappeal-

ESFJ’s are outgoing personalities, who make outstanding sales-

ing. People who choose the impersonal basis of choice aredesignated

men. They often have seniority in any sales group within their

as thinkers, while those who base their choices on valuejudgments and

organization. ESFJ’s demonstrate personalized sales capacities. The

less by objective logical determinations are designated asfeelers. The

customer buys not just the product, but buys personally from the

final categories, judging and perceiving are the personalitypreferences

ESFJ. This same characteristic causes ESFJ’s to be good at teaching,

that relate to closure for the judges and open options forthe perceiv-

preaching, supervision, administration, coaching, and in general

ers. Judges tend to set timetables and keep them, while perceivers find

people to people jobs. Their bosses respect them because they know

timetables to be notices of deadlines.

and respect and obey the rules, regulations, and processes. They tend

Personality as it relates to decision-making is important to politicians as preferences provide us with insight into a leaders personality

to be comfortable with conflict as a way of resolving problems and
are decisive, with the aim of being just and fair.

and style. According to HRD press (2005), thirteen percent of the

They are loyal, service-oriented individuals. ESFJ’s take their role

population are ESFJ’s. Keirsey and Bates report that ESFJ’s are the

in the community seriously and are sensitive to the acknowledged,

most sociable of all types, are energized by interactions with people

official decision-makers and identify with them. They are aware of

and tend to idealize whatever they admire. Harmony is a key to this

status and depend on higher authority as the source of opinions and

type personality.

attitudes. This group is the most sympathetic of all types. They enjoy

ESFJ’s are concerned with truth, principles, and justice. ESFJ’s are

the process of decision making when the focus is on useful needed

great nurturers in organizations, at home, school, at church and in

things and people. The driving force for ESFJ’s are duty, service

civic organizations. They are outstanding hosts, able to call people by

and belonging.

name, usually after one introduction. At social gatherings they can be

Ken Gray is in good company. According to Palladin Associates,

observed serving others, making them comfortable. They are aware of

United States Presidents: Washington, Truman and Kennedy were

their appearance, conscientious and orderly.

ESFJ’s as were First Ladies, Eleanor Roosevelt and Jackie Kennedy

ESFJ’s lean toward service occupations. They are in touch with the

Onassis. John F. Kennedy was from the same generation as Kenny,

external environment. HRD press states that the best adjective for an

the GI Generation, and they were personal friends. As President, JFK,

ESFJ’s is responsible. They are outstanding in organizing procedures

supported Kenny’s legislation and Kenny supported his visions. Later

and in detailing rules, procedures and regulations. ESFJ’s are realistic,

as President Lyndon Johnson continued JFK’s domestic legacy, and

matter of fact and more curious about new devices and processes than

Kenny worked to write and sponsor Great Society and the War on

about new principles and theories.

Poverty legislation.
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The Last Great Generation
T
om Brokaw, in his book the Greatest Generation

Howe and Strauss praised the heros, “The World War

(1998), called the generation that was born between

II Generation cut trails and built dams during the Great

1901-1924, the GI Generation, the last great generation.

Depression, landed on the beach heads in Normandy and Iwo

Kenny was born in 1924. Kenny modeled his father’s ingenu-

Jima, conquered Polio, built gleaming suburbs and interstate

ity during the Great Depression. His father knew that times

highways, landed astronauts on the moon, and held the White

were tough, but he also took action to move his family to the

House for a record thirty two years. The Generation con-

Shawnee Forrest where he could survive until times got bet-

quered more lands and seas than any generation dating back

ter and he could move back to West Frankfort. Kenny’s life

to Alexander the Great.”

experiences during the Great Depression, World War II, and

Public education during this time instilled skills of produc-

his entrepreneuring spirit made Kenny one of the last “Great

tive citizenship and the desire to serve. When the soldiers

Congressmen” to serve the nation. Kenny was able to actual-

returned from War World II, many used the GI Bill to attend

ize public works projects,--roads, housing, and commerce;

college. This is the generation that made best better. This

programs to fight poverty; and injustice.

generation did what they were told, and hoped for the best.

Howe and Strauss (2000), in the book, Millennials Rising

According to Krutuch, page 333 Millenials Rising stated “the

discussed this GI Generation in detail. Birth to Death, the

generation became a political generation guided by facts,

authors report, the GI Generation members have been the

rather than romantic fallacies. They were high achieving, team

most praised and rewarded generations of their century.

minded and civic minded.” Malcolm Cowley remarked, “How

These are the nation’s heroes. This generation that did great

they pictured a future to which- everyone would be made

deeds, constructed nations and empires and is best known

secure by collective planning and social discipline.”

for joining organizations from the boy scouts to the Lions,
Elks, and Moose.

These All-American Heroes from the Depression and World
War II fought the cynics and offered plans for improvement of

Leadership Recognizing Leadership Recogn
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infrastructure-flood control-water, highways, and housing, education, economics and America. This hopeful generation captured the domestic challenges and conquered
half the globe, unleashed nuclear power, built big projects, and initiated the New Deal and the “ Great Society.”
Jack Kennedy, another of the GI generation and friend of
Kenny, who fought in the war, served the nation as legislator and died as President. Congressman Gray and President
Kennedy’s generation believed that service to the country
was the ultimate duty. His inaugural words, “Ask not what
your country can do for you, but what you can do for your
country.” are the words of this GI Generation.
“ Kenny Gray campaigned for Kennedy when he ran for
President. Kenny related to this fellow leader with a vision
to make America better. Congressmen Gray supported
Kennedy, their political party and their philosophical
platform of change. When

The World War II Generation cut trails and

Kennedy paid the ultimate

built dams during the great depression,
landed on the beach-heads in Normandy and

price for social change and
a New Frontier for all in
1963, Gray and Kennedy’s
Roommate from College,

Iwo Jima, conquered polio, built gleaming
suburbs and Interstate Highways, landed
astronauts on the moon, and held the White
House for a record thirty two years.
– Tom Brokaw, 1998

Torby McDonald, were first to the Kennedy Residence to
pay their respects to Jackie. Always a supporter, Gray was
an Honorary Pall Bearer at the funeral.

cognizing Leadership Recognizing Leadersh
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K

enny Gray always a “fighter for educational opportunities,” was a co-sponsor of the First
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965. Carl Perkins of Kentucky asked Kenny

to help with the legislation. According to Kenny, “Illinois usually voted in a block, so we had 25 votes,
a big delegation. Carl Perkins brought the bill out of his Committee, Health Education and Welfare,
and we voted on it to help the schools. Our 25 votes were a good start to approve the bill.”
The ESEA provided federal support to Elementary and Secondary Students, Educators and
Schools. As part of Johnson’s, “War on Poverty,” this Act provided extra materials and teacher training
to help disadvantaged students succeed in school. The ESEA Programs and the reauthorizations that
followed are a continuing legacy bequeathed to teachers and learners.

The American Dream written by
John Adams in 1776 was significant to the children in his century
and is still “rings true” in today’s
political world.
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President Lyndon Johnson presents the pen that he signed the
first Elementary and Secondary Education Act to United States
Congressman Kenneth J. Gray. ESEA was last authorized in
2001 as the No Child Left Behind Act and is scheduled to be
modified and reauthorization in 2010. Hubert Humphrey and
other sponsors admire their pens.
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Kenny addresses a group of dignitaries on the Washington, D.C. Mall to explain plans for the Union Station.
Standing by Kenny is Bill Cramer, United States Congressman from Florida.

K

enny Gray co-sponsored the first Elementary and
Secondary Act with Congressman Carl Perkins of

Kentucky and others, it was the first large measure for education to be passed since 1948. It was designed to channel
federal aid for elementary and high schools. The heart of the
program was 1.6 Billion dollars to help educationally deprived
students. Also passed in the same month was federal health
care for the elderly. Medicare from the words Medical Care is
for those 65 or older, as well as for those with disabilities.
Johnson said that it was “the most significant step of
this century to provide widespread help to all of America’s
school children.”
– Eldorado Daily Journal April 10, 1965
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Eisenhower Convention Center.
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tate Senator Jim Rea, Pepsi Executive Officer

Harry L. Crisp II, Governor James Thompson,

Mayor Bob Butler, and United States Congressman
Ken Gray turn the first shovels for the new Crisp

Container Building. Many Southern Illinoisans
worked with elected officials to bring infrastructure projects to Southern Illinois. In turn, businesses benefitted from the Interstate Highway,
water, education and jobs programs.
The Crisp family acknowledges that growth
outside of the regional boundaries of Pepsi
MidAmerica were only possible, because of the
Interstate System.

Kenny Gray receives a Service to Southern Illinois University Award in 1978 from Keith Sanders, President of the SIU alumni and now board member of SIU and Dr.
Robert Mees, now President of John A. Logan College. Also pictured are Dr. Karla Mees and Dr. Warren Brandt, 1978 SIU President.
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This hopeful generation
captured the domestic
challenges and conquered half the globe,
unleashed nuclear power,
built big projects and initiated the New Deal and
the Great Society.
– Tom Brokaw, 2005
Top photo: Ken Gray was the Illinois Vice President for the Jr. Chamber of Commerce
after he came back from World War II. In that role, he supported the efforts of area businessmen. East Broadway Furniture and Mot’s Jewelry were housed in the same building.
Combinations of two retail stores was often necessary to make “ends meet in the area
small towns.” Ken Gray encouraged the owners and managers to join the Jaycees to
learn business skills and make contacts with other businessmen. On occasion, Ken Gray
would auction for the businesses. Standing in the aisle of East Broadway Furniture and
Mot’s Jewelry are Marvin and Lora Lee Motsinger.
Photo to the right: The name Kenneth J. Gray was placed on the Wall of Tolerance
to “honor those who are taking a personal, public stand against hate, injustice and
intolerance, and who are leading the way toward a more just America as Founding
Member of the National Campaign for Tolerance.” The National Chair for the
National Campaign for Tolerance for 1995 is Morris Dees, and the Founding Chair is
Rosa Parks.

Ken Gray loads boxes of his Congressional Papers to go to Southern Illinois University.

154

Bob Cook (left) President of the Illinois Junior Chamber of Commerce
presents a charter for the newly formed Jaycees to Marvin Motsinger
President. Right of the picture is Bill Bracey. State Vice President. Back
Left to Right is Al Lukens, President of the West Frankfort Jaycees; and
Don Glenn, West Frankfort Jaycees Extension Chairman. Other Officers
of the Johnston City Chapter were: Bill Kemper, State Director; Gorden
Goodman, First Vice President, Ralph Francisco, Second Vice President;
Robert Howell, Third vice President, and Luther Hyden, Secretary
Treasurer. Directors are Bill Kuhnke, Kevin Williams, Bill Rogers, Bill
Patterson, and TK Cosgrove.
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Photo on the left: This American flag shows 48 stars.
Photo on the right: Congressman Gray sponsored legislation to
make Alaska and Hawaii states. Alaska was first and Hawaii
was last. The measure was approved on March 12, 1959 by a
vote of 338 to 69. As soon as the vote was taken Daniel Inouye
contacted Congressman Gray to propose construction of federal buildings for his new state. Born in 1924, the same year
as Kenny Gray, Congressman Inouye has been a Congressman
since Hawaii became a state in 1959. He served as Hawaii’s
first Representative until 1963 when he became a United States
Senator. He ranks second in seniority in the Senate after Senator
Robert Byrd of West Virginia.

Top photo: Nashville District Engineer, for the Army Corps of
Engineers, William F. Brandes prepares the detonator for U.S.
Representatives Kenneth J. Gray and Frank A. Stubblefield as they
prepare to push the plunger that ceremonially sets off dynamite on
Dog Island in the groundbreaking program for the Smithland Locks
and Dam on the Ohio River.
Metropolis News, October 14, 1971
Photo on the left: Kenny Gray and Ronald Reagan discuss Southern
Illinois’ needs at a black tie affair. Nancy Reagan is in the background.
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New York Port Authority Official, Paul Breckbiel and
Congressman Ken Gray from the House Public Works
Committee inspect the future site of the Twin Towers. The
Towers housed several federal offices.
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Supreme Court Chief Justice Warren Burger and Congressman Ken Gray attend the dedication of the Hirschorn
Art and Sculpture Museum.

Lady Bird Johnson came to Ken Gray and asked him if he would sponsor legislation to build a museum to hold art work from Joseph Hirschorn. He said
that he would donate the art and an endowment if a museum would be built. Congressman Gray authored the legislation and shepherded it through the
processes through the House of Representatives. Gray said that it was not without opposition, he said that some members argued against the museum
and that in fact one was so against the legislation that he was so heated that he had an attack on the house floor and an ambulance took him to the
hospital. Gray worked with Senators who also advocated for the legislation. President Johnson signed the Legislation.
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U

nion Station in Washington, D.C. lived in glory through the

train companies had to cut costs by trimming schedules and aban-

peaks of rail travel, experienced many challenges, transforma-

doning expensive terminals. Union Station, a national landmark in

tions and near death experiences. Today it proudly welcomes more
visitors than any other building in Washington, D.C.

Washington, D.C. was at risk.
The railroads carried families, soldiers, and Washington, D.C. offi-

Railroads paid twenty one million dollars to build Union Station.

cials for many years. Grand cars had arrived at the station over the

When it was opened by Theodore Roosevelt in 1907, rail travel was

years, but in the 1960's the railroads who paid hundreds of thousands

the only way to go. Union Station at its peak was a splendid his-

a year in taxes argued that Union Station should be a railroad museum.

torical landmark of Presidents and First Ladies, Kings and Queens and

The railroad companies argued that air terminals got all the advantages

Washington’s Elected Officials. At its worst it was infested with vermin

and were even subsidized.

and underwater from leaks.

In the 60’s, the reduced number of people using the trains, the

In 1948, eighty percent of the travelers took the train; however,

excessive costs of keeping the station and the disrepair of Union Station

by 1966, eighty percent preferred to fly. Without the travelers, the

caused many officials and politicians to call for its demise. The railroads

Union Station in Washington, D.C.
lived in glory through the peaks of
rail travel, experienced many challenges, transformations and near
death experiences. Today it proudly
welcomes more visitors than any
other building in Washington, D.C.

Ken Gray advocates for Union Station in 1968.

ving A Legacy Leaving A Legacy Leaving
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had a plan to tear down the station and replace it with an office build-

Passenger trains that served the station were revived when the gas

ing. The National Park Service believed that a Visitor’s Center was

shortage of 1973 and 1974 reduced automobile travel. Train Travel

necessary as thousands of visitors a day looked for parking spaces. In

became fashionable again. But, the fate of the Center again came in

addition, Union Station was mentioned as a national landmark that

question. Some components of the plan were not fully implemented,

must be preserved. Several dignitaries began to see Union Station as

more money was needed, and the original deal had to be modified to

the central landmark for the Bicentennial Celebration in Washington,

assist the struggling railroads. The National Visitor’s Center parking for

D.C. John W. Macy, U.S. Civil Service Commission, Interior Secretary

autos or buses was not built, so visitors did not have an easy access to

Stewart L. Udall and Vice President Hubert Humphrey supported a

the facility. Repairs were underestimated, and leaks in the roof caused

study to see if it could serve as a National Visitor’s Center.

damage. The station’s technology visitor’s center closed.

They took their vision to Congressman Kenneth J. Gray, Sub

In 1981, Congress approved roof repairs and passed the

Committee Chair of Public Buildings and Grounds. Gray saw an oppor-

Redevelopment Act of 1981. In 1984 the lease was changed from the

tunity to save the Union Station and worked out a deal.

Department of the Interior to the Department of Transportation. Amtrak

Highsmith and Landphair in their book, Union Station (2006),

with support in Congress, Secretary of Transportation, Elizabeth Dole

reported that “Under (Gray’s) 1968 agreement, Union Station’s railroad

and Congressman Ken Gray, back in the House of Representatives,

owners would borrow sixteen million dollars to reconfigure the build-

worked to get the money to refurbish the station. Articles of

ing as a Visitors Center: five million for renovation and eleven million

Incorporation for the non-for profit Union Station Redevelopment

to build a parking garage. ‘New York banks would lend the railroads

Corporation was chaired by Secretary Dole. The Reagan administration

the money because they had the collateral—not only a solid piece of

supported the public-private partnership.

real estate but also a twenty-five year government lease of property, at

Historic restoration began again with the support of Senators Daniel

2.5 million a year.’ The government would get its money back from

Moynihan and Robert Stafford, and Public Works Chairman James

parking and concession revenues. At the new Visitors Center and in

Howard. The efforts of Congressman Ken Gray and his colleagues

2001, for one dollar and payment of any back taxes, the government

saved the Station from total destruction during the time when many

would have the option of buying it” (page 96).

stations were quietly leveled. Union Station reopened in 1988 with

Consultant Barry Howard described the National Visitors Center as

the train terminal, restaurants, and shops. It was used again for Galas

the “foyer of Washington.” President Nixon supported Union Station

and Presidential Inauguration Balls. Union Station celebrated its 100th

and called it indispensible. Union Station officially opened July 4, 1976

Birthday in 2007.

for the Bicentennial.

Highsmith and Landphair (2006)
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Top photo: Ken Gray supported the retention and enactment of
many farm programs including the 90 percent parity price supports;
the soil bank program; giving surplus commodities to our American
needy first and then to the hungry of the world.

President Lyndon Johnson signs American
Beautification Legislation.

I am always ready to reconsider
any programs when I study the
results of talks with farmers and
Lady Bird Johnson wrote Kenny in appreciation for hospitality that she received when
she came to Southern Illinois to campaign with her husband in September of 1960.
When she was First Lady, Congressman Ken Gray sponsored legislation to “Beautify
America,” for Lady Bird Johnson’s crusade to improve the attractiveness of the nation.
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farm groups in my district.
– Ken Gray
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Kenny is shown
with the family
as they name a
park for President
Lyndon Johnson.
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Interstate Highways

y Leaving A Legacy Leaving A Legacy

I

n May of 2007 a ceremony was held at the Rend Lake Rest Stop
on Interstate 57 to officially thank retired Congressman Kenneth

J. Gray for his authorship of the Interstate Highway Act and to name
the highway that passed through his Congressional District as the “Ken
Gray Expressway.”
An earlier ceremony commemorating the 50th anniversary of the
Interstate Highway System in the U.S. was held in Chicago. President
Eisenhower’s name is on the Interstate Highway System’s signs on the
roadways that crisscross America. The roads provide travelers, merchants, military, and others the path to their destination. The story of

Interstate Highway System is the largest public works project in the

the highway begins with Eisenhower and his understanding of strategic

world. It still has a significant economic impact on the nation because

planning and military transport. From his experience as allied com-

of the continuous maintenance required.

mander, Eisenhower understood that in order to make the country as

Although President Eisenhower introduced the idea of the interstate

secure as possible there would need to be roads, good roads, built from

system it was left to the legislators to make it a reality. Kenny Gray and

military base to military base across the nation. He had seen the best

his friend and fellow Congressman from Texas, Jim Wright, believed

roads in Germany, where Hitler had transported his troops across the

that the interstate would do more for the country than just help the
military transport troops and equipment. Both Congressmen had held
“sink or swim” meetings in late 1955 and early 1956. The constituents
that attended their meetings put “roads” on the tops of their lists of
“What was needed to make their local economies successful.”
Gray and Wright, Lyndon Johnson and Sam Rayburn went to talk
to Eisenhower personally about the expansion they wanted in the
planned interstate highways. President Eisenhower only wanted 23,000
miles of highway to connect the military bases. As chairman of the sub
committee of Public Works, Congressman Gray negotiated for the total

continent of Europe. As President, he proposed a highway system that

package of 43,500 miles with interstate highways in each of the states.

could connect his military bases.

While Eisenhower mentioned a veto if extra miles were added, Gray and

Eisenhower’s proposal of 23,000 miles of interstate highways did

Wright told the President that they had the votes to override a veto.

just that connect the military bases. Although the interstate system

The head of roads in Illinois originally left Southern Illinois out of

was created to help defend the nation in the event of an emergency,

the original plans of most of the traffic. The system initially was going

the interstate with limited access and many lanes has accelerated the

to bypass Southern Illinois. Gray was determined that his district

development of commerce throughout the country. In addition, the

would benefit. He repeated his vow to withdraw his support for the

interstate system has increased the mobility of all Americans. The U.S.

bill and the other legislators agreed to grant his amendment to modify
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provides jobs, access to America, and a ribbon of commerce to serve

egacy

Leaving A Legacy Le
the almost 300,000,000 people of the United States.

Kenny Gray emphasized another benefit of the Highway System at

the ceremony in Chicago. He said that, “When we passed this bill, there
were 150 million people in the United States, we are double that now.
We lost 45,000 people in fatalities when we didn’t have the Interstate
System. Now we’ve doubled the population and have three or four
times as many cars. On 47,000 miles of interstate, even with so much
more traffic, we lose fewer people in fatalities now. That’s what’s most
The family of E.T. Simonds and their staff worked to construct the
Interstates in the Region.

the route. For Southern Illinois, this legislation added I-64 and I-24
that connected to I-57 providing easy access to St. Louis, Missouri,
Nashville, Tennessee, Evansville, Indiana.
At the last traffic study in Illinois, I-57 had 35,000 vehicles per day.
The commerce alone coupled with the state highway tax on the truckers provides the area with a cash flow, one that allows Americans and
Southern Illinoisans tourist business, trucking businesses, and ease of
travel for necessities and commerce.
Kenny’s proudest accomplishment as a Congressman is the Interstate
Highway Act that he sponsored in 1956, one that included 42,500

important about it.”
President Eisenhower presented the only pen, which he used to
sign the Highway Legislation to U.S. Congressman Ken Gray. The following legislators were present at the bill signing ceremony on June
29, 1956 at the Walter Reed Medical Center in Washington where
Eisenhower was being treated for heart problems. House speaker Sam
Rayburn, US Rep Jim Wright and Senate Majority Leader Lyndon
Johnson, all Texans, Kenneth Gray from West Frankfort, Illinois and
US Representative John Dingell of Michigan helped write the Federal
Aid Highway Act. Gray, Dingell, and Wright are the surviving members of the original group.
According to David Pheiffer, from the Prologue Quarterly of
the National Archives, “Today the Interstate System is a “work in

Kenny Gray said, that “we paid for
the highways with a penny tax on
gasoline. At that time, one penny
would raise one billion dollars.”

progress--as American’s needs grow and change. Even the numbering
of the Interstate Roads has a purpose. The numbering is the mirror
image for those of U.S. highways. For both U.S. and Interstate highway north-south routes carry odd numbers, while east-west routes
have even numbers.”

miles and an additional amendment of 1000 miles to connect each
continental state in the union. His Interstate System had synergistic
effects on the economies that it touched across America. The project
was paid for by a penny federal tax on gasoline. Not only did Kenny
and his friends provide the roadway, an amendment was presented to
give travelers and tourist stops along the way. These two were financed
by a gas tax without national debt or interest. The highway system still
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Highway Hearing on northern/southern
routes for proposed Interstate 64.
Why not in Southern Illinois?
The Northern Alignment
When the alignment for the Interstate highways was displayed,
there were none scheduled for Southern Illinois. Kenny Gray asked,
“Why not in Southern Illinois?" He sponsored hearings to get
responses from the people.
The Federal Bureau of Roads opened hearings on the disputed
Interstate Highway 64 in March 26, 1960.
An estimated 300 people were present as federal officials started
the hearings on the two proposed routes for an east-west federal super
highway linking St. Louis and Louisville, Kentucky.

Proponents of the north route paralleling Route 50 were scheduled for
the morning. A caravan of about 60 autos from the northern route towns
were led into town by the Salem Fire Department truck. Many of the cars
had placards protesting any change from the original route.
Commissioner Armstrong, explained several reasons why the highway departments of Indiana and Illinois had suggested the changes
from the original route.
The reasons included: less costly; slightly shorter; would service population density; bring an interstate highway close to Evansville, Indiana; would
serve Southern Illinois better because it would link up with Nashville,
Tennessee; serves an area of greater industrial potential and be closer to the
Ohio River for integration of highway and river traffic.
Northern proponents wanted the highway to remain on its present alignment through the top of Southern Illinois and Indiana.

Interstate 57 runs by Rend Lake in Franklin County. The Rend Lake rest area provides travelers with a place to stretch their legs after a long drive.
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Fact:
INTERSTATE HIGHWAY FACTS

In 1941, President Franklin D. Roosevelt
appointed a National Interregional
Highway Committee to evaluate the
need for a national expressway system.
The Committee submitted a report that
there was a need for a system of 42,
900 miles of highway. In the Federal-Aid
Highway Act of 1944, Congress called

The state highway departments of Illinois and Indiana had switched their recommendations to the south alignment of the Louisville to St. Louis highway, but the
federal government had the final say.
(Centralia Sentinel, 1960)

The Southern Alignment
Congressman Ken Gray, a member of the House Public Works Committee
of its sub committee on roads, testified on behalf of the southern location.
The economy of Southern Illinois generally would be better served by using

for a designation of a National System
of Interstate Highways that would
include up to 40,000 miles. According
to the International Highway Act of
1944, the highway was “to provide for
the National Defense and to connect
routes of continental importance in the
Dominion of Canada and the Republic of
Mexico.” However, The 1944 Act nor any
other 1940s Acts authorized the funds
to build the system. In 1952, 25 million
was appropriated for the first few years

the south location because we would be getting “two east-west superhighways

with additional money for the follow-

instead of one,” Gray contended.

ing years. Later in 1956 with leadership

I am authorized to say, Gray told an audience in Centralia, that the Route will

of Congress, Title II of the Act entitled
the Highway Revenue Act of 1956 cre-

be improved to four lanes from Vincennes to St. Louis at a cost of estimated at

ated the Highway Trust Fund as a dedi-

50 million dollars.”

cated source for the Interstate System.

Gray pointed out further that a four million dollar new bridge over the Wabash

Revenue from the Federal gas and other
vehicle user taxes paid for the Federal

river north of Vincennes is already on the drawing boards and Indiana is committed

share of the interstate. The Pay as you

to the early construction of 20 miles of divided pavement east from the new bridge.

go basis, an Eisenhower requirement

Southern Illinois Incorporated, a Super chamber of Commerce organization, gave its
backing to the Southern Route.
(Southern Illinoisan, 1960)

that the program be self financing and
did not contribute to the Federal budget
deficit. Construction, repairs and rest
areas are federally funded at 90 percent
with the state providing 10 percent.
– Department of Transportation, 2009
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Rend Lake

Legacy Leaving A Legacy Leaving A Leg

B

uilt in the early 1970s, this 18,000-acre reservoir was

Beyond fishing, visitors can enjoy golfing, hunting, camping,

created to provide a dependable domestic water supply

or just relaxing on the beach. Travelers who want to experi-

for a two-county area in Southern Illinois. Today, Rend Lake is

ence the culinary treats of Southern Illinois will be in good

one of the area's premier vacation spots with a range of recre-

company at Windows Restaurant at the Rend Lake Resort

ational activities.

and Conference Center, where Executive Chef Jim Halpin

Approximately 13 miles long and three miles wide with 162

specializes in dishes using regional game like duck, pheas-

miles of shoreline, Rend Lake is stocked with sport fish such

ant and goose enhanced with seasonal touches and ethnic

as largemouth bass, crappie, bluegills, channel catfish and

ingredients.

white bass. It's become a popular spot for bass tournaments.

Rend Lake Website, 2009

Representative John Bradley, Senator Gary Forby, Engineer from the Army Corps of Engineers congratulate retired Congressman Kenneth J. Gray for his efforts to
secure the funding for Rend Lake as part of the Celebration that named Rend Lake one of the Seven Wonders of Illinois.
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Legacy

he purposes of Rend Lake were clean drinking

Leaving A

Leg

water and flood control.

Kenny remembers the time before Rend Lake, “We

had several years of drought, I can remember seeing a
horse pulling a wagon with water on it and could name
50 communities around here that had to haul water.

Lakes had dried up and cities and towns had to haul
water. Even in the larger towns, the lakes would dry up
and towns couldn’t get water. I was just back from the
service. The chambers of commerce wanted me to join in
the quest for an adequate source of water.
Kenny said, “The Rend Lake Association formed
a group to work on the problem. Prior to building
the lake, they had 32 letters from the Army Corps of
Engineers and Senator Dirksen’s office saying that they

Pictured left to right is top row: Kenny Cockrum and Angelo Bioni, Rend Lake
Conservancy District Board Members; Paul Gayer, Congressional staff member;
and Ed Decker of the Army Corps of Engineers. Bottom row: Conservancy member,
Congressman Ken Gray, and Contractor, Sam Barter during the signing of the Rend
Lake Contract.

could not find any interest in building a lake in Southern
Illinois. They saw the need, but they said that there was
no federal interest to build a sixty million dollar lake.”
The Corps of Engineers did not say there was not a
need, but not an interest. At that time, flood Control
and water conservation was not something that they did.
Kenny Gray campaigned with Kennedy when he came
to Southern Illinois in 1960 and told him the needs of
Southern Illinois. Gray reminded President Kennedy
when he became President that a lake was needed for
clean water and flood control.
After Kennedy was elected President, he called in
General Clark, from the Army Corps of Engineers and
told him that “we need a lake in Southern Illinois.”
Kenny said that we were able to pull off a miracle.
By approving the Rend Lake project, a precedent was
set that approved Water and Flood Control Projects for
the Army Corp of Engineers. The Flood Control from
the Rend Lake Project still protects Southern Illinois
homes, businesses and farms. During the big rains in the
last few years, if the dam had not held back the water,
Kenny said, “estimates are that flood waters would have
destroyed over 250,000 millions of dollars of property.

Ken Gray closes the dam to begin to fill Rend Lake.
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Learning Servant Leadership” from a Professional

W

hen completing her Ph.D. at Southern Illinois University,

called Kenny’s office and he came to escort me to his office. Needless to

Maxine Pyle had an opportunity to do a public service intern-

say, they confiscated my duck umbrella. The staff was very friendly and

ship. She had always been fascinated by politics, and decided to try to

helpful. Kenny gave me the assignment of answering all mail pertaining

obtain an unpaid internship in the office of Congressman Kenneth J. Gray.

to education.

He had just returned to Congress after serving 20 years from 1954-1974.

The Congressman said that although he received bushel baskets of mail

Her internship was approved for the summer of 1987. Having heard a lot

everyday, he insisted that all correspondence receive a response promptly.

I thought I was going to find a

He paid attention to his constituents. I was puzzled by one request from a

flamboyant politician who had a big

veteran. He wanted Congressman Gray to give him a Purple Heart. It was

ego; but I discovered a statesman who
worked hard and got things done.
– Dr. Maxine Pyle

difficult to understand, just when and where his military service took place,
and I told Kenny that I thought he was “confused” and it was a waste of
time to respond. However, Kenny said we would answer it with the “respect
that all veterans deserve.” This gave me insight into Kenny’s success. He had

about Congressman Ken Gray, she had never met him personally. In order

compassion for all people and treated all of them as if they were the most

to make final arrangements, Maxine went to his office at the Williamson

important people around. This was a model leadership lesson.

County Airport. The parking lot was full and she had to turn to find a park-

He sent me to the capital to receive clearance to move through the capi-

ing place, she almost had a head-on collision with a white Cadillac. Both

tol building. Everywhere I went, when people saw my I.D. marked Kenny

of the drivers slammed on the brakes to avoid a collision. To her surprise

Gray’s office, I received the warmest welcome. Everyone had a “Ken Gray”

Congressman Gray opened the door of his Cadillac, dressed in his famed

story of how he had helped someone solve a problem.

white suit, bowed low and apologized. She learned later that this is typical
Kenny Gray style.

While I was in Washington, D.C. , a hearing was held on Federal surplus property. The homeless people of Washington had moved into some

Maxine remembers the story well. The first day of the internship, I went

vacant buildings and they petitioned the Department of Housing and

to the Rayburn House of Representatives Building. It was misting rain, and

Urban Development to give the building to the homeless. Kenny asked me

I took an umbrella. My umbrella had a duck’s head made of heavy metal,

to go with him to the hearing before the HUD lawyers. The room was full

and it caused the metal detectors to go off. Policemen were running from

of homeless people. When Kenny came into the room with his white suit

everywhere to find a terrorist. It took a while to explain that I was a teacher

and red bow tie, he received a standing ovation. The lawyers were rather

who was supposed to do an internship with Congressman Gray. They

sarcastic saying the government was not in the housing business for the

gacy Leaving A Legacy Leaving A Legacy L
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homeless. Then, it was Kenny’s time to defend
the homeless. He stood and raised his hand holding a white Bible. He said I don’t have much to
say except to quote form the Good Book. It says,
“In as much as you have done it unto the least of
these, my brethren, you have done it unto me.”
He received another standing ovation, and
he won the opinion to let the homeless use the
vacant building. He was a different kind of politician – he actually cared for the poor people.
His staff respected him. When he came into
the office everyday, he stopped in every office
chatting with the people. His usual, greeting was,
“Hey Tiger”!
He made use of connections. A request came
from a family in Marion whose son’s body was
never returned from Vietnam for burial. He had a
staff member call a person in San Diego. I learned
later that the soldier’s body was returned to his
family in a week or so.
When I went to Washington, I thought I
was going to find a flamboyant politician who
had a big ego; but I discovered a statesman who
worked hard and got things done. It was very
eye-opening time to see first hand what Ken Gray
accomplished through networking with powerful
politicians. Everyone knew Ken Gray.
Maxine Pyle completes her SIU internship in
Washington, D.C. in Congressman Kenneth
J. Gray’s Office in the Rayburn Building.

acy Leaving A Legacy Leaving A Legacy L
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Ken Gray is pictured by the Coal Miners’ Memorial in Herrin, Illinois. He spoke
in West Frankfort at the Memorial Service for the Orient 2 Mine Disaster on
December 21, 2006. In 1951, Kenny drove an ambulance after the disaster. John
L. Lewis, UMWA President was photographed as he left the mine after the 1951
disaster. Rescuers came from all the towns and cities around Southern Illinois
to offer assistance. This disaster, one of the worst mine disasters recorded, was
quickly reported all over the world.

Gray Family attended the North Fork Church in West Frankfort for decades.
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K

enny Gray said, “I was standing 2 feet
from President Kennedy at his inau-

gural address in 1961, when he said that we
will send a man to the moon and bring him
safely back within the next ten years. We did
it, but the President was not here to see it. I
was often asked why we spent the money
on the Space Program. In addition to the
goodwill and national pride that we received
from the Space Program, the innovations in
technology for new products and processes
was priceless. A major benefit to the people of
the United States and the world was advances
that transferred to the medical field.”

Ken Gray attended historic Apollo II moon take off.
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The Ken Gray Scholarship “Service to Southern Illinois” began in 2006 and is funded
through donations.

A tribute to Ken Gray and his Presidential Museum was provided by
the Southern Illinoisan Newspaper. Shannon Woodworth, the public
relations specialist for Shawnee College designed the insert using
materials from the Presidential Museum.

House of Representatives’ Tickets to the Capitol and to the House Gallery are presented
to visitors to tour the Capitol. This ticket from the One Hundred Tenth Congress is from
Congressman Jerry Costello.

Britni Woodworth is presented with the first Ken Gray
Scholarship. Toedy Gray, Maxine
Pyle and Marleis Trover celebrate
with Britni and Ken Gray.
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Veteran’s Administration Medical Center Marion, Illinois before additions in 1942.

Congressman Ken Gray and Dr. Wrophus Meeks meet for conversation at the Marion
Veteran’s Administration Hospital. Gray assisted Dr. Meeks when he applied for
Advanced Medical Degree in Radiology.

P

Kenny Gray traveled with President Reagan on Air Force I to visit the
Krone farm in DuQuoin to view drought damage.

ass the Plate: The Legend and Legacy of United States

down from an ancestor.” The definition of extraordinary according

Congressman Kenneth J. Gray is the story of an ordinary man

to Webster is “going beyond or out of the common order or method;

from a small town in Illinois, who was able to accomplish extraordinary

exceeding the common degree or measure; very unusual; exceptional,

things for the people.

remarkable.” The Interstate Highway system is ranked as the number

A legend according to Webster (1984) is “a story handed down for
generations among a people and popularly believed to have a historic

one legacy that continues to serve the people of the United States. The
next ranking legacy is housing.

basis, and to be legendary remarkable, extraordinary, well known,

According to Clyde Choate, Illinois State Representative and major-

famous.” A legacy often found on the same page with legend in Webster

ity and minority leader, “Kenny Gray is a legend in his own time.” He

“is a money, or property left to someone, a bequest, anything handed

never misses an opportunity to serve the people of Southern Illinois.
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Johnston City High School
Students and staff visited
the United States Capitol
at the invitation of United
States Congressman,
Kenneth J. Gray. The students participated in the
200th Anniversary of the
signing of the United
States Constitution.

zens Visioning For Young Citizens Visioni
ioning For Young Citizens Visioning For Y
Citizens Visioning For Young Citizens Vis
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ViSiOning FOr
YOUng CitiZenS

sioning For Young Citizens Visioning For
For Young Citizens Visioning For Young
s Visioning For Young Citizens Visioning

C

ongressman Gray’s dream was to ensure
that all the generations that followed

would have the same opportunities to serve their
communities, state and nation, just as he had. He
encouraged students to learn about their government first hand at the nation’s capital. He or a staff
member would guide the visitors to the historic
places and explain their significance.
U.S. Congressman Ken Gray presented many American Flags to schools, universities, cities,
veteran’s hospitals and other organizations. The flags flew over the U.S. Capitol for 24 hours.
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Young Citizens Visioning For Young Citize

Full Congress meets in session.

K

en Gray reminded us that there are always 435 Members
of the House. The number, 435, is divided into the

total population of the country, so that each Congressional
District has the same number of people per Congressman. “In
1954 when I was elected, districts had 350,000 people per
district. There are over 625,000 people now.”
According to Gray, “The position of Congressman paid
$12,500 per year and Congressmen had to supplement their
salary. Often the House did not adjourn until later than
the scheduled date. Kenny said that he made more money
in one year selling cars than he did in the 24 years he was
a Congressman.
Gray told the story of his predecessor, “Bishop’s salary was
only $12,500, so he became a tailor to supplement his salary. He spent his time measuring up people for suits.” Kenny
This hand painted Christmas
card by Jacqueline O. Kennedy
was sent to U.S. Congressman
Kenneth J. Gray in 1962.

added, “I had deep respect for Mr. Bishop as my predecessor,
he was never an adversary or a critic. He always acted like
a gentleman.”
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itizens Visioning For Young Citizens Visio
Top photo: Waiting for Congressman Ken Gray to lead their students
through a tour of the White House are Mendy Karnes, Marleis Trover,
and a Gray Staff member. Ken encouraged the students to come to
see the government in action.
Bottom photo: The grim expressions on these government officials
faces reveal the tension and grief of those closest to President
Kennedy on Air Force One, as Lyndon Johnson took the oath of
office to become the 36th President of the United States. To his left,
stands Jackie Kennedy, first lady and widow of late John F. Kennedy,
Lady Bird Johnson’s face reveals the anxiety of the time. House
Representative Thomas of Texas witnesses the oath of office.

For in the final analysis, our most basic common link, is that
we all inhabit this small planet, we all breathe the same air,
we all cherish our children’s futures, and we are all mortal.
– John F. Kennedy, Speech at the American University, Washington, D.C. June 10, 1963
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ns Visioning
For System
Young of
Citizens
Visioning
The American
Government

T

his book is about government and the effective ways that United

The three most important legislative powers are known as Powers of

States Congressman, Kenneth J. Gray, used the social and political

the Purse: taxing, spending and borrowing as well as tariffs, interstate

systems to make the lives of Americans better. Specifically, Ken Gray went

commerce, copywrights, patents, exports, impeachment and others. The

to Washington D.C. to help Southern Illinois and its people; it just so hap-

Congress has the power to set up Federal Courts, conduct investigations,

pened that the rest of the nation benefitted from his service to his home

declare war, and amend the Constitution. The Senate can give advice and

district. He believed that he should help the next generations learn the

consent concerning Presidential appointments.

political system so that they can serve.

A committee system exists in Congress to help members with the thou-

Some regard government and politicians with disdain. They see

sands of bills that are provided each year. The committees were not outlined

bureaucrats, immovable institutions, and rules and regulations. Others see

in the Constitution but evolved over time. Each House of Congress has a

leaders and administrators who write laws and implement them for the

number of permanent, powerful standing committees. The main job of a

common good.

standing committee is to study bills before they are debated in the Senate or

The American system is complicated and best understood when it is

the House. The committees have the power to defeat proposals, postpone

told in a story. The Legend and Legacy of Congressman Kenneth J. Gray

them, or amend them or speed the bills on their way. While the Senate and

is such a story.

the House of Representatives do not have all the same committees, many

According to Jilson (2005) in the text, American Government: Principles

are similar and some committees are: agriculture, appropriations, armed

and Practices, The United States is a “federal government created by the

services, banking, finance and urban affairs, budget, education and labor,

people in order to establish and maintain order and provide services.” In a

foreign affairs, judiciary, energy and natural resources, public works and

federal government the nation has certain powers and the states have certain

transportation, and veteran’s affairs.

powers established by the U.S. Constitution and the state constitutions.

Ken Gray was a shepherd of the bills that he championed---speeding

In America, government exists at three levels and generally in three

them on and making the links and connections with other Congressmen

branches. The federal level, the state level and the local level. The American

in key committees. He could wheel and deal with other Congressmen to

system has three main branches at each level. Those who write the laws

help then achieve what they wanted for their districts. All Federal Projects

function as the legislative, those who administer the laws as the execu-

had to go through his Building and Grounds Committee. As he achieved

tive and those who adjudicate the laws to see if they are fair, work in the

seniority, he was appointed subcommittee chairman of Public Works.

judicial branch.

The chairman decides when the committee will meet, presides over the

In the United States the formal political system includes the Constitution,

meetings and chooses what legislation to send to the floor. With this

state constitutions, city charters, the executive, legislative and judicial branches

chairmanship and since all bills had to be called by the chair, he had sig-

of all levels of government; administrative agencies; and political parties.

nificant power to work with other leaders to get the legislation through the

In the United States our democracy reflects the will of the majority, but

House of Representatives, the Senate and then be signed by the President.

according to Carl Becker, includes a belief in the worth and the dignity

Congressman Ken Gray resigned from his position on the Committee

and creative capacity of the individual. Article 1 of the Constitution pro-

in August before his retirement was over in order for newly appointed

vides for the Congress, describes the powers of the Congress, the legisla-

Congressman Costello to have a seniority benefit over the new freshmen

tive branch of the Federal Government. The article provides that Congress

Members who would come to Washington the next January.

consist of a House of Representatives and a Senate, establishes the man-

The President has veto power over Congress' Legislation as an effec-

ner of election and qualifications of members of each house and outlines

tive check and balance measure, the Congress can also override the

legislative rules and procedures, lists the powers, and limitations of the

President’s Veto. When President Eisenhower said that he would veto the

Congress. Each of the first three articles of the Constitution concern the

extra 20,000 miles of Interstate Highway that Kenny had proposed, Gray

three branches of government with two being for the Executive Branch

respectfully told the President that he had the votes to override the veto

and third for the Judicial.

and President Eisenhower signed the bill. Eisenhower gave him the only

When Ken Gray went to Congress in 1955, he made 12,500 dollars per

pen that he used to sign the legislation.

year. When he was elected again in 1984, the salary was $72,200 dollars.
Congressmen have money allocated for staff and to keep their offices. Ken
Gray was first to keep a district office in 1955.
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The brochure, “How our laws are made,” was provided by Ken Gray’s Office
to students and other constituents. The mailing provides information on the
processes of moving a bill through the different phases of passage.
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Presidential Museum

For Young Citizens Visioning For Young

A visit to Ken Gray’s Historical
Presidential Museum in West Frankfort
provided its visitors with a window into
history not seen in any other museum.
The museum contained a variety of
political memorabilia, pictures, letters,
artifacts, and other items. Each United
States President had his own area in
the museum. There was also an audio
explanation for each section.
Congressman Ken Gray collected all
the memorabilia, framed many items,
organized and displayed the artifacts
and pictures. The Ken Gray Presidential
Museum closed on Memorial Day,
2007. The contents were auctioned and
have been dispersed across the nation.
Ken Gray narrated a video tour of the
museum and it is available.
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ung Citizens Visioning For Young Citizen

Theodore Roosevelt sat in a 1901 Oldsmobile in a prominent place in
the Presidential Museum.

A selection of Political Campaign buttons tell their own stories.

The interstate highway signs
are tangible evidence of Ken
Gray’s legacy to transportation
and economic development:
Interstate 57, 64 and 24.
In a prominent place, on the wall displaying campaign buttons, Dr. Glen Poshard’s message from the Operating Engineers Local
318 proclaims their support.
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For Young Citizens Visioning For Young

Top photo: The memorial wall of
coal miners who lost their lives
as they worked in the coal mine
covered a large section in the
Coal Mine Room of the Museum.
Photo to the Left: The Coal
Mine room of the Presidential
Museum revealed the importance
of coal to the economy
of Southern Illinois.
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ung Citizens Visioning For Young Citizen

Walking canes for all the U.S. Presidents were displayed with pictures.
Top photo: Ken Gray worked
closely with the Speakers of
the United States House of
Representatives, a position of
power and honor. His skills of
parliamentary procedure and
protocols were valuable and
led to his frequent service to
the Speakers.

Shown above are the gavels that Ken Gray used when he presided as Speaker Pro Tempore.
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Young Citizens Visioning For Young Citiz

Quote:

Top photo: Elvis Presley presented his red
“in concert” jacket to Ken Gray. The jacket
was on display in the museum section with
other artifacts from the “famous people who
visited Southern Illinois.”
Bottom photo: A picture display commemorating Ken Gray’s diligent work to save Union
Station is Washington, D.C. was exhibited in
the 7 Billion Dollar Room of the Presidential
Museum. This room housed pictures and
awards from Gray’s Infrastructure legislation.

“I have always dreamed

of a country in which the
citizenship is an educated
and patriotic people, not
swayed by passion and
prejudice—a country that
shall know no east, no
west, no south, no north
but inhabited by a people
liberty loving, patriotic
happy and prosperous,
with its lawmakers having
no other purpose than to
write such just laws as
shall in the years to come
be of service to human
kind yet unborn.”
Sam Rayburn (1882-1961)
House (1913-1961)
Halamandaris, Heroes of
the US Congress (1994)
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Citizens Visioning For Young Citizens Vis

On the Walls of the Presidents,
The Johnson and Kennedy Years
are presented for the public to
view and study.

On the Walls of the Presidents,
The Clinton, Bush and Reagan
Years are displayed for the
public. A wooden frame on the
right of the wall highlights the
Presidents who served during this
period of history.
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Top photo: Amazing facts about Illinois United
States President Lincoln, as well as his letters and
pictures were displayed in the Ken Gray Collection.
Bottom photo: These awards: plaques
and framed resolutions, and newspaper
article are evidence of the Southern
Illinois citizens appreciation for Kenny
Gray’s efforts.

ng Citizens Visioning For Young Citizens

Micheal Dukakis, 1988 Presidential candidate,
Congressman Ken Gray, and Jesse Jackson, 1984
and a 1988 Presidential primary candidate.
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Photo to the right:The Smithsonian Hirschorn Art and Sculpture Garden
is an example of Kenny Gray’s assistance to the building projects in the
Washington, D.C. Mall Area. Joseph H. Hirschorn proposed to give 15
million dollars of art to Washington, D.C. If a structure could be built
to house it. Kenny said, “if someone wanted to give me a car, I could
surely build a garage for it.” The Museum was established in 1964 and
opened in 1976.
Middle photo: The economy of the region was positively impacted
by the development of the new Industrial Park. Crown Line Boats,
Bombardier Boats and other industries located in the park.

zens Visioning For Young Citizens Visionin

This Paige Packard Car built the same year of Kennedy’s birth, 1917, was housed in the Museum. On occasion, Kenny would open all the doors of the Museum and start the car up to show that it still ran well.
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ng Citizens Visioning For Young Citizens
The Paige Packard car was a
favorite item to Cyra Coscarelli
and Tyler Karnes when they
visited the Presidential Museum.
The car is pictured in front of the
President’s Wall of Information
that includes pictures and information about each of the United
States Presidents.

Congressman Gray tells the
story of the Statue of Liberty
to Tyler and Cyra.

The students read the captions on the wall mural that
Congressman Gray prepared.
Gray stands between Presidents
Kennedy and Johnson.
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zens Visioning For Young Citizens Visionin

T

he Gray Presidential Museum was located just north of

Kenny’s Collection at the Presidential Museum includes many local historical artifacts.

West Frankfort on Illinois Route 37 and 7th Street. This

eclectic museum had also been housed in the Antique Car Circus
in the Industrial Park on Interstate 57.
Gray’s Presidential Museum with a collection of artifacts that
rival museums in larger metropolitan areas was not housed in
multi-million dollar facility with flashing lights or a concrete multistory garage; in fact, it was finally housed in what many Southern
Illinoisans remember as the old Two Tony’s Smorgasbord.
A life long promoter, Gray’s purpose for these attractions was to
provide a glimpse of local, state and national history to Southern
Illinois school children, community members and tourists to the
region. Gray knew that most of the citizens of the area could not
travel to Washington, D.C. to see exhibits. A natural born promoter Kenny Gray never stopped showcasing Southern Illinois.

Among the 10,000 artifacts in the Presidential Museum was a collection of over 700
dolls, researched and authentically clothed. Dora Anderson, a retired school teacher,
began her hobby after her nephew, Harold Wagner brought her a Queen Elizabeth II doll
from England. Her grandson took one look at it and told her that she can do better than
that. Dora’s doll collection represents European Royalty, Colonial Queen Contestants, all
the American Presidents and their Wives and/or Hostesses, Biblical characters, movie
stars and other politicians and historical figures.
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With optimism, you look upon the
sunny side of things. People say,
'Studs, you're an optimist.' I never said
I was an optimist. I have hope because
what's the alternative to hope?
Despair? If you have despair, you might
as well put your head in the oven.
– Studs Turkel, 1970
Tyler and Cyra study Indian artifacts in order to
learn Illinois History.

Young students look into the battery section of
the World’s Fair Train. The futurist train from the
1982 Knoxville World’s Fair, with all its bells and
whistles traveled around Knoxville for 6 months
during the fair in Tennessee. Kenny purchased
the train and housed it for 25 years before moving it to his museum.

The Gray Presidential Museum
contents were sold on site
at an auction on Monday,
May 26, 2007, at 9:00 a.m. G.
David Green, auctioning on
the ladder continued through
the morning and into the afternoon. Many people attended
although it rained.

ng Citizens Visioning For Young Citizens
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Quote:
“It behooves every citizen to
pause and reflect what duty
they owe to themselves, to
their country, and to further
generations. It makes no difference that you may have been a
Democrat or a Republican, this
Government was established
by your fathers for you; it is a
sacred trust committed to you;
the laws have been enacted by
the people for themselves
and their protection and no
one can escape the duty he
owes to the Government to reverence its Constitution and to
yield a respectful obedience to
its laws.”
John A. Logan (1826-1880)
House (1859-1862) (1867-1871)
Senate (1871-1877)

(1879-1886) Illinois
Halamandaris, Heroes of the US
Congress (1994)

zens Visioning For Young Citizens Visionin
Vienna High School Students and their American History Teacher, Mike Rude
toured the Museum before the contents were sold.
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cting A Fighting Man Electing A Fight

Mike Travelstead, Ken Gray and John Rednour at the
Presidential Museum.

K

Kevin Davis, Governor Ryan, and Congressman Ken Gray at dedication of the Rend Lake Resort.

enny Gray welcomes the visitors
of the 1956 DuQuoin State Fair.

Ken Gray was the Grand Marshall for
the State Fair in DuQuoin for the second time in 50 years. He was the Grand
Marshall in 2006. Riding with him is his
granddaughter Holly McKeithen, wife,
Toedy Gray and driver, Marleis Trover.
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Fighting Man Electing A Fighting Man

I

n 1956, Kenny Gray was asked to be the Parade Marshall why he didn’t dress like the other Congressmen. His reply was
for the DuQuoin State Fair. Fifty years later, Kenny was that the pictures that he had seen of Congressmen in their black

again chosen for this honor. The State of Illinois has two annual suits reminded him of a “gathering of undertakers.” He said he
state fairs: one in Springfield and the other in DuQuoin.

just couldn’t work that way or adapt to that attitude of lifeless-

Kenny, dressed in his trademark white suit--his standard ness. He knew that as one of 435 members of the House of
political attire, cuts the ribbon to open the 2006 DuQuoin State Representatives, he would have to be noticed to bring attention
Fair. Kenny known for his flamboyant attire, was often asked to Southern Illinois.

Kenny and Elected Officials cut the ribbon to
open the 2006 DuQuoin State Fair.
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Celebrating
Family, Friends
and Community
B

rowsing through more than two dozen scrapbooks, Kenny Gray’s
aunt, Chloe Rushing, kept for him during his years in the United

States Congress, we thought that we knew everything about this enigmatic leader, however it would have been impossible to bring all the
pieces of his life together for this book without personal contact with
Kenny and his family, friends and community.

, Friends and Community Celebrating Fa
Community Celebrating Family, Friends
Family, Friends and Community Celebrat
This fund-raiser helped to pay for the Doughboy Statute located on Park Avenue in
Herrin. Young Becky Gray attended many activities with her Congressman dad. She
fondly remembers growing up in Virginia while her dad served in Congress. She
remembers meeting other Congressmen and women, including Speakers’ Albert,
O’Neil and Wright, She remembers racing with her brother Jimmy under the
Capitol Building. He would run and Becky would ride the capital train.
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g Family, Friends and Community Celebr
ends and Community Celebrating Family
ebrating Family, Friends and Community

Through conversations with Ken Gray, it became
obvious that his father’s personality and enterprising
spirit influenced Kenny’s leadership.
Pass the Plate_1109kf.indd 195
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K

enny Gray married June Croslin in 1943. The family increased by three
children-- two girls and one boy: Diann, Becky and Jimmy. Dianne mar-

ried Mike Jasinski and lives in Florida with their four children, Joy, Alison,
and Jamie and Anna Lauren Hall. Becky is an elementary teacher in Pittsburg,
Illinois. She lives in West Frankfort. She has two children, Lindsay Karroll and
Sharon “Lu Lu” Leahman. The late James Kenneth Gray had one son, Max. Max
and his mother, Lisa, live in Washington State.

Top photo: Becky Gray, Lindsey
Carrol and LuLu Lehman.
Middle left photo: Kenny and
Toedy singing at the Grand Ole
Opry in Nashville, Tennessee.
Middle right photo: Ken Gray
and June are shown in a family picture with children: Becky,
Jimmy and Diann.
Photo to the right: The
Congressman in his grandfather role with Max.

nds and Community Celebrating Family,
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In every conceivable
manner, the family
is link to our past,
bridge to our future.
– Alex Haley
Brainy Quote, 2009
Top photo: Mike and Diann
Gray Jasinski, Lauren and
Jamie Hall, and Joy and
Allison Jasinski.
Photo to the right: Jimmy,
Max, and Lisa Gray

mily, Friends and Community Celebrating
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Kenny Gray and Margaret “Toedy”
Holly were married in 1999. They
serve as Pastor and Assistant Pastor
of the Family Worship Center on Ken
Gray Boulevard in West Frankfort.
Margaret and her daughters, Candy
McKeithen and Marble Joiner, and
granddaughter, Holly Joiner are
the Holly Family Singers. The Holly
Family Singers have a regular program on WTCT International Christian
Television. The name of their weekly
program is Road to Recovery.

ends and Community Celebrating Family

Top photo: Margaret and Ken pose for his 50 Years in
Government Service Ceremony that was held at the Benton Civic
Center in 2006.
Bottom left photo: Marble Joiner; Candy McKeithen, Margaret
“Toedy” Gray, and Holly Joiner
Bottom right Photo: Kenny in his fur coat and his wife Margaret
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Tom Gray, and his wife, Lorene and
friend, Hap Norman demonstrate
their loyalty to Kenny as they wear
their campaign buttons.

mily, Friends and

Com
Kenny Gray and the Washington D.C. Staff

June Croslin Gray and her family visit after a family dinner.

Joke:

Glen Poshard told a joke about Toedy
and Ken (Toedy is a minister)One
Sunday, Pastor Margaret “Toedy”
Gray asked if anyone was perfect ,
and if so, would they please stand
up. Kenny stood up. Toedy said, “Ken,
sit down—you’re not perfect.” Ken

The Grays celebrate granddaughter,
Lindsay’s birthday.

replied, “NO, but I was just standing
for your first husband.
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Fact:
The Southern Illinois regional
housing situation for lowincome families and the elderly

nds and Community Celebrating Family,
was inadequate when Ken Gray

went to Congress. He sponsored
bills that addressed the dire
need for housing in this region
and across the nation. Many of
the facilities honored citizens for
their service in the community.
Two examples of elderly housing, The Anna Gray High-rise
in West Frankfort and Homer
Butler High-rise in Marion provided more than housing--they
were centers for social activities.

Anna Gray always a source of support for her family, died on 1971 .
Kenny wrote this memoriam to the people of Southern Illinois.

Kenny Gray saved this note from
his 4 year-old son for forty-years
and acknowledged that it was one
of his most treasured possessions.
This note from Jimmy is Kenny’s
favorite congratulatory note.
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ily, Friends and Community Celebrating
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N

o one would characterize Ken Gray as a

minister’s wife and associate minister of their church.

religious extremist; however, there is a very

When Clint, her first husband had a stroke, Toedy

spiritual side to him. Cut through

and her children took care of him at home for about

This is a typical Ken

the multiple layers of Ken Gray’s

5 years, until he died. During that time, she delivered

Gray style—working

busy life filled with campaigning

the sermons in the church. After he died, there were

creatively to eliminate

for office, solving people’s problems

members in the congregation who thought she should

both regionally and nationally, and

not be the pastor of the church because of her gender.

through his personality, and you

Ken heard about it, and he built a church on the west

will find a serious and compas-

side of I-57 on Ken Gray Boulevard. He told her she

sionate friend. Before he and Toedy

would be the pastor. After they were married, he was

Holley were married, she ran into a

named associate pastor. This is a typical Ken Gray

problem that dealt with a culture where women were

style—working creatively to eliminate obstacles to

not allowed to speak in church. Toedy had been a

move a cause forward in the right direction.

obstacles to move a
cause forward in the
right direction.

nds and Community Celebrating Family,
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Ralph, Tom, Ken, and Paul Gray pose for a picture with Louis Ellis, who designed and presented the
State of Illinois Clock to Kenny for his service to Southern Illinois.

K

enny’s family and his friends supported his efforts to provide programs for the
region. Kenny was the youngest of three brothers. The entire family campaigned

and supported Kenny’s work. Prior to Kenny’s election to Congress, the Gray brothers and
their dad ran a car dealership, held regional car auctions, and ran an airport and Air Service.
Gray’s entrepreneurial spirit was also found in his father and brothers.

ily, Friends and Community Celebrating
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Hometown friends including Retired Senator Paul Simon and his family, Staff Member, Paul Gayer and Kenny’s Family and Friends pose on the capitol
steps during their visit to Washington, D.C. .

Left photo: Jack O’dell, past employee of Southern Illinois
University, Carbondale, and Maxine Pyle, an SIU Intern for
the Ph.D. program in Educational Administration and Higher
Education pose in front of Kenny Gray’s Office in the Rayburn
building at Washington, D.C.

204

Right photo: Congressman Ken Gray proudly escorts his daughter,
the newly crowned Cherry Blossom Princess, Diann Gray.
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Friendship is the only
cement that will ever
hold the world together.
– Woodrow Wilson
Brainy Quote, 2009

Top photo: Maxine Pyle, Kenny Gray, and
Marleis Trover pose for a snapshot after attending the Paul Powell Symposium sponsored by
the Paul Simon Public Institute. Mike Lawrence,
former director of the Policy Institute led a distinguished panel and discussion about former
Illinois Secretary of State and Illinois Speaker of
the House, Paul Powell.
Middle photo: Kenny and Maxine visit monuments as part of the Johnston City High School
visit to Washington, D.C. in 1988.

Supporters meet on a back
porch in Williamson County.
Former Franklin County
State’s Attorney, Terry Green;
Williamson County State’s
Attorney, Chuck Garnati; Ret.
Senator, Jim Rea; and Ret.
Representative, Bob Grindle
support Kenny’s 1984 campaign to return to Congress.
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Quote:

I want to be thoroughly used
up when I die—for the harder I
work, the more I live. I rejoice in
life for its own sake. Life is no
“brief candle” to me; it is a sort
of splendid torch, which I have
got hold of for the moment, and I
want to make it burn as brightly,

Kenny proudly displays a candle from his 83rd Birthday cake in Herrin.

as possible before handing it on
to future generations.
George Bernard Shaw (1856-1950)
Wayne Dyer, Wisdom of the Ages(1988)

Top photo: A group of Kenny’s
friends celebrate his 84th birthday, Angie Pyle, Marleis Trover,
Maxine Pyle and Toedy Gray. He
prepares to make a wish.
Photo on the left: John Alongi,
Marleis Trover, Maxine Pyle and
Julia Schroeder attend the ceremony to name Interstate Highway
57 from Mt. Vernon to Cairo after
Congressman Kenneth J. Gray.
The “Ken Gray Expressway”
covers the Congressman’s home
district’s service area. Mr. Alongi
was Ken Gray’s Southern Illinois
liaison during Gray’s service in
the 80’s and worked with Kenny
to bring industry to the region.
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THE BRIDGE BUILDER
An old man, going a lone highway,
Came, at the evening, cold and gray,
To a chasm, vast, and deep, and wide,
Through which was flowing a sullen tide.
The old man crossed in the twilight dim;
The sullen stream had no fear for him;
But he turned, when safe on the other side,
And built a bridge to span the tide.
“Old man,” said a fellow pilgrim, near,
“You are wasting strength with building here;
Your journey will end with the ending day;
You never again will pass this way;"
You've crossed the chasm, deep and wideWhy build you this bridge at the evening tide?”
The builder lifted his old gray head:
“Good friend, in the path I have come,” he said,
“There followeth after me today,
A youth, whose feet must pass this way.
“This chasm, that has been naught to me,
To that fair-haired youth may a pitfall be.
He, too, must cross in the twilight dim;
Good friend, I am building this bridge for him.”
Will Allen Dromgoole
– wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Bridge_Builder
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Most Famous Face of the Depression-Florence Thompson. California,
1936, Dorthea Lange. FSA: Library of Congress.
Farmer in his Tool House. McLeansboro, Illinois. (1937). Russell Lee. FSA:
Library of Congress.

Girls Dancing in Colp. Illinois. (1939). Arthur Rothstein. FSA: Library of
Congress.
Miners and Farmers in the OKe Doke Dance Barn. Williamson County,
Illinois. (1939). Arthur Rothstein. FSA: Library of Congress.

Teller, Benton, Bonan Family Archives. With Permission.

Popcorn Stand on Main Street. Herrin, Illinois (1939). Arthur Rothstein.
FSA: Library of Congress.

Frank and Josephine Bonan and Daughter. Bonan Family Archives. With
Permission.

Billy Sunday Tabernacle, West Frankfort. Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Photo with Permission.

Harry L. Crisp I and Poultry Business. Crisp Family Archives. With
Permission.

Choir Singing at Revival Meeting in Pentecostal Church. Cambria, Illinois.
(1939). Arthur Rothstein. FSA: Library of Congress.

Pepsi Baseball Team. Crisp Family Archives. With Permission.

Signs. Carbondale, Illinois. (1942). John Vachon. FSA: Library of Congress.

Pepsi Fleet at Williamson Fair. Crisp Family Archives. With Permission.

Evangelist Preaching a Sermon. Cambria, Illinois. (1939). Arthur
Rothstein. FSA: Library of Congress.

Harry L. Crisp I and Pepsi Official. Crisp Family Archives. With
Permission.

CCC Workers Plant Trees in the Shawnee Forest. Library of Congress.

Pepsi Truck. Crisp Family Archives. With Permission.

Couple with Canned Goods. Opal Shaw and his Wife. Gallatin County,
Illinois. (1939). Arthur Rothstein. FSA: Library of Congress.

CCC Camp Benton, Illinois, Library of Congress.

Harry I and Harry II. Crisp Family Archives. With Permission.

Crawford County Girl Listening to the Phonograph. Crawford County,
Illinois. (1940). John Vachon. FSA: Library of Congress.

Pepsi Ground Breaking. Crisp Family Archives. With Permission.

North Market Street, Marion, Illinois. DuFour Family Collection. With
Permission.

Bonus March. (1932). Library of Congress

Connell and Mary Jewell Smith. Smith Family Collection. With Permission.

The Posey Building in which Abraham Lincoln and Robert Ingersoll had
Law Offices. Shawneetown, Illinois. (1937). Russell Lee. FSA: Library
of Congress.

Tomato Planter, Crawford County, Illinois. (1940). John Vachon. FSA:
Library of Congress.

Toedy and her Sister on the Bike. Gray Family Collection. Mississippi.
Personal Collection.
Old Man on the Street. Shawneetown, Illinois. (1937) Russell Lee. FSA:
Library of Congress.
Coal Miner and his Daughter. Bush, Illinois. (1939). Arthur Rothstein.
FSA: Library of Congress.
Boy Hunting for Coal on the Slack Pile. Stiritz, Illinois. (1939). Arthur
Rothstein. FSA: Library of Congress.
Oil Worker. Salem, Illinois. (1940). Arthur Rothstein. FSA: Library of
Congress.
Oil Fields. Marion County, Illinois. (1940). Arthur Rothstein. FSA: Library
of Congress.
Woman Whose Husband is on Relief. Herrin, Illinois. (1939). Arthur
Rothstein. FSA: Library of Congress.
Officer of UMWA, Herrin, Illinois (1939). Arthur Rothstein, FSA: Library
of Congress.

Unemployed Miners in Herrin, Illinois. (1939). Arthur Rothstein. FSA:
Library of Congress.

NRA Poster-Eagle We Do Our Part. HYPERLINK "http://en.wikpedia.
org/w/indez.php?title=file:wpa1.jpg.license" http://en.wikpedia.org/w/
indez.php?title=file:wpa1.jpg.license

Lee Horse-drawn Mud Sled. Shawneetown, Illinois. (1937). Russell Lee.
FSA: Library of Congress.

Horse-drawn Mud Sled. Shawneetown, Illinois. (1937). Russell Lee. FSA:
Library of Congress.

Unemployed Miners. Herrin, Illinois. (1939). Arthur Rothstein. FSA:
Library of Congress.

Tomato Planter with his Daughters, Crawford County, Illinois. (1940). John
Vachon. FSA: Library of Congress.

Shawneetown Bank, Shawneetown, Illinois. (1937). Russell Lee, FSA:
Library of Congress.

Miner Lays Track in Number #8, West Frankfort, Illinois. (1939). FSA:
Library of Congress.

Gas Station and Road House, Union County, Illinois. (1942). John Vachon,
FSA: Library of Congress.

Miner Shovels Coal, West Frankfort, Illinois. (1939). FSA: Library of
Congress.

Colp Post Office, Colp, Illinois. (1937). Russell Lee, FSA: Library of
Congress.

Miner Checks Roof Timbers, 8 West Frankfort. Illinois. (1939). FSA:
Library of Congress.

Workers Seeking Jobs, Library of Congress. Public Domain.

Miner Starts his Shift, #8 West Frankfort. (1939). FSA: Library of
Congress.

Policeman, Herrin, Illinois (1939). Arthur Rothstein, Library of Congress.
FSA: Library of Congress.

Main Street, West Frankfort, Illinois (1939). Arthur Rothstein, FSA:
Library of Congress.

An Unemployed Miner. Herrin, Illinois. (1939). Arthur Rothstein, FSA:
Library of Congress..

Works Progress Administration Project, Cambria, Illinois. (1939). Arthur
Rothstein, FSA: Library of Congress.

A Ferry Crossing the Ohio River. Shawneetown, Illinois. (1939). Arthur
Rothstein, FSA: Library of Congress.

Miners Homes. Bush, Illinois. (1939). Arthur Rothstein. FSA: Library of
Congress.

Part of a Flood Refugee Family in a Tent. Tent City-Shawneetown Vicinity
(1939). FSA: Library of Congress.

Miner’s Home. Carrier Mills, Illinois. (1939). Arthur Rothstein. FSA:
Library of Congress.

Debris from the Flood. Harrisburg, Illinois. (1939). Russell Lee.

A Shanty build of refuse near the Sunnyside slack pile. Herrin, Illinois
(1939). Arthur Rothstein. FSA: Library of Congress.

Houses under Water. Metropolis, Illinois. (1937). Metropolis Daily Planet.
With Permission.
1937 Flood Photo. Hotel. Metropolis, Illinois. (1937). Metropolis Daily
Planet. With Permission
1937 Flood Photos. Metropolis, Illinois. (1937). Metropolis Daily Planet.
With Permission
Lady Standing on the Truck. Metropolis, Illinois. (1937). Metropolis Daily
Planet. With Permission
Piling Sandbags along the Levee during the height of the Flood. Cairo,
(1937). Russell Lee. FSA: Library of Congress.
Boats Downtown. Metropolis, Illinois. (1937). Metropolis Daily Planet.
With Permission.
Idle Hour Pool Hall. Colp, Illinois. (1939). Arthur Rothstein. FSA: Library
of Congress.
Unemployed Miners on the Johnston City Streets. Johnston City, Illinois.
(1939). Arthur Rothstein.

Depression Building. Library of Congress.
Depression Porch. Library of Congress.
Rural Land. Saline County, Illinois. (1939). Arthur Rothstein. FSA: Library
of Congress.
Tent City. Shawneetown, Illinois. (1937). Russell Lee. FSA: Library of
Congress.
A Side Street. West Frankfort, Illinois (1939). Arthur Rothstein. FSA:
Library of Congress.
Life on Road for the FSA Photographers. USA, (1930’s). Marion Post
Wolcott. FSA: Library of Congress.
Clean Clothes. Carrier Mills, (1939). Arthur Rothstein. FSA: Library of
Congress.
Houseboat Washed High. Maunie, (1937). Russell Lee. FSA: Library of
Congress.

FSA: Library of Congress.

Oscar Gaither, a Tenant Farmer Hoisting Water from his Well.
Mcleansboro, Illinois. (1937). Russell Lee. FSA: Library of Congress.

West Mine, West Frankfort, Illinois (1939). Arthur Rothstein. FSA: Library
of Congress.

Shelling Corn Directly into a Boxcar. Newton, Illinois. (1937). Russell Lee.
FSA: Library of Congress.

Orient No. 1. Franklin County, Illinois (1939). Arthur Rothstein. FSA:
Library of Congress.

Railroad Tracks. Williamson County, Illinois. (1939). Arthur Rothstein.
FSA: Library of Congress.

Dr. Springs Office. Colp, Illinois. (1939). Arthur Rothstein. FSA: Library
of Congress.

Highway-End of State Maintenance. Franklin County, Illinois (1939).
Arthur Rothstein. FSA: Library of Congress.

Cloud Bank and Home. McLeansboro, Illinois. (2009). Bonan Family
Archives. With Permission.

Next Time Take the Train. Franklin County, Illinois. (1939). Arthur
Rothstein, FSA: Library of Congress.
Theater. Eldorado, Illinois. (1939). Arthur Rothstein. FSA: Library of
Congress.

Miners ride the man trip, #8 West Frankfort. (1939). FSA: Library of
Congress.
Coal Miners Letter, DuFour Family Collection. With Permission.
Miner and his Bucket. Library of Congress.
Kenny’s School Class. Wooten School, East Ozark, Pope County, Illinois.
Ken Gray Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.
Wooten School Students, Wooten School, East Ozark, Pope County. Illinois.
(1929). Trover Family Collection.
Wooten School Students, Wooten School, East Ozark, Pope County. Illinois.
(1929). Trover Family Collection.
Opal Shaw’s son. Gallatin, Illinois. (1939). Arthur Rothstein. FSA: Library
of Congress.
Shawnee Tent School. Shawneetown, Illinois. (1937). Russell Lee. FSA:
Library of Congress.
West Frankfort High School and Year Book Photos, West Frankfort, Illinois.
School Collection. Retrieved, D Dean. With Permission.
Skating Shirts. Ken Gray Artifact. Ken Gray Presidential Museum
Collection. With Permission.
Brown’s Business College. Marion, Illinois. DuFour Family Collection. With
Permission.
Science Building (Altgeld Hall). (1919). Carbondale, Illinois. Southern
Illinois Normal School Yearbook, Obelisk. Pyle Collection.
Creal Springs Academy. Creal Springs, Illinois, (1996). Southern IllinoisanLegacies of Little Egypt. With Permission.
Vienna Football Team. Vienna, Illinois. Paul Powell Collection. With
Permission.
Powell Drug Store and Post Office. Vienna, Illinois. Paul Powell Collection.
With Permission.
Paul Powell Home. Vienna, Illinois. Paul Powell Collection. With
Permission.
Young Soldier. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Personal Collection. With
Permission.
Soldier in Italy. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Personal Collection.
With Permission.
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Buddies. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Personal Collection. With
Permission.

Ken from the Plane. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum.

Speaker Jim Wright and Ken Gray. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Eisenhower and Troops in Europe. West Frankfort, Illinois Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Sam Rayburn Letter. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

Ken Gray and Chairman Blatnik. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Ken Gray and Motorcycle. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

Ken Gray in China. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection.

Ken Gray and Nixon Signing Legislation. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken
Gray Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Lady that Can Do It. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

Ken Gray and The Black Cat. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Ken Gray and HUD Secretary. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Ken Gray and June. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

Ken Gray on the Elephant. Southern Illinoisan. Carbondale, Illinois. Ken
Gray Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

President Nixon. West Frankfort, Illinois. AP Photo in Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

1956 Campaign Car. West Frankfort, Illinois . (1956). Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

President Kennedy in Harrisburg. Carbondale, Illinois, Southern Illinoisan
Photo (1960) and Ken Gray Presidential Museum Collection. With
Permission.

Ken Gray and Democratic Committeeman. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken
Gray Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Gray at the Podium. Ken Gray Presidential Museum Collection. With
Permission.
Kenny, June, and Tom Gray after the Election, West Frankfort, Illinois
(1954). Southern Illinoisan
Grand Opening of Campaign Quarters. (1955). West Frankfort, Illinois
Ken Gray Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.
Ken Gray Campaign Speech. (1954). West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.
Poster-Ken Gray-Fighting Man for a Fighting Job. (1954).West Frankfort,
Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

President Kennedy on Stage in Marion. Carbondale, Illinois, Southern
Illinoisan Photo (1960) and Paul Powell Museum Collection. With
Permission.
President Kennedy, Gray and Powell. Carbondale, Illinois, Southern
Illinoisan (1960) and Paul Powell Museum Collection. With Permission.
President Kennedy, Gray and Powell. Carbondale, Illinois. Southern
Illinoisan, (1960) and Paul Powell Museum.
Car Pictures and Buildings (16). West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Antiques Car Circus Collection. With Permission.

Ken on the Campaign Wagon. Ken Gray Presidential Museum.

Flying Congressman. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

Geraldine Ferraro. West Frankfort High School, Illinois. (1984). Trover
Collection. With Permission.

Bomber. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum
Collection. With Permission.

Congressional Seal. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

Ken Gray and Helicopter. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

Porch Campaign JC. Johnston City, Illinois. Dean Family Collection. With
Permission.

Ken and June Gray by the Helicopter. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Ken Gray Campaign Literature. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Ken Gray in New York. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

76- 6West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum Collection.
With Permission.

Ken Gray Gala Ticket. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

The Team Campaigns. Ken Gray Presidential Museum Collection. With
Permission.

Ken Gray over Union Station. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Ken Gray and Paul Simon. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

Ken Gray and Kennedy—November 21, 1963. West Frankfort, Illinois.
Ken Gray Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Ken Gray and Clyde Choate. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Kennedy Brothers. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum
Collection. With Permission.

Ken Gray and America. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

Presidents in the Oval Office. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

77-30 West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum Collection.
With Permission.

Ken and Paul Gray with President Johnson at SI Airport. West Frankfort,
Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

77-31 West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum Collection.
With Permission.

Ken Gray and Kennedy Seated. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

78-?32 West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum Collection.
With Permission.

Kennedy Inaugural. Rayburn Memorial Book. West Frankfort, Illinois.
Ken Gray Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Ken Gray Car Auction. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

President Johnson and First Lady and Congressman Ken and June Gray.
West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum Collection. With
Permission.

Ken Gray and the National Committee. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.
President Truman and Leadership. Sam Rayburn Tribute- The House Will
Be in Order. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum
Collection.

Ken Gray and President Johnson with Model. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken
Gray Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.
Mel Price, Ray Madden and Ken Gray at Apollo II launch. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Ken Gray and President Johnson. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Ken Gray and the Leaders from Home. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Ken Gray, President Kennedy and Vice President Johnson. West Frankfort,
Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Ken Gray and the Mayors. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

Ken Gray and Sam Rayburn. West Frankfort, Illinois Illinois Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Ken Gray and Strom Thumond. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

President Roosevelt Signs Social Security Bill. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection in 1939 from Committee. With Permission.

Bob Butler and the Marion Civic Center. Marion, Illinois. Butler Family
Collection. With Permission.

Ken Gray and Easter Seals Poster Child. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken
Gray Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Ken Gray, Speaker Pro Tempore. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Ken Gray and the Heart Fund. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Ken Gray and Chairman Blatnik. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Mastonia. Post Card. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

President Eisenhower. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

Ken Gray Auctions Elvis Picture on the Mastonia. West Frankfort, Illinois.
Ken Gray Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Ken Gray and Hubert Humphrey. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Devil’s Kitchen Dam. Marion Daily Republican. Marion, Illinois (1995).
and Ken Gray Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Sam Rayburn Portrait U.S. Capital. Sam Rayburn Tribute. West Frankfort,
Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Marion Federal Penitentiary. Marion Daily Republican. Marion, Illinois
(1995). and Ken Gray Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Ken Gray and Friends at Retirement Party. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken
Gray Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.
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Ken Gray and Johnson with Hat. Southern Illinoisan Photo. West
Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum Collection. With
Permission.
Ken Gray and GM Executive. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.
Ken Gray and Mayor Dillard. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.
Truman and Powell. Southern Illinois Newspaper. Vienna, Illinois. (1948)
Paul Powell Museum. With Permission.
Truman and Powell in the City. Vienna, Illinois. Paul Powell Museum.
(1948). With Permission.
Truman and Powell in the Parade. Southern Illinoisan. Vienna, Illinois.
(1948). Paul Powell Museum. With Permission.
Ken Gray and Chief Justice Warren Burger. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken
Gray Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.
Ken Gray Looks on-VP Spiro Agnew. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.
Ken Gray and Tip. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.
Ken Gray President Clinton and First Lady. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken
Gray Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.
Walter Mondale, Kenny and Minneta. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.
Bill and Hillary Clinton. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.
Bill Clinton at SIU. Carbondale, Illinois, (1995). Southern Illinoisan
Special Presidential Visit. With Permission.
Bill Clinton and Paul Simon at SIU. Carbondale, Illinois, (1995).
Southern Illinoisan Special Presidential Visit. With Permission.
Bill Clinton on the Podium at SIU. Carbondale, Illinois, (1995). Southern
Illinoisan Special Presidential Visit. With Permission.
Bill Clinton in Front of the Seal at SIU. Carbondale, Illinois, (1995).
Southern Illinoisan Special Presidential Visit. With Permission.
Bill Clinton with Friends. Carbondale, Illinois, (1995). Southern Illinoisan
Special Presidential Visit. With Permission.
President Reagan. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum
Collection. With Permission.
Ken Gray and President Reagan on Air Force One. West Frankfort, Illinois.
Ken Gray Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.
President Bush and First Lady Barbara. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.
President Bush and Lance Trover at Marion Airport, (2000).Trover Family
Collection. With Permission
Marion Meeting Gray, Forby and Butler. Vienna, Illinois. Trover Collection.
With Permission.
Quinn and Elected Officials. Vienna, Illinois. Trover Family Collection.
With Permission.
Marion Meeting Dave Phelps. Vienna, Illinois. Trover Collection. With
Permission.
Marion Meeting Gray and Quinn. Vienna, Illinois. Trover Collection. With
Permission.
Marion Meeting Gray and Poshard. Vienna, Illinois. Trover Collection.
With Permission.
Eddie and Betty Smith, President Clinton and First Lady Hillary. Smith
Family Collection. With Permission.
Brandon Phelps, Eddie Smith and Gary Forby. Smith Family Collection.
With Permission.
Interstate 57 Dedication. Vienna, Illinois, (2009). Trover Collection. With
Permission.
Smith, Gray and Costello, Vienna, Illinois, (2009). Trover Collection. With
Permission.
Sergeant Shriver, Paul and Ken Gray. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.
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Congressmen Gray and Costello. West Frankfort, Illinois. (2009). Ken
Gray Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Gray and Congressional Papers. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Presidential Museum Photos. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Carter at the Mine, Southern Illinoisan Photos. Carbondale, Illinois,
(1980). With Permission.

Gray and Corps of Engineers. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

DuQuoin Poster. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum
Collection. With Permission.

Carter Meets Ms. Baker, Southern Illinoisan Photos. Carbondale, Illinois,
(1980). With Permission.

New York Harbor. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum
Collection. With Permission.

DuQuoin Parade Marshal. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

Miners Look On, Southern Illinoisan Photos. Carbondale, Illinois, (1980).
With Permission.

Hirschorn Dedication. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

Governor Ryan, Ken and Kevin Davis. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Carter with Leaders at the Mine, Southern Illinoisan Photos. Carbondale,
Illinois, (1980). With Permission.

Hirschorn Museum. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

Mike Travelstead and John Redenour. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Kenny Gray, Clyde Choate and Gene Johns. Southern Illinoisan Photos.
Carbondale, Illinois.(1980). With Permission.

Union Station. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum
Collection. With Permission.

World Trotting Derby. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

Carter Visit to Southern Illinois-Parade. Southern Illinoisan Photos.
Carbondale, Illinois. Southern Illinoisan Photos. Carbondale, Illinois,
(1980). With Permission.

Farm Bureau and Kenny. Farm Magazine. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken
Gray Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

American Legion. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum
Collection. With Permission.

Lady Bird and Beautification Letter. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Tom Gray. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum
Collection. With Permission.

Lady Bird and Beautification Legislation. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Becky Gray and Family. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

Lady Bird and Johnson Park. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission

Toedy and Kenny. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum
Collection. With Permission.

Legislative Roll Call. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

Ken and June Gray Family. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

Flag-48 Stars. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum
Collection. With Permission.

Ken and Max. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum
Collection. With Permission.

Wall of Tolerance. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum
Collection. With Permission.

Diann and Family. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum
Collection. With Permission.

Interstate Construction Pictures. Road Preparation. Marion, Illinois.
DuFour Family Collection

Jimmy, Lisa and Max. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

Interstate Construction Pictures. Laying Wire. Marion, Illinois. DuFour
Family Collection

Toedy and Kenny. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum
Collection. With Permission.

Interstate Construction Pictures. Laying Concrete Marion, Illinois. DuFour
Family Collection

Toedy and Girls. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum
Collection. With Permission.

Interstate Construction Pictures. Heavy Equipment. DuFour Family
Collection

Toedy and Kenny in Fur. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

Interstate Construction Pictures. ET Simmonds Family. Clay Family
Album.

Tom Gray Family and Hap. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

Rend Lake Signing. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

June Gray and Family. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

Rend Lake Wonder of the World. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

In Memoriam-Anna and Jimmy. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Dr. Maxine Pyle, Internship. Pyle Family Collection. With Permission.

Jimmy’s Note. West Frankfort, Illinois. Gray Family Collection. With
Permission.

Kenny Gray and John L. Lewis. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.
Kenny Gray. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum
Collection. With Permission.
Kenny Gray in Red Jacket. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.
Kenny Gray in Black Suit. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.
Kenny Gray, Blatinik and Statistics. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.
Washingtonian of the Year. Washingtonian Magazine Photo. (1973). West
Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum Collection. With
Permission.
Kenny Gray and the Capital Award. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.
Kenny Gray at SIU. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.
Paul Powell and Mayor Daly. Vienna, Illinois. Paul Powell Museum
Collection. With Permission.
Board of Trade. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum
Collection. With Permission.
Carl Albert Letter. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum
Collection. With Permission..
President Kennedy and Mayor Daly. Vienna, Illinois. Paul Powell Museum
Collection. With Permission.
Kenny Gray and the Navy in Washington. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken
Gray Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.
Kenny Gray and Thurston Morton. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Gray and Coal Memorial. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

Kenny Gray and Constituents Letters. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Memorial to Mine Disaster. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

Kenny Gray and the Dedication of VF Factory. West Frankfort, Illinois.
Ken Gray Presidential Museum Collection.

Gray Fork Church. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

Ken Gray with Washington Staff. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection.

Apollo Invitation. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum
Collection. With Permission.

Roll Call. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum
Collection. With Permission.

Space Administration. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

Kenny Gray with Red Ascot. Vienna, Illinois. Trover Collection. With
Permission.

Gray and Reagan at Krone Farm. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Roll Call. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum
Collection. With Permission.

Ken Gray Expressway. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

Ken Gray with White Ascot. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Gray Tribute Cover. Southern Illinoisan. Carbondale, Illinois. With
Permission.

Ken Gray-ESEA Signing. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

Ken Gray Scholarship. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

American Dream. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum
Collection. With Permission.

Gray and Dr. Meeks. Vienna, Illinois. Trover Family Collection. With
Permission.

Kenny Gray and the Mall Additions. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

JC Students. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum
Collection. With Permission.

Kenny Gray Civic Center. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.

Gray and School Administrator. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Harry Crisp, Kenny and Governor Thompson. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken
Gray Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Congress Picture. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum
Collection. With Permission.

Kenny Gray Award at SIU with Dr. Mees. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken
Gray Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Jackie’s Card. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum
Collection. With Permission.

East Broadway Furniture. Vienna, Illinois. Trover Family Collection. With
Permission.

Washington Visitors--Mendy and Marleis. Vienna, Illinois. Trover Family
Collection. With Permission.

JayCees. Vienna, Illinois. Trover Family Collection. With Permission.

President Lyndon Johnson—AP Photo. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.

Reagan and Gray. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum
Collection. With Permission.

Kenny and the Little Church. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray
Presidential Museum Collection. With Permission.
Gray and the Clock. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.
Gray and Simon at the Capital. Carbondale, Illinois. Gayer Family
Collection. With Permission.
Ottersen and Pyle. Johnston City, Illinois. Pyle Family collection. With
Permission.
Diann and Dad. West Frankfort, Illinois. Gray Family Collection. With
Permission.
Maxine, Ken and Marleis. Vienna, Illinois. Trover Family Collection. With
Permission.
Kenny and Maxine. Johnston City, Illinois. Pyle Family Collection. With
Permission.
Porch Campaign. Johnston City, Illinois. Dean Family Collection. With
Permission.
Ken Gray Birthday. Vienna, Illinois. Trover Family Collection. With
Permission,.
Ken Gray Birthday Group. Vienna, Illinois. Trover Family Collection. With
Permission.
John Alongi. Vienna, Illinois. Trover Family Collection. With Permission.
Ken Gray. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential Museum
Collection. With Permission.

How a Bill Becomes Law. West Frankfort, Illinois. Ken Gray Presidential
Museum Collection. With Permission.
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What Others Say?
Excerpts from Letters and Additional
Notes Written to or about Ken Gray

Carl Albert, Former Representative from Oklahoma and Speaker
of the U.S. House of Representatives
“He is a working Congressman, a skilled technician, an intelligent legislator
and public servant of the highest quality. Retirement of no member in my time
has saddened me more than the news that my good friend and outstanding colleague of Illinois is leaving the Congress. You (Ken Gray) are always doing your
best to help others. Ken Gray stands as one of the top members of the House of
Representatives. His contributions in the area of public works will remain as a
lasting benefit to his country and his district.”
“I wanted to congratulate you on your latest honor--the highest conservation
award from the Secretary of the Interior. There is no one more deserving and I
was happy to learn of your selection.”
“I am pleased to inform you that you have been reappointed to Father Marquette
Tercentary Commission, and National Visitor Advisory Commission for the 93rd
Congress. Also to the Highway Beautification Commission (1973).”
“It has been my honor to know Ken Gray well, both as one of the top members of
the House of Representatives and as a friend. His contribution in the area of public
works will remain as lasting benefit to his country. He has been a public servant
of the highest integrity.”

R. A. Barnhart, Former Federal Highway Administrator
“This Washington experience has truly been remarkable and I thank you for your
many courtesies which have made it so.”

Margaret Bergin, Former Administrative Assistant to Congressman Gray
Gray’s staff in the district and in Washington thought that he was the best.
Margaret Bergin said, “The other women that work in other Congressional offices
all envy me for having Ken as a boss. I remember an incident when another
secretary went on vacation and when she returned her boss didn’t even say good
morning. Later on that same day, Ken saw her and asked if she had enjoyed her
vacation. He greets all people from the lowest level worker to the highest ranking
dignitaries with the same enthusiasm. “

Selma Borchardt, Former Washington Representative,
American Federation of Teachers
“On behalf of the American Federation of Teachers, I thank you most sincerely for
your support of the legislation seeking to give America’s children a better chance to
get an education.”

Donna Sue Bozarth, Franklin County Chairwoman
“I remember the first time I saw Ken in action for Southern Illinois. It was at a
‘Sink Swim’ rally in the West Frankfort gym. The rally was designed to deal with
the economic woes of the area. He was very colorful and we felt like we had been
‘redeemed.’ He made everyone feel ‘special.’”

Frank Braden, Member of the Prophets Singing Group
“He (Ken Gray) is a “natural born politician”. He has the charisma to get something done and he know how to cut through red tape without going through all the
many channels to get something done. What makes him different from other politicians is that he gets along with everybody even his staunchest enemies. He knows
everybody even the elevator operators, by their first names. Braden described
Gray as a flashy dresser—you can go into the House of Representatives and he
stands out.”
“The most amusing thing I can recall was a conversation between two news
reporters who recognized him and said, ‘that Congressman Gray, he looks like a
negative.’ (Ken was wearing a white suit, black shirt, and a white bow tie.)”

Illinois Representative John Bradley
Bradley remembers the first time he met Congressman Gray when he stopped
at his grandfather’s gas station in Junction in the 1980’s. “ I knew he had to be
important just from the way people treated him. He stood out with his curly hair
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and bow tie. He said Ken was well known for his ability to bring home the ‘bacon’
to his district. “

Andrea Brown, Ph.D., Illinois State Board of Education
Member and Former Regional Superintendent
“Congressman Gray has always been a friend of Southern Illinois Schools via his
full support of federal aid to education, programs such as Headstart and Title I
that were brought to our area. Ken’s optimism was contagious and made all of us
proud to call Southern Illinois ‘home.’”

Robert Buser, Ph.D., Professor Emeritus, Southern Illinois University
“His (Gray’s) leadership in government typically was less than that of philosophizing to generate a professional reputation in his area, state of nation. Instead
he sought and achieved professional recognition through accomplishments as truly
representing the people.”

Terry Bruce, Chief Executive Officer of Illinois Eastern Community Colleges
in Olney and Former Former Member of the U. S. House of Representatives
In the summer of 1965, I served as an intern to the U S Department of Labor in
Washington D. C. As part of our training, interns from throughout the city were
called together to hear from leaders in Congress, the various governmental departments and the Administration. For example, President Lyndon Johnson invited all
of us to a South Lawn talk at the White House. And we had various department
heads and Robert Kennedy spoke to us. But the speech I still remember today was
by Congressman Ken Gray. We were all ushered into a congressional hearing
room on Capitol Hill and then Ken Gray was introduced. The Congressman spoke
for awhile, and then wanted to tell all of us why he wanted us to get involved and
make a difference in the lives of others. He then began a long poem, committed to
memory, about an old man who had spent a long time building a bridge—a bridge
that he might not be able to use—and a bridge that would last far longer than he
would live. Someone asked the old man why he had built the bridge even though
he would not use it much. His answer was that all of us had to build bridges, to
make improvements, to do things for others and not just for ourselves. It was a
moving story—it must have been because I still recall it more than 45 years later!

Ken Buzbee, State Representative
There were numerous occasions I called on you for assistance at the Federal level
with problems involving my constituents…Indeed your contribution to the legislative process in Congress has served the entire nation.
I can only sum up my feelings about your retirement…, please keep an eye on
those of us who are still actively involved in the political process. We will need
and welcome your interest, advice and yes when needed your criticism.

LC Cavanass, Former Marion Chamber of Commerce President
The Marion Chamber of Commerce cannot voice or express its gratitude to
you too strongly. We feel your assistance to the City of Marion in securing the
Veterans’ Administration Hospital site made the acquisition of the District II State
Office Building possible. Southern Illinois can justly be proud of its representative
in Washington.

Clyde Choate, State Senator of Anna, Illinois
“HE is a legend in his own time.”

Jerry Costello, Member of the U. S. House of Representatives
“As a timeless advocate for the needs of the people of Southern Illinois you (Ken
Gray) have brought 7 billion dollars of development programs for highways, lakes
and public works projects to your district. 120 post offices, nursing homes, a multitude of major infrastructure programs were constructed at your direction.”

Harry L. Crisp II, President Pepsi MidAmerica
“When I think of Ken Gray, one word comes immediately to mind: service. Ken
has lived a life serving his fellow citizens. One cannot look across Southern Illinois
without seeing what he has contributed to this area. Not merely content with yesterday’s victories, Ken has always looked forward to tomorrow’s success. And he
has always tried to instill that spirit in the rest of us.”
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John D. Dingell, U.S. Representative of Michigan,
2nd in Seniority in the House of Representatives

Ernest Giddings, Former Leader of National Education
Association of the United States

“From the time we were freshman together I always admired Ken’s dedication to
his constituents in southern Illinois. He secured funding for interstate highways,
a federal prison, nursing homes, hospitals and more than 100 post offices. Like
the Energizer bunny he kept going. He came to Congress as one of its youngest
members and retired. He came back and retired again. I really should talk to him
about coming back as an elder statesman. We could use his wisdom, humor, amicability, passion and snappy wardrobe in the halls of Congress once again.”

“I am writing to express to you (Gray) my personal thanks for your consistent
support of the school construction bill throughout the debate and voting on this
legislation.”

Alan Dixon, Former U.S. Senator
“There is no one who has served the people of Southern Illinois better than Ken
Gray. He made Southern Illinois a better place to live. (I applaud) His tireless
efforts to provide constituent service and to bring federal projects to his area.”

Allen J. Ellender, Former U.S. Senator
“I am pleased to advise that the subcommittee after careful consideration of your
problems, voted to allow your request for the following projects: $75,000 for
Canalization of the Big Muddy River; $50,000 for Cache River and tributaries;
and $25,000 for the Harrisonville and Ivy Landing District No. 2 Monroe
County, Illinois.”

Bob Ellis of The Daily American, West Frankfort
Ken Gray picked me up at the Ken Gray Hotel to see Rend Lake from his helicopter. Flying over it, he pointed out several places, including the dam. ‘Did he
deliver on that?’ The end of the story has never been told. I had flown a lot in the
military and was impressed with his landing. We landed between three trees. I
said that was good flying-- to land between the trees rather than in the open spot.
He looked at me and said that—over there is where I was trying to land, and he
added every landing is a good one.

Kelin Field, College Student and Videographer
After being a camera man for the Presidential Museum Video, Kelin researched
Congressman Gray and said “Gray was a motivated advocate of Southern Illinois
and is the reason for the area’s success today. He promised that he would get something done for Southern Illinois and he did. He was bold enough to cross party
lines. He inspired me to be more flexible and to be more determined in the future.”

Gary Forby Illinois State Senator
Kenny Gray took care of our kids and our elderly. He brought jobs and infrastructure
to Southern Illinois. The Interstates-57, 64, and 24, Rend Lake, our federal buildings,
post offices, low-income housing and hospitals that he brought are all important to us.
Kenny wrote laws and helped our people get the benefits from social security, Medicare
and black lung. Kenny Gray has been great to Southern Illinois.

Gerald R. Ford, Former Leader of the House and 38th
President of United States
“I am pleased to send greetings as you are honored by your friends and family celebrating 50 years since your were first elected to Congress in November of 1954.
I offer my special compliments because I am familiar with your many years of
dedicated service.”

Peter Fosco, Former Chairman National Joint Heavy
and Highway Construction Committee
“Your warm support over this period in the Public Works Committee with the
House membership and on the House floor was in a large measure responsible for
its over-whelming support in the House of Representatives and its eventual enactment into the law of the land in the greatest peacetime construction program in the
history of mankind.

Jan Lily Grah, Community Member
“I will always remember Ken’s captivating smile and great sense of Humor. He has
never met a stranger and everyone who meets him feels special. I frequently went
to Kenny Gray’s office in West Frankfort. He was very nice to me. My father,
Kenny Jones was a state policemen who knew Kenny well. Kenny invited me to
his museum. He has never met a stranger. He treated everyone with respect.”

Billy Graham, American Evangelist
“I leave on my world tour next Sunday January 13, 1956. Wishing you success in
this crucial New year.”

Former State Representative Hart
“His efforts turned despair into Pride.”

Michael Howlett, Former Secretary of State
“He is a credit to West Frankfort. Few have done as much for Southern Illinois.”

Lower Kaskaskia Stakeholders
“We would be honored if you would attend and make brief comments concerning
the value of the Kaskaskia River to Illinois. The theme of this year’s barge trip is
“Measuring the Value in recognition of 50 years since the funding for the channel
was introduced in Congress by Congressman Ken Gray in 1956.”

Robert Mees, Ph.D., President of John A. Logan College
“The impact of Ken Gray’s career on the Southern Illinois community is staggering. He fought hard to make sure Southern Illinois wasn’t neglected, bringing $7
Billion in federal projects to the area. He was instrumental in bringing the interstate systems through Southern Illinois, bringing the federal prison to Marion, and
obtaining funding for lakes, post offices, and nursing homes.”
“I appreciate the support Ken gave to all areas of education. He is credited with
securing millions of dollars in grant monies for community colleges and SIU.
These grant dollars have played an important role in making John A Logan
College the stellar institution it is today. The role he played as a statesman and
visionary leader will continue to benefit the region for many decades.”

Tip O’Neil, Former U.S. Representative and
Speaker of the House of Representatives
Congressman Gray would often serve as the Speaker Pro Tempore for the
Speakers of the House. Tip sent thank you notes to Ken Gray for volunteering
to preside over the House. Terry Bruce remembers what Speaker O’Neil said
when he praised Kenny when he was sworn in the second time as a freshman
representative. I was being sworn in too. Speaker O’Neil praised Ken Gray for
his accomplishments for the people and then he said to all of us—“Remember
that no one has ever served in the House of Representatives without being
elected. You can be appointed to the United States Senate, you can be President
without being elected President, you can be appointed as Governor, and be
appointed as a state senator or state representative. But you can never serve
in the United States House of Representatives unless you are elected to serve
here. Remember that. All of you were elected by your constituents to come
here and serve for them.”

Millie O’Neil

The group from Vergennes would like to thank you for all your help in making our
trip to Washington trip a success. The kids are still talking about the boat ride.

“The family of “Tip” O’Neil gratefully acknowledges your kindness. There was
no honor better received by Tom that meant more to him than his associations
and friendships with the men and women of Congress. He really cares about
you. My Children join me in grateful appreciation for your generous words and
kind support.”

Paul Gayer, Former Staff-field Representative

Richard Nixon, 37th President of the United States

“Gray’s personality was vivacious. I traveled 496 miles in nine days campaigning
with Gray. Often times people would wait in his office for hours although tired of
waiting, as soon as Kenny walked into the office, the entire place would light up.
He generates his own electricity.”

“I have just received word that you will be retiring at the end of the 93rd
Congress. I want you to have this note of appreciation for your years of distinguished public service. Your career has marked by an abiding concern for
the welfare of your constituents.”

Louis Frick, Community Member
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Virginia Otterson, Office Manager for Gray’s West Frankfort Office

Robert Sergeant Shriver, Jr., Former Director of the Peace Corp

“People can reach him (Gray) anytime, and they know it, but he wouldn’t have
it any other way. He read every piece of mail-nothing is insignificant to him. He
realizes how important the problem is to the person.”

“All of us at the Peace Corps are thankful to you for your support of the recent
legislation. The Peace Corps is now able to present itself to the people of the
United States as an agency fully approved by the government.”

Nancy Pelosi, U.S. Speaker of the House

Paul Simon, Former U.S. Senator and House Representative

“Thank you (Ken Gray) for your kind message of Congratulations. You worked
hard at district state and national levels. I take very seriously the charge of the
Speaker to lead the House with civility and integrity to build a better country for
our children and to meet the needs of our working families.

“Beyond any question, the greatest Congressman in the history of Southern Illinois
is Ken Gray. In your 20 years in Congress you have made countless contributions
to Southern Illinois. You have helped thousands of families in our area with many
of their personal problems. You have brought business into our area by arranging
loans from the small business administration and by personal contacts with business leaders. You have helped develop our vast coal reserves. You have helped mold
public policy to aid our senior citizens, the unemployed, handicapped and other
citizens of Southern Illinois.”
“Gray made a lasting mark on life in Southern Illinois. He was a doer.”

Larry Petersen, President Shawnee Community College
“Ken Gray’s lasting legacy of accomplishments serve as a reminder that a man
with a vision can truly change the world.”

Brandon Phelps
“Ken Gray has proven to be a great leader and a person who has meant so much
to Southern Illinois. Ken Gray has helped hundreds of families with social security or black lung benefits. Words can not describe what you have meant to our
region. Whether it was Rend Lake or our interstate highway system, you built up
Southern Illinois.”

Glen Poshard, President, Southern Illinois University and
Former Member of the U. S. House of Representatives
“The greatest honor of my life was following Ken Gray as a Congressman from
Southern Illinois. For the millions of young people who grew up in the small
communities and the coal fields of Southern Illinois, Ken Gray was our inspiration, and along with President Kennedy you challenged us to greater service to
our country.”
“It wasn’t so much that you rightly lay claim to the prince of Pork,” but that you
always stood up for the little guy, the underdog, who could benefit from government being an ally in their time of need.”

Mel Price, Former Member of the U. S. House of Representatives
“The people of your district and the people of Illinois should be proud of the
record you made in the Congress of the United States. I have never seen a more
aggressive or more able first term member of Congress. Your work in getting an
appropriation for the Continuation of the Devil’s Kitchen project should draw the
highest commendation from everyone in the 24th Congressional District regardless
of political affiliation.”
“Ken is the most interesting man to come to Congress in a number of years. He
wins friends quickly and holds to these friends. I don’t know of any he has lost. In
Washington, Ken Gray is known as Gray Enterprises, Inc. He’s a builder, a promoter, and an entrepreneur without equal. He is one of the most effective members
of Congress, as a leader of the House Public Works Committee. Most of all he has
been dedicated to the revitalization of Southern Illinois.”

Sam Rayburn. Former Speaker of the House of Representatives
The construction of the Federal Prison in your district would not have been considered by the house, if it had not been for our hard work, influence and popularity. In this, as in all other things you are intelligent, enthusiastic and can really get
thinking done in the House of Representatives.

James Roosevelt, Former Member of the U. S. House of Representatives
“I am inviting you to my house for informal relaxation , I am inviting the Speaker,
the majority leader and the whip to come as a small expression of our appreciation to help us through our freshman term. “

Pat Schroeder, Former Member of the U. S. House of Representatives
“Thank you for saving the Denver Mint.”

James Thompson, Former Governor of the State of Illinois
“He (Gray) served his proud region very well and Southern Illinoisan has shown
their gratitude.”

Rene Frick Wilmore, Community Member
“I write from a long acquaintance with Kenny’s wife. June’s dad, a staunch
Republican told us that for the first time in his life, he voted for Kenny, a
Democrat. Once when I stopped at June’s house and Kenny was in Washington, she
called him and I played a tune on her organ. Kenny said, “I’ll hire her, “ He was
my first customer. He bought my four piano tapes. I had my first helicopter ride
when we lived in Carmi. Ken took me for a ride with the Carmi newspaper editor,
Velda Ames. I am glad you are writing a book about this famous guy.”

UMWA Journal
“Congressman Kenneth J. Gray deserves the support of every UMWA member and
members of their families on the basis of his public record in support of our position on major issues .”

Mr. J. Addington Wagner, National Commander of the American Legion
“Now that the House has passed HR 7886-the War Veterans Security Bill-to provide benefits for the aged and needy veterans of World War I, I would like to take
this opportunity to extend to you on behalf of the nearly 3,000,000 members of the
American Legion our sincere thanks and deep appreciation for the great part you
played in the fight on the floor of the House to have this legislation enacted.”

Jim Williamson, Circuit Judge
“I enjoyed your auction, it was a symposium of so many facets of American
history-amazing. Your contributions to Southern Illinois and the U.S. are immeasurable. What is often overshadowed by your endeavors as a Congressman is
your stellar military record in World War II. You are truly a legend, an icon, an
American Hero.”

Jim Wright, Former Speaker of the U. S. House of Representatives
“Congressman Ken Gray is an original! Even in an assemblage of colorful positive personalities such as the U.S. Congress, for the interrupted quarter-century
of his service there, Gray is a standout. The Southern Illinoisan with the cheerful
demeanor, the quick response and the disarming friendliness was a powerful advocate for his particular slice of Americana and a valued spokesman for any legislative cause in which he believed.”

Roger Wright, Community Member
West Frankfort thanks you for showing our handbell choir the Capital Building.
Thank you for contacting the park service and arranging for our choir to play at
the ellipse.

Dr. Robert Schuller, Minister
“It was a joy for me to return to my church and note that you had visited me on
August 24, 1987. Keep on being the great “possibility thinker” that you are.

John Shimkus, Member of the U. S. House of Representatives
“Congratulations on a portion of Interstate 57 being named in your honor. I
know you worked diligently to bring a portion of the interstate system through
Southern Illinois.”
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